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THE UNITED COMMITTEE FOR THE TAXATION OF UND 
VALUES was formed in March, 1907, as a central body repre
sentative of the various Leagues for the Taxation of Land 
Values in the United Kingdom. It is the function of the 
Committee to strengthen and co-ordinate the work of the 
Leagues, give general direction to practical effort in all parts of 
the country, assist and advise a large corps of district corre
sponding secretaries and other voluntary co-workers, organize 
meetings and conferences, promote publicity in the Press, 
institute study circles and economic classes, and give effect 
to the widest possible instruction. 

The Committee publishes LAND & LIBERTY, the monthly 
journal of the movement, maintains a publication department 
and an information bureau, and issues books, pamphlets and 

·leaflets for sale and free distribution. 

The offices of the Committee are recognized also as the 
centre of the international movement. Records and reports are 
received regularly direct from State and Municipal departments 
abroad bearing on the progress, the scope and the results of land
value legislation. Through its extensive correspondence, the 
Committee is in constant consultation with co-workers in many 
countries; and LAND & LIBERTY brings them into intimate 
association with one another, keeping them informed on 
the progress of the movement in legislative achievement and in 
the wide field of propa,ganda. 

THE UNITED CoMMITTEE is a non-party organization, 
supported entirely by the voluntary contributions of those who 
uphold its policy-the Taxation of Land Values and the abolition 
of all taxes and privileges that restrict the production of wealth 
and pn;vent its just distribution. 
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PROGRAl\11\IE OF PROCEEDINGS 
(As issued with the Conference Papers) 

First Day, Jlonday, 13th August 
REcEPTION OF MEMBERS AND HENRY GEORGE Co!IL\IE~IORATION DINNER. 

Chairman: THE RoN. PRESIDENT, CHARLES E. CRO~IPTON. 

Second Day, Tuesday, 14th August 
.. m. "Our Principle and Policy." P1esidential Address. CHARLES E. CROMPTON. 

p.m. "International A~p~ct of Land-Value Policy." J. DuNDAS WHITE, J,L.D., ex-1\l.P. 
Chairman: H. G. CHANf'ELLOR, ex-1\I.P. 

10 a.m. 

. 12 noon. 
,, 

8p.m. 

1oa.m. 

8p.m. 

10 a.m. 

8p.m. 

10a.m. 

8p.m. 

Third Day, Wednesday, 15th August 
"Henry George in Denmark; Experiences and Results." JAcOB E. LANGE 

(Copenhagen) ; and 1\IRS. SIGNE BJoRNER (Copenhagen). 

I 
AREL BRINKI (Odense) ; 

Chairman : W. R. LESTER, 1\'l.A. (Horsted Keynes). 
Address by the RIGHT HoN. H. H. AsQUITH, K.C., 1\I.P . 

Chairman : CHAS. H. SMITHSON (Halifax). 

"The Taxation of Land Values in Germany." ALEX. PALETTA (Berlin). 
"Spain and South America: What the Single Taxer Can Do." ANTONIO ALBENDIN (C'adiz). 

Chairman: Lours P. JACOBS r~Ielbourne). 
(The Resolutions adopted at the Ronda 1913 International Single Tax Conference will be put on record.) 

Fourth Day, Thursday, 16th August 
"Economic Rent: the Case for its Full Appropriation by Act of Parliament." R. L. OuTHWAITE, ex-M.P. 

Chairman: J. DuNDAS WHITE, LL.D., ex-l\I.P. 
"Political Action in the U.S.A. for Adoption of the Single Tax." ROBERT C. l\IACAULEY (Philadelphia) and 

CHARLES J. ScHOALES (Philadelphia). · 
Chairman : THE HoN. PRESIDENT, CHARLES E. CROMPTON. 

Fifth Day, Friday, 17th August 
"The Position in Sweden and Norway." JoHAN HANSSON (Stockholm) and S. WIELGOLASKI (Christiania) .. 
"The Taxation of Land Values in Operation in British Dominions and other Countries." A. W.lHADSEN, B.Sc. 

- Chairman : E. M. GINDERS (Manchester). ~ 

"The Attitude of the British Political Parties to Land-Value Taxation." ANDREW MAcLAREN, M.P., and 
P. WILSON RAFFAN, ex-M.P. 

Chairman: E. J. McMANUS (Liverpool). 

. Sixth Day, Saturday, 18th August 
"Enclaves of .Economic Rent- Fairhope, Arden, Tahanto, Halidon, Free Acres, Sant Jordi, Shakerton and 

Ardentown; How to Obtain Single Tax without Legislation." FISKE WARREN (Tahanto, Harvard). 
"I am Only One Man." BOLTON HALL (New York). 

, Chairman : .ALEx MACKENDRICK (Glasgow). 
"Theoretical and Tactical Lessons from the Introduction of Land-Value Policy in Hungary." DR. Jnn:s J. 

PiKLER (Budapest) and DR. RoBERT BRAUN (Budapest). 
Chairman : DR. PERCY McDouGALL (Manchester). 

· · Seventh Day, Sunilay, 19th August 
10 a.m. "Christi~n Economics; Private Property and Equal Rights in Land." FREDK. VERINDER (London). 

"Land Monopoly, War and Public Debt." DR. S. VERE PEARSON (Mundesley). 
· Chairman : CHAS. H. SMITHSON (Halifax). 

8 p.m. " The United qommittee; its Activities and its Place in the Movement." CHARLES E. CROMPTON and 
JoHN PAUL. 

Chairman: A. W. METCALFE (Belfast). 

NoTE.-For the convenience of m£mbers of the Conference, and tQ facilitate general discussion, the Chairman of earl! 
Session is allowed not more tha.n ten minutes, e.ach Opener not more than half an hour, anil any subsequent Srcaker not 
more than ten mi·nutes. · 



DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLE AND POLICY 
(As issued with the Conference Papers and Adopted) 

\VE, the members of the International Conference on the Taxation of Land 
Values, a~sembled at Oxford, England, 13th to 19th August, 1923, 

DECLARE 
That as evecy one has an equal right to life, so every one has an equal right to land, on which alone 

life can be sustained.; · 
That the tenure of land is the great governing fact which ultimately determines the economic, political 

and consequently the intellectual and moral condition of a people; 
That the unequal di;.tribution of wealth, the persistence of poverty and the recurrent periods of industrial 

depre~sion, which are the curse and menace of modern civilization, are the evil results of permitting private 
individuals to levy tribute on the earnings of industry by appropriating the economic rent of land, and to 
deny access to the natural opportunities for the production of wealth by withholding land from use ; 

That the more completely land is thus monopolized in any country, the greater is the insecurity 
of employment, and the neare:t are the wages of labour driven down to mere subsistence level; and this is 
true under conditions the most diverse as to franchise, industries, tariffs, monetary systems and public 
debts; 

That until measures are taken to stop the private appropriation of the rent of land all remedies 
currently relied on for improving social conditions are incapable of achieving their purpose; 

WE THEREFORE ADVOCATE, as a principle of universal application, 
That the equal right to land be established, and the full fruits of industry be secured to industry, 

by devoting the rent of land to the uses of the community and by abolishing the imposts, tariffs, taxes on 
improvements, and other fiscal burdens which penalize and restrict the production a~d exchange of wealth; 

That, to attain this end in the simplest, easiest and most practical way, pul?lic revenues be obtained 
by imposing taxation on the value .of land apart from improvements due to private enterprise and 
expenditure; " 

That such taxation, national and local, be based on a valuation showing the actual market value of. 
each piece of land in separate occupation or suitable for separate occupation irrespective of the improvements 
in it or upon it, the valuation being made public and being kept up to date by periodic revision; 

That tax;1tion on land ,value be payable by each person interested in the value. of the land and in 
proportion to his interest, and be treated as a public rent-cha£ge having priority over all other charges ; 

AND WE MAl NT AIN 
That an annual tax, levied without exemption on the actual market value of all land at an equal rate 

per unit of value in substitution for existing taxes on wages, trade, industry and improvements would at . 
once bring about great and beneficial changes in the social and industrial condition of the people; ~ 

That the complete taxation of land value would provide such public revenue as would render all tariffs· 
and restrictive taxes unnecessary; it would give the world freedom of trade and remove the main causes 
of international strife; by making the holding of land unprofitable to the mere owner, and profitable only 
to the user, it would make it impossible for speculators and monopolists to hold natural opportunities to 
ransom; by doing away with the fines and penalties now levied on anyone who in any way adds to the 

l general stock of wealth, it would leave to each the full product of his exertion; . 
That this policy, by throwing open the illimitable field of enterprise that the earth offers to man, 

1 would solve the labour problem, banish involuntary poverty, make over-production inconceivable· until 
all human wants are satisfied, render laboUf-saving inventions a blessing to all, and cause such a production 
iand such a distribution of wealth as would give to all comfort, leisure and participation in the advantages 
\of a progressing civilization. · 



THE CALL TO THE CONFERENCE 
The decision to convene the 1923 International Conference on the Taxation of Land Valucfl wa~ 

made at a meeting of the United Committee held on 28th September, 1922. The first announcement! 
was published in LA:!'i"D & LIBERTY of October, 1922. It was repeat{)d in succeeding issues of that 
journal and was advertised as widely as possible in all journals devoted to the Taxation of Land Value~ 
in other countries. 

In April, 1923, the United Committee issued the following call to the Conference by letter addressed! 
to all Societies and Leagues at home and across the seas that exist to promote the Taxation of Land Value:;t 
and individually to a large number of persons closely attached to the movement in all partll 
of the world :- · 

INVITATION 

"The United Committee for the Taxation of Land Values 
conveys to you, your' colleagues and co-workers a cordial 
invitation to an International Week's Conference on the 
Taxation of Land Values, to be held in Oxford, England, 
13th to 20th August, 1923. 

"The Conference is open to all who advocate the Taxation 
·of Land Values. It is not a delegate conference, requiring 
Leagues or Societies to appoint representatives. Each 
person comes as an individual to hear and discuss what is 
being done in the several countries to promote the Taxation 
of Land Values. The lecturers will give information about 
actual or proposed legislation, point to the lessons derived 
from practical experience, and contribute plans and 
suggestions for advancing our common cause. 

"Prepared typewritten statements, to be included in the 
proceedings of the Conference, are invited from groups 
and societies setting forth a report of the activities of the 
m()vement in your Town, District or State. Such a report 
should inform the Conference what progress has been made, 
what lessons are to be derived from work done, what aims 
and prospects you have in practical legislation-and 
generally what organization and propaganda you employ 
in advancing the cause. 

"Members oftheConference will be in residence in Oxford 
during the whole week, many at the Ruskin College, which 
has been specially engaged, and others in apartments and 
hotels in the immediate neighbourhood. Due arrange
ments have been made for the accommodation of all at 
moderate terms. 

"There will be. a dozen meetings or more, and instructive 
addresses will be delivered on the position of the movement 
in many countries, on the legislation adopted_ or required 
in each on what can be done to promote our aims through 
international co-operation, on the problems of valuation, 
on lessons learned from practical experience, on the moral 
law and property, on the land question in history, on Single 
Tax communities, etc., etc. 

"Every phase of our aims and objects will be fully and 
freely discussed from every point of view, as they are sePTII 
by the protagonist on the platform or in the Press, by the· 
organizers of campaigns and those who are responsible 
lor securing and increasing the needed revenue, by the 
supporter of tbe movement who is absorbed in what other~ 
are doing even if unable to be actively engaged in propa
ganda himself, by those who are busy in Parliamentary and 
municipal life and (not to mention many others working in 
various fields) by those who know that good efforts can be 
spent in advancing thought in religious, literary or scientific:: 
circles. 

"The Conference willnaturallynot be all work and no pia y. 
An Entertainments Committee will see to that. The City: 
of Oxford, its historic colleges, boating and pleasure-sailing~'~ 
on the river Thames, motor drives and excursions into the 
beautiful surrounding country are among the many ~elights1 
that will contribute to a memorable and enJoyable 
holiday. 

"Mention of the Conference has been made from month to 
month in LAND & LIBERTY since October last. The 
announcement has been received with great enthusiasm 
by hosts of friends in this and other countries. 

"We will publish in good time the syllabus of. the 
meetings, particulars of the day-~o-day events, and Issue 
a list of the members to all who will be present. 

"We know that you will greet the Oxford Cot?-fe~ence as an ' 
inspiring occasion to add new strength and digt?-It:f to our · 
world movement, and we ask you to do what IS m Y?ur 
power to make the event a triumphant and endurmg · 
success. 

,',The Conference member&hip fee is lOs. (ten shillings) 
per member, which may be paid at the date we assemble 
or may be remitted to us beforehand. 

With fraternal greetings. 
"J OH:-.1 PAl'L. 

"A. w. l.'iiADSEN." 

The full Membership List of the Conference will be found on pages 66 to 68. 
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1923 INTERNATIONAL 
TAXATION OF 

CONFERENCE ON 
LAND VALUES 

THE 

13th to 19th AUGUST, 1923 

TO\VN HALL, OXFORD, ENGLAND 

INAUGURAL .MEETING 
HENRY GEORGE COMMEMORATION DINNER 

Monday Evening, 13th August 

The Conference was inaugurated on the evening of Mon
day, 1?.th August, with a Reception and Dinner in the 
Assembly Room of the Town Hap in commemoration of 
Henry George. 

The Hon .. President, Mr. Charles E. Crompton occupied 
. the Chair and welcomed all the guests in the name of their 
hosts on this occasion, the United Committee for the Taxa
tion of Land Values. When all were seated a photograph 
of the gathering was taken. The company numbered 180 
and induded 62 present from America, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Germany, Hungary, Spain, Switzerland and 
Australia and many residents in this country who could 
be said to represent other lands. 

Each member of the Conference was provided with a 
badge for wear during the week with inscription of his or 
her name and country. The :inenu card bore a 
picture of Henry George with the familiar quotation from 
PROGRESS AND PovERTY: "It is a well provisioned ship, 
this on which we sail through space. If the bread and 
beef above decks seem to grow scarce there is a new supply 
of which before we never dreamed, and very great com
mand over the services of others comes to those who as 
the hatches are opened are permitted to say: ' This is 
mine ! ' " The card was bordered with an illustration 
(one of the drawings by l\Ir. J. W. Bengough made for the 
catalogue of the Bazaar of the Scottish League in 1!:\02) 
showing that land values constantly tend to increase, 
while " the la,ndlord sleeps, but thrives." 

Numerous cables, telegrams and letters conveying 
good wishes brought greetings from absent friends. One 
listenPd with special gratification to the message received 
by cable from l\lr. Bellagamba in Buenos Aires :;:tatina 
that the Argentine Si_:1gle Tax League cordially com': 
plinwnted and congratualted the meeting of Georgeists at 
Oxford and announcing that the Mendoza municipality 
had fi:xed an Pight per mille-approximately 2d. in the £ 
of s..Jlmg value--tax on land value covering eighty per cent 
of the aunual budget and that the Buenos Ayres munici
pality had just sanctioned a ten per mille-approximately 

7 

2ld. in the £ of selling value-tax on land value· <Joming 
into force in the current year and producing ha~! of the 
total municipal expenditure. (We· had regretfully . to 
report in LAND & LIBERTY of January, 1924, that by 
resolution on 17th November the Buenos Ayres munici
pality abandoned the Land Value Tax, it having been 
declared unconstitutional by judges in the Courts.) 

Other tel.egrams c~tme from George Lamb (Bootie), 
Anna George de Mille (Los Angeles), Louis F. Post (Washing
ton D.C.), A. J. Moxham (Ne~ York), James R. Brown 
(New York), Eduardo Garcia (Madrid), Mayor F. C. R. 
Douglas (Battersea), Axel Lundstrom (Djursholm, Sweden), 
Messrs. Lagerloe,v, Almqvist a!ld lsraelsson (Stockholm), 
and J. Fihelly (Agent-General for Queensland). 

Letters wishing success to the Conference and expressing 
the deep regret of the writers that they could .not be 
present. came from: Jacob Lange, S. Berthelsen, Anders 
Vedel and K. J. Kristensen (Denmark), Svante A. Back
strom (Sweden), A. Cauwel (Belgium), W. Norvej 
(Norway), Dr. Schrameier (Germany), Boyan Botusharofl 
(Bulgaria), A. Mackie Niven (Transvaal), Geo. Burgess 
(Natal), S. A. McCallum (Cape Province), A. G. Huie 
(New South Wales), P. J. Markham (Victoria), E. J. Craigie 
(S. Australia), G. M. Fowlds (New Zealand), W. A. Douglass 
and R. Honeyford (Canada), John B. Sharpe, Stoughton 
Cooley, Samuel Danziger, E. Yancey Cohen, F. F. Ingram, 
J. Doyle, T. Floyd, H. C. Joy, J. H. Hatfield, J. R. 
Hermann, Rev. A. W. Littlefield, T. Marsden, R. Zahner 
and S. S. Taber (America), Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P., 
Arthur Henderson, 1\'I.P., Chas. E. Price, H. S. Murray, 
Mrs. T. F. Walker, R. W. Jenkins, IgnatiuS Singer, John 
Archer, A. Davis, J. Elphinstone, .Tohn Gordon, John 
E. Grant, Professor Hickson, Wm. McLennan, T. 0. 
Macmillan, Miss E. Melland, Bailie John Muir, J. K. 
Musgrave, Sidney Paseall, Mrs. Ralston, Rev. Leyton 
Richards, Robert Rowat, G. B. Waddell, Alexander Walker, 
F. A. E. Waterfield, W. J. Young, and many more. 

Acknowledgment of invitations to the dinner were 
received from most of the Embassies and Legations m 
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London and from the High Commissioners and Aaents 
General of British Dominions. 

0 

The Ron. PRESIDE:h-r OF THE Cox~·ERENCE (l\lr. C'HARLES 
E. CROMPTON) rising to propose the toast of the evening: 
" To the Immortal 1\lemory of Henry George," said:
•• We have met to night from all parts of the world, and 
in the name of the United Committee I extend a most 
hearty welcome to all the members of this International 
Conference. I welcome our friends from America;Den
mark, Sweden, Norway, Spain, Germany, Hungary, and 
all the other countries and last, but not least, the daughter
in-law and the grand children of Henry George. We have 
all come to do reverence to the memory of Henry George, 
and the very fact that we are here is a proofthat his memory 
endures. His message stands for all time as the correct 
exposition of what is necessary for a just social condition. 

" To-day the problem is even more acute than it was in 
the time of Henry George. No m~tter to what political 
party a person may belong, everyone, not only in this 
country, but in every country, is worrying about the 
problem that civilization has come to such a pitch that it 
seems bent upon destroying itself. We are all dreading 
the possibility of another Armageddon, knowing that if 
it comes it will efface civilization and humanity from the 
face of the earth. We know also that these evils will 
disapp~ar if we can win the victory for the social justice 
to which Henry George has pointed the way. 

"I look at the reverse side of the Name-Badge we are all 
wearing and will wear during the week as members of this 
Conference. There we find these words from PROGRESS 
AND PovERTY, words that are the epitaph on the. tomb
stone over Henry George's grave: "The truth that I 
have tried to make clear will not find easy acceptance. 
If that could be, it would have been accepted long ago. 
If that could be it would never have been obscured. But 
it will find friends-those who will toil for it ; suffer for it ; 
if need be, die for it. This is the power of Truth.' Turn 
to the passage in the book and see what follows in the next 
sentence : ' Will it at length prevail1 Ultimately, yes. 
But in our own times, or in times of which any memory 
of us remains, who shall say 1 ' It is only forty years 

. ago since Henry George began his mission, and the thought 
he gave to the world has travelled far. We are here to-day 
il) international assembly as living witnesses to its great 
advance and upon us lies the responsibility to spread it 
abroad in every land. I hope that the historian of the 
future will be able to write that on 13th August, 1923, 
the Georgeists raised their standard at Oxford--I mean 
the standard of battle and of war. War, bitter, relentless 
and determined ; not war against human beings, but war 
against poverty, tyranny, and the suffering of humanity 
at large. I exhort everyone to rally to that standard." 

Response to the toast was made by all rising and standing 
in silence for a few moments. 

8 

1\lrs. HEXRY GEORGE, Junr., called on to speak, was 
welcomed with acclamation, and said that the gn'at kind
ness they bestowed on her, for her name's sake, made 
anything in the nature of a set speech very difficult. She 
recalled her early recollections of Henry George. Her 
parents often talked of all he had done and was doing. 
She remembered their first meeting when she was U years 
old, and realized even at that age that he was singled oll't 
as a great and good man, who captured the hearts of 
others. .Not of grown people only, but also of children, 
with whom· he had a wonderful winning manner. It 
was her happiness to have shared that love and to have 
been so intimately associated with his crusade in the afh·r 
years. Henry George had been spoken of as an idealist ; 
but he was an idealist whose ideals were capable of prac
tical application. 

Mr. ANDREW ~lAcLAREN,M.P.,said that during the com
ing week they would be carrying the war into the enemy's 
camp. It had been said that there was no better way to 
kill the truth than to ignore it, and in no place had that 
been done more than in the colleges of OxfoTd. The 
bold facts were facing any one who wanted to look at them. 
What Henry George had written was hidden away from 
the minds of the younger generation at the school and at 
the university. They need not deplore the tardiness of 
their progress ; the wonder was that they had been able 
to prevail at all. 

Miss BEATRICE GEORGE said she would respond to the 
Chairman's call for a speech in only a very few words. She 
felt she was not entitled to speak in such a gathering 
consisting of those who had devoted a life'11 work to the 
movement. She as one of the younger generation had the 
deepest reverence for all the workers in the cause and for 
the younger generation it was a day of consecration to 
ideals. " We have a great inheritance from our grand
father, more valuable than all the treasures of the earth, 
and the claim it makes on us would, perhaps, be too great 
to uphold if we did not know that, holding all the truth a.~ 
Henry George's message does, it is inspired from the 
fountain of truth itself where we can all draw the strengtl, 
to do our duty." 

The meeting continued till a late hour, and in the speak
ing many others took part including: Mr. R. C. Macauley 
(Philadelphia), Mr.- Frank Stephens (Arden, Delaware), 
Mrs. S. Bjorner (Copenhagen), Dr. J. J. Pikler (Budapest), 
Mr. Bolton Hall (New York), :Mr. A. Paletta (Greifswald, 
Germany), Mr. S. Wielgolaski (Christiania), l\Ir. Johan 
Hansson (Stockholm), l\Ir. A. Albendin (C'adiz), l\Tr .. John 
Paul, l\Ir. F. L. Crilly and Dr. Percy McDougall. After 
the Hon. President's speech, the solo of the Land Song 
was sung by :Mrs. Eustace Davies.. l\Irs. G. T. Stone 
accompanied, and the audience joined heartily in the 
chorus. 



1923 INTERNATIONAL 
TAXATION OF 

CONFERENCE ON 
LAND VALUES 

13th to 19th AUGUST, 1923. 

TOWN HALL, OXFORD, ENGLAND 

TilE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE 
(CONDENSED REPORTS) 

Morning Session-··14th August 

CHAIRMAN: THE HoN. PRESIDENT, MR. CHARLES 
E. CROMPTON 

The MAYOR OF OxFORD, CouNCILLOR T. EASSON, was 
pn•:-rnt in his official capacity, and delivered a brief address 
offering a cordial welcome to the members of the Conference 
on behalf of the City and Corporation. Oxford had played 
its gr<'at part during a period dating back 1,000 years and 
he was the SOOth :Mayor. He was gratified to know that 
at their Conference they had members present from 
fourteen different countries. There was no better means of 
promoting international goodwill than by people from 
diffrrent nations meeting toget;her for such a great purpose 
tlH'Y had in view. He wished every success to their 
deliberations. 

After preliminary discussion, the meeting was formally 
constituted by unanimous resolution as the "1923 Inter
na tiona! Conference on the Taxation of Land Values" 
with agenda as set forth in the printed programme, issued 
by the Conveners. By the same resolution, the office
bearers were appointed as named, including the acting 
Chairman, Mr. Charles E. Crompton, as Honorary President. 

Some delay in proceeding with the business was caused 
by the obstructive tactics of a handful of malcontents 
who seemed to be in attendance with the deliberate intention 
of subverting the objects of the Conference. Part of their 
tlt>monstration took the form of outspoken enmity to Mr. 
Asquith and denial of his right to be invited to speak. The 
incident got more notice in the Press than it deserved 
and was deeply deplored and resented by all present 
except the few who made the disturbance. The sequel 
was Mr. Asquith's cancellation of his engagement, which 
had been arranged for the morning session of the next • 
day. 
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THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
The CHAIRMAN; taking up the printed programme of the 

Conference, read the Declaration of Principle and Policy, 
the text of which appears on an earlier page, and was 
in the hands of all the members. He said he was 
sorry that some disturbance had delayed them so 
far. "I have full sympathy with those friends who feel 
bitter about the disgraceful state of affairs everywhere, 
but bitterness will not carry us along. We must approach 
the subject as rational beings and remember that we are 
not here to discuss politicians, but to discu~s the principle 
.and policy of the Taxation of Land Values. We must not 
let the politicians and the political parties divide us. The 
only practical politics that count in the real affairs of men 
are our principles and their application. We Single Taxers 
know that there are only two factors on which all wealth 
production and wealth distribution depend, namely, land· 
and people. We see that the people who do most of the 
work do not get most of the world's goods. Those who do. 
no work have the best fare, the best houses and the best 
clothes. The cause of this evident unfairness has been 
explained by Henry George as arising from private property 
in land. That institution not only takes from the workers 
the wealth which they produce, but also allows land to be 
held for speculative purposes, so keeping natural resources 
out of use and preventing the workers from producing all 
the wealth they could. Henry George has shown that land
withholding is the root .cause of trade depression and unem
ployment. His remedy for poverty and the inequitable 
distribution of wealth is to establish equal rights to land 
by taking the rent of land for public purposes, and he has 
put his proposal in the practical shape of appropriating 
economic rent by the Taxation of Land Values-to con
centrate taxation on land value and correspondingly 
abolish all other taxation. That is the policy which will 
free labour from its burdens, bring land into use, open 
opportunities to all, raise wages, increase production and 



give abundance to all. We show that all these results 
11-i.ll necessari1y flow from this policy, just as we are certain 
that the conditions we liYe under are due to the denial of 
the peopl(;•'s equal right to land. We hav-e to establish 
justice by the Taxation of Land Values, in that way 
devotin6 all the economic rent of land to public purposes, 
that is.' the policy for which the United Committee stands. 
Is tqere any other way to these results! Anyone is free 
to r·ut the question more clearly and better than we have 
SU'..:c~eded in putting it in the Declaration, which is now 
'fubmitted to debate." 

llr. OUTHWAITE moved an amendment that there be 
deleted from the Declaration all the words from "that to 
attain this end " to " industrial condition of the people " ; 
and that the words " the complete collection of economic 
rent " be substittlted for " the complete taxation of land 
value." 

This meant in effect that the International Con
ference on the Taxation of Land Values was to be 
asked to omit f~om its Declaration all reference to the 
Taxation of Land Values. Mr. Outhwaite spoke as a 
declared opponent of the Taxation of Land Values, asserting 
that anything less than the immediate and complete 
appropriation of economic rent was futile. A Tax on Land 
Values or a Rate on Land Values would do and had done 
more harm than good. He demanded that the whole 
economic rent of land should be collected at once and on 
a given day. · 

The morning session was approaching its close when Mr. 
Outhwaite had finished, and short speeches were made by 

·:Mr. 1\lacauley, who seconded the amendment, Dr. P. 
:McDougall, Mr. J. E. Docking, Mrs. L. H. Berens, 
Councillor Austin Brook and others. 

It was agreed to adjourn the discussion on the amend
. ment to a special session on Thursday afternoon, the 16th 
August. . · 

?!!embers of the Conference gathered in the grounds 
of Christ Church and were photographed. Thereafter a 
large number formed a party and were conducted by 
Mr. Edmund H. New, of Oxford, on a visit to the Colleges. 

"By HENRY CroRGE 

Paocluss AND PoVER'IY: An Inquiry into the Cause of 
Industrial Depressions and of the Increase of Want 
with Increase of Wealth-the Remedy. 

Kegan Paul Edition, paper cowers. Zs~ doth. 3s. 
E_.,....an Edition, doth. Zs., reinforred doth, 3s. 
&got Edition, paper covers, 10:1. 

Paam:noN 01 FREE TRADE: An Examination of the T arilf 
Question ·with espeoal Regard to the Interests of 
L.hour. Paper covers. Is. 

Socw. PltoBL.E.\IS. Paper covers, Zs., doth, 3s. 
(See also pages 14 arul56) 

Et•tning Se.ssion-Hth A!lgust 
CHAIRMAN, llr. H. G. CHA:SCELLOR, Ex-~I.P. 

CO-OPERATION-NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL 

ADDRESS BY liR. H. G. CHA~CELLOR 

The CHAIRMAN, before introducing llr. J. DnmAs 
WHITE, LL.D., Ex-li.P., addressed the Conference and 
said:-

The basis of any true civilization is justict>, which 
involves equality of opportunity to the citizens of StatPs, 
and to States themselves. That would rule out deceit, 
violence and plunder, and substitute truth and co-operation 
with free competition, which, when really free, is the 
most effective form of co-operation by which men and 
nations can serve and help one another. 

Even the imperfect application of justice with freedom 
in the realms of thought and civil and political life has 
made bloodshed obsolete in most civilized StateR. Its 
extension to the economic sphere would eliminate nearly 
all the cau.'!es which now breed \-i.olence and class warfare 
within those States. Till so extended, competition cannot 
be free and therefore cannot be really co-opt>rative, because 
it will continue to be what it is now, a struggle between 
different interests, not t'l get the best out of men by 
securing to each the full reward of his labour, thus sti~u
lating the economic motive to produce, but to rnonopol~ze 
opportunity in order to restrict it and thereby keep hm1 
in a state of serfdom. 

As things are, that is true not only of individual mono
polists, but of collective ones also, not only of rings and 
trusts but of trade unions and guilds. The one set seeks 
control of the sources of wealth in order on the one hand 
to restrict output and raise prices, and '?n the other hand 
by controlling opportunity to control labour and wages. 
The other set seeks to monopolize such opportunity as 
remains 11-ithin each trade by withholding it from all 
except their own members. Both deny justice and natural 
freedom in order to maintain privilege. 

Privilege whether exercised by millionaires or working 
men, is the denial of j_ustice. I~ consists in the po~er to 
refuse men the exerc1se of theu natural powers m the 

. way they judge best, and thereby to enforce upon them 
submission to the 11-ill of others, to whom, under whatever 
legal forn1, they are virtually sla:ves. Within States, 
that is the bottom cause of conflict between employer 
and employed, and among different classPs of employers 
and different classes of workers. 
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Within ci,·ilized States, law has changed the nature of 
the strugo-le and almost eliminated from it the element 
of bloo&'hed. But between States, almost the l'ole 
ultimate arbiter till now has been force. And the motive 
behind the use of force has been one all down the ages. 
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National Honour, Patriotism, Religion and all the other 
cries used to delude and compel people to butcher one 
another are and have been mere lying pretexts. The 
underlying motive has always been loot. In our own 
history that is true of the invasions of the Romans, the· 
Saxons, Danes and Normans. It is true of our wars with 
the Dutch and the French by which South Africa and 
India and Canada passed into our handS. It was true 
of the Boer wars which gave us the diamonds of Kimberley 
and the gold of the Transvaal. And in spite of the fine 
phrases used to justify the war to end war, judged by the 
secret treat-ies and by results, it is true of that also, for it 
has transferred to the ·victors all the overseas colonies 
of the vanquished, and is being· continued in the Ruhr 
to transfer from one set of monopolists to another the 
control of their natural resources. 

Now our movement aims at securing peace within 
States and between States, i.e., goodwill between citizens 
and between nations. We know that the root of ill-will 
is not human nature, which .all people share alike, but 
injustice, which confers on one the power to profit by 
oppressing others.. We .know, too, that that inheres in 
the monopoly of natural resources, or in terms of economics, 
land, with its ability to deny liberty and even life by 
withholding it from th<_>se who do not share in the monopoly. 

'Our remedy is, by transforming ownership into trusteeship, 
with all the .obligations of trusteeship, to destroy the 
power of monopoly to withhold, and thereby open up to 
every willing worker opportunity, the one thing which 
will make him free to produce for himself and no longer 
under necessity to sell his labour for less than 1ts worth. 
That once secured, oppression would become impossible, 
and the fear, mistrust and hate that now find expression 
in class war would not live long. . 

'" Profit by oppression being barred, the only alternative 
by which the owner of wealth could profit in using his 
fellow is co-operation. But co-operation means mutual 
interest and produces not only mutual profit but friendship, 
goodwill, peace. The conflict of capital and labour would 
end in co-operation, and both alike would share in the 
income of the trust-the land value they had jointly 
created. 

Now the princi pie of trusteeship as regards mandated 
territories is recognized in the Covenant .of the League 
of Nations. These are to be administered for the benefit 
of the population and not exploited for the profit of the 
mandatory, which is not the owner of the territory but 
undertakes its administration " as a sacred trust of 
civilization." At first I fear each trustee will interpret 
the trust in its own interest, though account must be 
rendered each year to the League. In only one way can 
it be carried out in letter and in spirit. If they refrain 
from taxing the natives, leave them free to trade with 
whom they will, collect froin every landholder, European 
and native, the annual value by way of rent, and spend 

it on public objects within the area, th~ abus~s of. coloni.za
tion cannot arise. These abuses consist mamly lll forcmg 
natives into the service of white settlers by the ancient 
method of taking away their land. That is· the only 
thing necessary to insure tyranny and sow the seeds of 
revolt. 
"' The principle of trusteeship universally applied to land,. 
with its obligation to pay into the public exchequer the 
economic value of every concession, would make holding 
for exclusion ruinous and therefore unattractive. If 
loot were made impossible under whatever government, 
change of sovereignty would no longer matter. It would 
thus destroy the chief motive animating those who pull 
the strings and manipulate the Press to bring about war. 

""' It would make success in exploitation, whether in 
1\Iosul or 1\Iorocco, the Rand or the Ruhr or the Caucasus, 
dependent not on force. but on efficiency, and by opening 
up natural resources wherever they exist to labour and 
capital whencesoever they come·, make competition free 
and thereby co-operative and productive. 

It would make conquest objectless and populations free, 
whatever their colour or race, thereby breaking down 
racial prejudice and hate. It would provide revenues 
that would make ridiculous all excuses for taxes and 
tariffs, and tend to break down the artificial barriers which 
vested interests now interpose between consumers and 
their needs. More than anything else, more than. all 
other things put together it would make natural and easy 
the growth of friendship based on the interdependence of 
peoples thus delivered from fear of oppression and the 
burden of defence. Under it international relations 
""ould be transformed, the League of Nations would live 
and war would die. 

He had much pleasure in calling on their esteemed 
colleague, 1\Ir. J. Dundas White, LL.D., Ex-M.P., to 
address the Conference. 

THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECT OF 
LAND-VALUE POLICY 

ADDRESS BY 1\IR. J. DUNDAS WHITE, 
Ex-1\-~.P., LL.D. 

1\fr. DuNDAS WHITE said :-
Our general position is that in every country the land 

which Nature has provided should be treated as· the 
property of the people, that its rent should be their common 
revenue, and that there should be no taxes on improve~ 
ments, or on production or on exchange, whether internal . 
or international. The further this policy is developed 
in various countries, the more closely shall we approach 
the larger ideal of regarding the earth as the heritage 
of the children of men, and its rent as their common 
revenue ; of giving free scope to industry, production 
and exchange throughout the world ; and of considering 
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political frontiers as national administrative boundaries, 
to be maintained and re-adjusted by mutual consent as 
the special circumstances may require. This policy is 
so simple that a child can understand it; and is so far
reaching that it would lay the economic foundations for 
human well-being and human brotherhood throughout 
the world. 

In practice, of course, each nation has to legislate for 
its own territory, and we may therefore consider how the 
international advantage may be promoted by action 
on a national basis. In this country, for instance, the 
immediate objective is to reform the present system of 
taxing and rating landed properties by taxing and rating 
those who hold the land according to the true market 
value of the land that they hold, whether they are using 
it or not, and by untaxing and unrating houses and all 
other improvements. To do so would burst land monopoly, 
would make the land available for use on fair terms, and 
would give free scope to its development. In all these 
ways it would promote productiOn, open up new oppor
tunities of livelihood, 'remove important causes of poverty 
and unrest, and promote prosperity and contentment 
here. In any other country, also, the application of 
the same policy would produce similar results. These, 
results, moreover, have an important international bearing, 
because discontented people are dangerous neighbours, 
and unrest at home is apt to find expression in animosity 
abroad ; while the spread of prosperity and contentment 
in each country would itself promote int~rnational friend
ship and goodwill. 

The policy, moreover, would have further advantages, 
because, as a further development in any country, the · 
securing of the rights of the people to the land and its 
rent, would be accompanied and followed not only by 
the removal of the taxes on production, but also by the 
repeal of the taxes on both its internal and its external 
trade. In so far as the various nations proceed along 
these lines, the citizens of the one nation would be enabled 
to trade freely with those of the other nation, and free 
course would be given to those processes which enable 
the inhabitants of each country to participate in the 
natural advantages of any other country, and wbich bind 
the peoples together for their mutual benefit. This Free 
Trade goes far beyond mere· anti-protectionism. It sees 
that protective taxes on trade generally produce a certain 
amount of revenue, and that revenue-taxes on trade 
generally have a protective .effec.t. It recognises that 
some of the taxes on trade may be worse than others ; 
but it is opposed to them all, because by checking the 
course of trade they all tend to impoverishment, and 
they all operate to hinder the working of those processes 
that would bind the nations together. The mere anti
protectionist has to acquiesce in the taxation of trade for 
revenue, because he has no alternative plan ; but the 
real Free Trader has an alternative plan, and knows that 
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in any country the treatment of the land rent as public 
revenue is the necessary finance of real Free Trade. 

No less important in its international bearing is the 
fact that land-value· policy gives us a new outlook, a 
new orientation of thought. Under present conditions 
we fail to draw any proper distinction between the free 
gifts of Nature and the products of industry, we penalize 
production while allowing the free gifts of Nature to 
remain under private monopoly~ and our legislation is 
based for the most part on considerations of narrow 
expediency, swayed in no small degree by the political 
power of special interests, which are often at variance 
with the interests of the community as a whole. The 
land-value policy gives us at once a larger view. It 
shows that the free gifts of Nature should be treated as 
public property and their rent as common revenue ; that 
the workers are entitled to the products of their work, 
and that there should be no fiscal interferences with trade, 
and no predatory taxation. The more these principles 
are put in practice, the more clearly will it be seen that 
they are the economics of Internationalism. Progress 
may be slow, but e~ery one who lends a hand in the great 
work of construction will find afterwards that, as Emerson 
wrote of a master builder,-

" He builded better than he knew, 
The conscious stone to beauty grew." 

Here, too, let us remember that the case for our policy 
is strengthened when we realize the place that it occupies 
in economic evolution. Through the ages there have 
been many endeavours to. secure the rights of small 
communities to the land; but none of them would have 
been practicable under modern conditions of life. It 
required a long series of developments, including the 
change from rents in kind to money-rents, and the 
collection and comparison of statistics, to 8how that rents 
were regulated by prices and not prices by rents, and to 
prepare the way for the generalization known as the law 
of rent, which is at the root of our movement. This 
generalization received little or no attention when it was 
first formulated less than 150 years ago, and it is hardly 
more than a century since it was re-discovered and accepted 
generally. Since t~en, the project of treating the rent 
of the land as public revenue made steady progress as a 
theory, and was brought into practical politics by the 
magnificent work of Henry George, who gave a new hope 
and a new inspiration to social reform. It has mad~ 
wonderful legislative progress in many parts of the world ; 
in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa and Equatorial Africa, as well as in some 
countries of Europe ; and important developments have 
taken place within the last year in places.as far apart and 
as different in character as Denmark and m the Federated 
Malay States. There are •. ofcours~, considerable ':ariations 
in what has been done m the different countries ; but 
the general trend everywhere has been towards taxing 
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land values and untaxing improvements. There are many 
dPt.ails of great practical importance to the proper working 
of the system, such as these relating to the definitions of 
land value and of improvements, the system of valuation, 
the method of tax-collection, the apportioning of the 
contribution as between the different interests in a property 
and the question of what exemptions should be allowed 
and under what conditions. In these and many other 
matters the experience of other" countries may be of real 

value, in showing_what precedents to follow and what to 
avoid, even though the conditions may be somewhat 
different in the different countries. 

Our movement has also another aspect. " Everywhere, 
in all times, among all peoples, the possession of land is 
the base of aristocracy, the foundations of great fortunes, 
the source of power." So wrote Henry George, and his 
statement is confirmed by history. Aristotle gave the 
clue to the early Athenian oligarchy, or government by 
the few, when he said that air the land was in the hands 
of the few, and that the cultivators were liable to be sold 
into slavery if they failed to pay their rents. Appian 
tells us that the division of lands was one of the great 
causes of strife between the people and the Senate of 
early Rome: The elder Pliny did much to explain the 
decline and fall of the Roman Empire when he wrote 
that the large estates in private hands had. been the ruin 
of Italy, and· were becoming the ruin of the provinces 
also. The common ownership of the land was the economic 

• basis of the village community. The lordship of the 
land was the foundation of feudal power. As Carlyle 
wrote, "Whoever possesses the Land, he, more emphatically 
than any other, is the Governor, Vice-King, of the people 
on the Land." Whatever be the form of government, 
those who exercise ownership of the land are the real 
rulers. To treat the land as the common property of the 
people, and its rent as their common revenue, is a necessary 
step towards making the world "safe .for democracy." 

The Single Tax proposition is that the land-value policy 
should be developed till the whole economic rent of the 
land is taken for public purposes, and all other taxes 
abolished. It is an ideal to be approximated by extending 
the land-value policy as far as possible, and by repealing 
all other taxes in the order of their demerit, as far as 
circumstances permit. The economic rent of any country 
would be amply sufficient for all the normal functions of 
civil government. In any .country where the annual 
taxation, national and local, does not exceed the annual 
land value, the principle might be completely applied. 
In any country which is so burdened with debt and with 
the cost of military preparations that the annual taxation, 
national and local, exceeds that annual land value, the 
policy can be applied only partially for the present, its 
complete application having to be preceded or accompanied 
by the gradual liquidation of debt and the removal of the 
burdens of militarism. No one ever suggested that the 

land value of any country would be sufficient to meet 
not only the ordinary cost of civil government, but also 
to pay off colossal debts incurred over past wars,-and to 
provide unlimited funds for war-like preparations in the 
future. The Single Tax proposition contemplates the 
development of international sanity and international 
goodwill, and every advance towards it would do much 
to promote them. 

Let us remember, too, that we are working for far more 
than an economic proposition. Our policy is the expression 
of a desire not only to improve the conditions of life, but 
to make a revolution for the better, coupled with a recogni
tion that we must begin by securing to the people their 
rights to their 1\Iother-Eart.h, or, rat.her, by helping them 
to secu-re these rights for themselves. Its immediate 
aim is material progress, and through that material progress 
it <ieeks to give la~;ger opportunities for the development 
of the higher faculties and possibilities, which under 
prt:sent conditwns are stunted and starved. Henry 
George, who said that " This Land Question is the bottom 
question," and that " Man is a land-animal," said also 
" l\lan is an animal ; but he as an animal plus something 
else. He is the mythic Earth-tree, whose roots are in 
the ground, but whose topmost branches may blossom 
in the heavens! " We also seek to give full scope for the 
expansion of life, in the individual, the family, the local 
groups, and the nation. Nor do our hopes end there. 
Besides endeavouring to secure the best conditions for 
life everywhere, we are working for a time when the 
nations v.ill be more closely united by a common policy 
for their common good, and when not only the natural 
advantages of every country, but also _the special 
characteristics and abilities of every race, will be enabled· 
to play their own appropriate parts in the larger life of 
the world as a whole. 

DISCUSSION. 
l\1)'. BoLTON HALL (New York) referred to -the matter of 

Reparations, and said that any sums paid must or should 
come first from land values. On the general question of 
assessment for land values taxation he pleaded that the 
tax should be based upon the annual and not the selling 
value of land. · 

Mr. FISKE WARREN (Tahanto, Harvard) mentioned the 
question of the sufficiency of land value to bear the whole 
amount of public revenues, including even the interest on 
public debts. Could anyone tell him what was the true 
economic rent of any country ~ They did not know, and 
they could ~?t place the highest figure upon it, especially 

-under cond1t10ns when all land would be put to its best 
use and there would be the maximum production. 

Mr. FRANK STEPHENS (Arden, Delaware) said that is 
propa~anda_ ~ne demanded the whole reform and nothing 
less _; m poht1cs one asked. for what there was some hope of 
gettmg. He urged the crymg need for universal Free Trade 
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and gave striking examples of the effect of the tariff in 
America. 

Mr. ANDREW ~!AcLAREN, 1\I.P., said this should be a most 
important seMion. It wa.<J quite plain that land monopoly 
Wa8 the fundamental cause of all wars. It Wa8 said to 
think that with the peoples robbed of their rights, millions 
were being sunk in new naval stations ; pilotless aero
planes and amphibious tanks were being perfected with the 
sole object of human slaughter. 

Miss A. l\1. HicKs (New York) wished that some definite 
message from the Conference should be the outcome of 
their deliberations. She suggested that they shonld 
address themselves in a document to the governments of 
the world, calling on them to adopt as a permanent solution 
of the economic chaos and social distress the overthrow of · 
land monopoly and turn their attention to the rights of 
the peoples to the full freedom of trade. They should 
challenge the Governments to answer. The suggestion 
was received with great applause and was referred to the 
United Committee for action. 

l\Ir. FREDK. VERINDER recalled the International Free 
Trade Congress in Antwerp held in 1910, and made the 
point that the blessings of Free Trade, with all the increased 

· power that it gave to production, were absorbed by the 
private appropriation of land values. Real Free Trade 
could only come about through the policy of devoting the 
rent of land to common purposes. 

The others who took part in the discussion included 
lllr. Edmund C. Evans (Philadelphia), Councillor Austin 
Brook, lllr. Abel Brink (Denmark) and l\Ir. Fred Skirrow, 
who said he was not go;ng to let any stranger understand 
or infer that the United Committee and the Leagues for 
the Taxation of Land Values had qualified the doctrines of 
Henry George. He had never hesitated to declare at 
every meeting that all the rent or value of land belonged to 
all the people. There was only one way of establishing 
their full claim and that was through politics, with the 
consent and understanding of the people as far as it would 
take them at any time. They had all the machinery for 
the purpose in taxation, and Taxation of Land Values 
was only too well understood by their opponents in the 
landlord camp. 

BY HENRY GEoRGE 
PRoclu:ss AND PoVERTY. Abridged by Anna George de 

Mille, published by Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York. 
Cloth, 4s. 6d. 

A PERPLEXED PHILOSOPHER. An Examination of Herbert 
Spencer's Utterances on the Land Question. Ooth, 
Is. 6d. 

THE SciENCE or PoLITICAL EcoNoMY AND THE CoNDmoN 
OF l...uioUR by Henry George, and THE LIFE OF HENRY 
GEoRGE by his Son, are out of print as this Report 
soes to press. 

(See also paga 10 mul56) 

.llorning Session-15th A.11gust 

CHAIR~AN: 1\IR. w. R. LESTER, !\I.A. 

HENRY GEORGEIS.M IN DEN.MARK : 
EXPERIENCES AND RESULTS 

ADDRESS BY l\IR. ABEL BRINK 

lli. ,V. R. LESTER, introducing the speakers who Wl're 
to address the Confprence, rPferred to his recent visit to 
Denmark, where he had been much impressed especially 
by the evidence of prosperity on the countryside. It was 
generally true that the smaller countries had better con'
ditions ; and at the same time these smaller countries 
were free from all the vast expenditure on military adven. 
tures. In his journey he passed through Bremen and was 
happy to learn that in that city a law had just been enacted 
for valuing all land separately from improvements with 
a view to obtaining some part of the municipal revenue by 
the Taxation of Land Values.· This first real step in 
Germany in the direction of their reform was due to the 
work and influence of Dr. J. J. Pikler, who was present 
as a member of the f'onference. He said that l\Ir. Abel 
Brink was the Secretary of the Danish Henry George 
Union and a member of the staff at the Danish Land 
Valuation Department .. He would be followed by Mrs. 
Signe Bjorner, to whom the movement in Denmark was 
indebted for many great services especially for her 
able literary wo.rk as (late) editor of DET FRIE Bun and 
other papers. 

l\Ir. BRINK said:-
It was with most profound regret he learnt that Mr. 

.Jakob E. Lange and l\Irs. Lange had been prevented 
·from attending the Conference, the cause being the sorrow
ful circumstances of a railway accident in which teachers 
at the school in Odense had been seriously injured. l\Ir. 
Lange was a pioneer of the movement in Denmark, and 
the progress they had made was so largely due to his un
tiring activity that he (1\fr. Brink) as a much younger 
man felt it difficult to take his place and speak instead of 
him on the subject now about to be discussed. 

Looking through pages of history, one must acknowledge 
that land in Denmark always has been treated in a special 
way. It was not to be dealt with as ordinary merchandize. 
In one of our most progressive times, from 1157 to 12!1, 
the public burdens, especially national defence, were 
borne by the landlords in proportion to the extent of their 
holdin!lS. Later, some of the biggest landlords got exemp
tion fr~m taxation, but they were still under the obligation 
to defend the country and to go on foreign service, when 
the king called. At that time, about 1231, King Waldemar 
Sejr gave us our first land valuation (domesday book), 
of course not anything like our present ~aluation_ wi~h 
exact measures of area and value, but stlll assessmg m 
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a crude way every landowner's duties towards the Crown 
as representative of the nation. 

This period is known as one of the greatest in our history. 
The country got security against foreign enemies ; archi
tecture, art and economic life flourished. Many of our 
beautiful churches were built during the period. We 
got also our first poetry in the popular ditties, and 
agriculture rose to a height that was not surpassed till 
5[)0 years later. 

Later on the nobility arose ; they got their land freed 
from taxes; and began to repudiate their obligations in 
regard to defence and other public expenses. The church 
abo t'ecured great interest in land ; but in 1536 when 
Protestantism won its victory; most of its land was con
fiscated and ~>ome part was granted to the nobility. 
Likewise the Crown appropriated so much land as to 
incrpase its holdings to about half the area of the country. 
This confiscation-the greatest of its kind in Denmark
was not made on behalf of the common people, but for 
the sake of the king and the nobility. The noblemen 
built. at that time many of the great castles, which are 
still a standing witness to the toil the peasants had to 
perform for the landlords. 

In 1688, the second great valuation of lands took place. 
Again in a crude way, areas were measured, and the quality 
of the soil was examined and put on record as a given 
number of." Tonder Hartkorn," being equivalent to so 
much hard grain (wheat, rye and barley) in which sorts 
of grain the peasants used to pay the ground-rent to the 
landlord .. But really one " Tonde Hartkorn " means so 
much land of a certain quality. Based on that valuation,. 
a land tax of about seven shillings per " Tonde Hartkorn " 
was levied. But one-sixth of the land, the best of it, 
and belonging to the nobility, escaped the tax entirely. 
The excuse was that the nobility had to be :dear the king 
to give him and his entourage the splendour suitable for 
his high position. Nor did the towns contribute very 
much to the king's treasury, despite the relatively high 
value of the land within their boundaries. The public 
revenues were mostly spent by the king on luxuries and 
the building of great palaces, so that social conditions 
among the people were far hom ideal. 

C'l'rtain useful and lasting land reforms began to be 
introduced in Denmark about the year 1769. High
minded aristocrats like A. P. Bernstorff and C. D. F. 
R.ewentlow wished to improve the status of the peasants. 
The ideas of the Physiocrats permeated the air, and the 
French revolution raised the question of human rights. 
Conditions among the peasants were then much as they 
are now among the labourers. In order to retain his 
land, the peasant was compelled to work for the landlord 
and he had to work hard. If he improved his farm, the 
landlord increased the rent. It is no wonder that many 
of the peasants became lazy drunkards. The first thing 
the land reformers did was to stop landlord evictions. 

The farms had always to be rented out to a family as such. 
It is owing partly to that Act (of 1769) that we have to-day 
in Denmark so many independent farmers. In England, 
on the contrary, you had your enclosure acts, during and 
since that same period, with the result that vast numbers 
of peasants became landless and were thrown into wage 
slavery and poverty. . 

Another beneficent law (in 1788) aboJished villenage. 
It stopped arbitrary raising of rents and commuted com
pulsory labour for a fixed amount of money .. Many of 
the tenants got their farms in ownership, and certain 
regulations were made to give tenants security in the 
fruits of their labour. The air of liberty fn>m France 
gave us reduced tariffs and equal ri6ht t(' trade. 

The taxation of real est.ate then came up for review. 
The valuation of 1688. did not correspond to the real · 
value of the land .. New cultivations, drainages, etc., had 
taken place, and there had been much technical progress. 
Revised valuations were undertaken and during the years 
1805 to 1826 a splendid work was done. Every piece of . 
land was surveyed where necessary, and was valued as to 
quality of the soil, which was divided into twenty-four . 
classes. . The amount of "Hartkorn" was then figured out; 
and according to that, most of the land taxes were assessed. 
Originally the plan was to value the land, 'but on account 
of the irregularity in the value of money, it was given up, 
and the valuation only gave the quality of the soil estimated 
in a given number of " T0nde Hartkorn." As .a whole 
it was a satisfactory method considering the times. All 
taxes on real estate were assessed with the " Hartkorn " 
as the basis untill903. The privileges of the lords of the 
manors were entirely abolished in 1850. So far then, we 
had equal tax upon equal land in the country districts. 
The land taxes and the tithes in 1903 amounted to about 
80 crowns per "Tonde Hartkorn." They took about 
half of the ground rent (of agricultural lands), and it is 
a fact that our agriculture in the 'eighties and 'nineties, 
with that system of taxation in operation and under Free 
Trade made great strides. It established a name for itself, 
not least so here in England'. The fault of the system was 
that urban site values were outside its scope. The growth 
of our cities, particularly of Copenhagen, created great 
land values, that almost entirely went into private pockets. 
My co-worker, Mr. K. J. Kristensen, has shown in an official 
report on housing, that the rise in land value of an area of 
760 acres in Valby, a suburb to Copenhagen, since the 
previous sale of the. land, has been about 18 million crowns 
--Bay £750,000. The population in our towns and cities 
from 1880 to 1916 has risen from 552,000 to 1,411,000; 
you can realize that land values have risen enormously. 
Land value of at least 1,000 ·million crowns has during 
that period passed into private hands. 

In 1903, the land tax based on "Hartkorn "was entirelv 
abolished and a tax on land and improvements was imposed. 
Single Taxers, especially Mr. S. Berthelsen, protested against 
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this change, as it was in fact a gift t<J the lando11-ners in 
the country. Since that time-1 am sorry to say, it was 
when our first popular government was in power-our 
tax-system has gone from bad to wo~e. We have re
peatedly increa._qed the taxes on income and on general 
consumption. When a man built a hou..qe or a bam, he 
was taxed higher; when he tried to improve his condition 
by cultivating his land better, he was taxed higher ; and 
11·nen he had a big family-many children-he was com
pelled to pay all the more in indirect taxation. The land 
speculator, on the contrary, who does nothing and prevents 
his fellows from doing anything, paid nothing worth 
mentioning. · 

This reactionary fiscal and financial policy brought the 
Henry George movement into the open. In 1902 the 

• Henry George Union was formed, and Jacob E. Lange, 
S. Berthelsen, Prof. Starcke, !llr. and !!Irs. BjiJI'Jler, Mr. 
Brande, Dr. Yillads Christensen, l\Ir. Folke, llr. Larsen, 
and many others, have done good educational work. l.ater 
came the help of .Joseph Fels, who brought the campaignt:rs 
in Denmark more power and life. 

In 1902 the smallholders (really the H11smaend or House
men) in the island of Zealand met at Koge and adopted 
their epoch-making resolution which has dominated their 
political activity ever since. The main planlal of the 
resolution were the aboliton of the tariff, the Taxation of 
Land Values and the exemption of improvements from 
taxation. The watchword is : Equal tax on equal land, 
and that includes both national and local taxes on real 
estate. The smallholders' organizations have al•out 
100,000 members. 

The House-Tenants' Association have demanded the 
Taxation of Land Values at several of their Conferences 
and urge it as a means to stimulate buil~g activity. 
Their membership is about 50,000. 

While the two organizations just named cannot be 
regarded as Single Tax bodies, there are others, formed in 
recent years, that must be mentioned a.~ such, namely: 
the Christian Social League and the League for Justice or 
" Retsforbundet." The lattet has decided to form an 
.indepen.dent political party, having just secured the 
necessary 10,000 signatures which {in Denmark) are neces
sary for that purpose. 

In regard tQ practical legislation, the Danish Single 
Taxers first aimed tQ get a valuation of land apart from 
improvements in or on the land. The professors in 
Political Economy told us that was not possible, and the 
land-monopolist, alreadysensinga land-val11e tax, protested. 
In spite of that, the land valuation was made {experiment
ally) in 1916 and again in 1920; and now in 1923 we are 

' at work on our third general valuation of the land with 
the view to the levy of a tax on land value. The market 
value, its selling value in the open market, is the basis of 
the valuation. For agricultural land, the criterion is the 
value of the land on the assumption that it belongs to a 

medium-siuod farm of about 60 acres and in avt•ragf! 
condition. The land is t<J be Yalued bv that measure, 
whether it belongs to a small holding. or a birr farm 
and in spite of the fact that a small piece of la~d has 
g~nerally s.pe~king a higher price per acre than a larg(' 
piece. Bwlding lands are valued according to theirmarkt-t 
value. 

The 1923 Land Valuation, to he re\;S('d periodically in 
1926 and thereafter every five yea~, is being made under 
the provi11ions of the law of 7th August, 1922, which le\"i('s 
a national land-value tax on all land in Denmark at the 
equal rate of ll per 1,000-equivalent to about one-third 
of a penny in the £. At the same time, some part of the 
existing taxes on improvements is aoolished. Although 
this land-\·alue tax is very small and cannot be expected 
to have any material social effect (its importance to us 
is that it makes a beginning on right lines and establishes 
once for all the new machinery for radical tax reform), 
the big landowners in the cities have protested ,;gorously 
against it. They would take anything el<>e ; hut a land
value tax is anathema. In Hl23, alSQ, a measure for local 
taxation of land values was adopted in respect of all poorer 
lands covered with trees, mostly pine woods. The Con
servatives denounced the measure jnst because the word 
land-value tax (" grundskyld ") was mentioned in the Bill. 

In the law of lOth April, 1919, it was enacted that public 
lands belonging to the feudal manors were to be partitioned 
t<J new land-holders for an annual rent t<J be fixed by 
periodical valuation. The State gets the ground rent, and 
no money requires to be borrowed to buy land. By that 
law some 2,000 small farms have been esta1lished during 
the period 1920 to 1923. Besides that, a great number of 
occupiers have got additional land upon the same terms. 
The small holdings are therefore big enough for a family 
to make a living upon them. It is a great pleasure to 
see the many new homes being built upon what were 
formerly the big expanses of feudal lands. The quality 
of the soil is good, and most of the new farmers are certainly 
going tQ"succeed. · 

Social conditions in Denmark took a serious tum aft~r 
the great war. Speculation was rife in lands, merchandize 
and stoclal. Prices were inflated to enormous heights. 
It was not possible to start any new line of business. 
When the war demand subsided in 1920, graye unemploy
ment resulted. And then the price of everything tumbled 
down, just as happened in this country. But then we 
found it possible t<J get industry on its feet to some extent. 
I do not want t<J say that our land reforms had a great 

· deal t<J do with that economic improvement, but, I think, 
they have been helpful. In those parishes where a big 
farm is t<J be parcelled out in many small farms, and many 
new houses are to be built, they know of no unemployment. 
In June, 1921, we had 16·8 per cent. of organized workers 
unemployed; in 1922 the proportion was 13·~ per cent., ~nd 
in 1923 it was 8·1 per cent. Wages, which were gomg 
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downwards, especially out in the country, where the 
trade unions are weak, are now slowly again going up. 
Still the high taxes upon industry together with land 
monopoly are to a great extent keeping men out of work. 
It is therefore of the greatest importance to continue our 
reform work. 

The next is3ue in Danish politics is the Taxation of 
Land Values for local purposes. The late Radical Govern
ment. f.ramed a Bill permitting the townships and the 
counties to take up to 2 per cent of land value in local 
taxation, and to abolish all taxation of improvements. 
The Bill was not proceeded with ; but·if it had been carried 
into law, it would have given the Single Tax movement 
great possibilities, even ena.bling the local governing 
authorities also to sweep away the loc!J,l taxes on income, 
which are now a great burden upon the hard-working 
man and woman. 

The present Moderate government has promised to 
introduce a Bill for the I.ocal Taxation of Land Values, 
but the Bill has not yet come before Parliament. A 
draft of the measure has been sent to the Town Councils 
and the· Township Boards for their opinion and advice. 
In general it may be said that these authorities show some 
interest in the question. Several of the Town Councils, 
including those of the biggest towns, such as Copenhagen, 
Randers, Kolding and Holbaek, have declared that they 
wish to :>ee·legi~lation to give effect to land value taxation 
in place of other local taxes. 

The work of agitation and education is now so far pro
gressed that the work of realization can begin. We who 
are younger in the movement are thankful for the great 
work the elder workers have done. I will not mention 
names, the list would be too long if it were to comprise all 
who have been and are faithful to our cause. We wish 
to emulate them and to work on until our ideal is reached
the publicly created land values to the community and the 
abolition of all taxes. 

THE SPIRITUAL, MENTAL AND ECONOMIC 
BACKGROUND FOR THE HENRY GEORGE 

MOVEMENT IN DENMARK 
ADDRESS BY MRS. SIGNE B.T0RNER 

Mrs. BJoRNER said :-
This question is often put to us : Why is it that in 

Denmark, especially the agricultural people, the peasant 
proprietors and the smallholders, seem to have embraced 
the cause of freeing the land and it is not so elsewhere ~ 
That will have to be explained by sketching the background 
of the life of the people. 

One of our American friends, introducing a Henry 
George speaker to a very conservative audience, members 
of the Bo~rd of Trade in his town, said: "I have heard 
murmurs of ' Socialism ' concerning our guest. That is 

absurd. State Socialism is a pessimistic proposition, 
sprung from a sense of dependency and despondency ; 
Georgeism is an optimistic point of view, born of freedom 
and fostered by faith in the potency of liberty to solve 
all the problems of. social relations." These words are an 
explanation of the position of our people as a whole. 
With us, Georgeism,. or, as some of its adherents prefer 
to term it, The State of Justice and Equity (Retsstaten), 
is more than a point of view, it ·is an attitude of mind, 
a state of the spirit. 

Owing to certain reforms in the beginning of last ce~tury, 
the farmers were ~iberated from the bondage in which 
they had stood to the large estates. From being tenant 
serfs, they got the freedom to settle where they wished ; 
gradually they became freeholders. This freedom in
augurated an enormous progress. That is a matter of 
history, and the development of Danish agriculture to 
what it is to-day-something we are rather proud of-
dates from that reform. . 

To t.he mental and economic progress among our peasants 
during this last century-for with the better economic 
conditions came better education, agricultural High 
Schools and Colleges-was added the spiritual development 
through the Danish Peoples' High Schools. These were 
originated by a band of enthusiastic university men, after 
the precepts and ideals of our great educational philisophers, 
Kold and Grundtvig. 

Thill educational movement, started and carried on· 
without official help or meddling, has been greatly developed 
so that now there are more than a hundred High Schools 
in our small country. Nearly all young people of both 
sexes, from the ages of 20 to 25 or so, from the homes of 
farmers or smallholders, and a growing number from the 
cities, take a term or two at these schools, in summer· 
three months, in winter five. They come of their own 
accord to the school of their choice, paying for it them
selves ; live at the school, which is of course conducted 
on a plain and simple basis, quite ~heaply; attend lectures 
by their principal and teachers ; and work on the subjects 
which especially interest them, with books and in classes. 
Since there are practically no illiterates of adult age in 
Denmark, the object of the High School "is not so much 
to add to the pupil's knowledge of the "three R's "
though such instruction can also be had. The main 
object is to give a perspective of life and the laws of life, 
by means of studying our country's and the world's 
history, biology and the physical sciences ; and also, 
though never by any manner of theological cramming, 
to bring the young people in touch with eternal life and 
give them occasion to glimpse at the laws which govern 
the life of the soul. 
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The @.im of the High School is to open the doors and 
windows of mind and spirit, so that the pupils may find 
whatever help there is to be had, and be able to go into 
the world and work out their own salvation, each in his 
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own way. Needless to say, many of our High School 
teachers are connected with the Henry George movement, 
foremost among them Mr. Jacob E. Lange, who was to 
have spoken here. 

This, I believe, is an especially Danish institution, 
and perhaps accountable for the SJ>ititual background of 
Georgeism, which is this: The lasting life of the soul is 
only carried through this world in the lives of individuals. 
The idea of individuals being subservient to the State 
("We belong to the State") is therefore misleading. That 
organization is only valuable to us inasmuch as it gives 
security of individual freedom, only to be achieved through 
equal justice to all. Liberty is the first demand of the 
spirit, since each soul must work out its own problems 
without uncalled for interference, in order to reach 
its fullest development. Such liberty can only be had 
in a state of justice and equity. In the knowledge of this 
spiritual state of our people-you might call it religious, 
only we don't speak in religious terms-lies our great hope. 

This hope is furthermore strengthened by the mental 
attitude, which is co-operative. In this respect we owe 
a debt to Great Britain, which can never be overrated. 
The great influence came to us through the example of 
the poor and hard-suffering Rochdale weavers, who 
showed the world an object lesson in co-operation, one 
of the greatest on earth, if we but learn it thoroughly 
and carry it out right. 

The first co-operative stores in Denmark were founded 
by a small group of labourers, just as badly-off as the 
Rochdale men, instructed and led by the minister of 
their church, whose compa.'lSion for them was only equalled 
by his determination to help as he could. It was built 
on the same pure and equitable principles tried out by 

· those Rochdale men, and through all later developments 
those principles of equality and democracy have been 
the leading light. There are now consumers' leagues 
all over the country, a store in every village and a number 
in the larger towns, united in a wholesale union with 
many branches and factories, handling the larger part 
of all the commodities used in the country. 

But the co-operation of our agricultural producef's has 
been a still greater influence toward bringing the people 
to our point of view, ripening them for the co-operative 
commonwealth, making them self-reliant, opposed to 
any kind of paternalistic socialization. For why should 
they wish for State officials to do things for them, which 
they can do for themselves¥ It has also made plain 
the economic necessity for freeing the land from monopoly, 
sharpened by the great rise in values, now privately 
collected. 

The co-operative dairies, bacon factories, egg packeries, 
etc., have made smallholdings profitable and therefore 
created a growing demand for dividing up the land. L"nder 
the old system of separate churning, cheese making, etc., 
the small farmer could never compete with the large 
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estates, which could afford better facilitirs and ~<killed 
workers and were sure of their markrt.q, while thl.' littll.' 
farmer had to barter \\ith an a::;tute town ml.'rchant, 
whose business it was to give as little as po<>sible tor the 
product. 

Now, when the milk from each farm is sl.'nt-rather 
calle~ f?r~traight to the dairy each day, in separate 
and tndlvidual cans, the contents of whirh are tf'::<ted by 
experts and paid for according to quality, the milk from 
the one-or-two-cow place is as good as, they ~<ay often 
better than, that from the largl.'r farms. At any rate, 
the land of the small farm~, being worked intensively 
and by the smallholder himself and his family, yields 
comparatively more than the larger farms or estates 
and of course, in the political wisdom of our day, is taxed
fined-accordingly. The proportion of taxes payable by 
the smallholder is as five to three payable by the larger 
farmers, and five to one payable by the large estates, 
for the same unit of land value, the difference being tax 
on improvements, tariff taxes and income taxes. 

The injustice of this is plain to everyone, not least to 
those who suffer directly for it, and under the new land 
subdivision laws their number is growing. Be it said 
to the honour of our small farn1ers: they have never once 
asked for reductions or exemptions for themselves. But 
on the initiative of intelligent leaders from thl.'ir own 
rank and file and instructed by such able Georgeist leaders 
as l\Ir. S. Berthelsen and l\Ir. Jacob E. Lange, the small
holders have for years been constantly demanding an 
equal and equitable system of sharing the expense of the 
community, that is, by abolition of taxes and the replacing 
of them by .Tordskyld or Grundskyld, dues ]'aid on land 
value only. 'Ve do not call the land-value contribution 
a " tax," nor is it. 

All these things explain the position of the small peasant 
proprietor. And there is still another. Some might think 
that, with land values continually rising, even the small 
farmer would be tempted to let his personal interest in hold
ing on to his share of the increment get the better of his 
natural instinct for justice. But he looks farther ahead. 
There is a strong family instinct, as strong as with any 
scion of a noble estate, with our farming people, and 
especially among those where the work of husband, wife 
and children go to build up the home. All share the 
labour and the fruits of it, and the main consideration is 
not to grab something for yourself, at the end of a strenuous 
life, something which you haven't earned, but which you 
think you may be entitled to, because you have had to 
deliver so much of your own earnings to others, \\ith 
no returns. This position might be explained, even 
condoned. But our farmers know, that while they might 
get an old age pension by selling their land for so much 
more than they paid for it, that would mean that each of 
their children, when setting out to get land on which to 
build their home, would have to pay just as much more 
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for admission to labour and prrm1sswn to build. For 
the family, that would mean a much larger loss, the 
neces~ity for still larger loans with the credit societies 
(also co-operative) than they had been engaged in paying 
interest for all their lives ; and for the children and their 
families, even less returns for tbrir labour. Hence, for 
spiritual, moral and practical reasons, the clear and 
emphatic demand for justice, nothing but justice. This 
is the very strong and growing political influence backing 
our demand-the influence of our smallholders and the 
small farming classes. 

Then too, the politico-economic development seems to 
aid. There has been a strong tendency among politicians 
of all parties toward State Socialism, or at least toward 
socialization. Not that they all subscribe to the idea, 
that would not be consistent with the point of view of 
their constit'uents. They do not espouse the paternalistic 
ideal openly, but it seems to· have been the easiest way 
when the class of voters on which each had to rely for 
re-election, put up a distress signal, to barter with 
colleagues. in Parliament-who may be in a position to 
nt>ed help another time-and secure a sub~idy of some 
sort for the distressed, " passing the buck," as an American 
phrase puts it, to the taxpayer. And with subsidy comes 
State control, a new set of officials, the chance to supply 
political supporters with jobs. 

The Tax Bolshevism, as George Brandes calls it, in our 
country, has reached such heights that is is crippling 
industry, thus diminishing the possibilities for filling the 
ever hungry Exchequer and defeating its own aims. More 
than any other form of graft devised by collaboration 
of politics and high finance, this blending of public and 
private interests is proving to the people that the more 
we all mind our own affairs and the less we leave for 
politicians to mind for us, the better. 

I ~m not casting a slur on our public men ; they are as 
good and honest as any, always much better than the 
system under which they have to work, by which they 
are often compelled to help on developments they never 
intt>nded. But a distinction must be made. The man 
who sees the bottom problem, that of freeing the land 
by requiring due8 paid by every holder, in proportion to 
value received, and freeing industry by abolishing taxes, 
and who goes after results according to his convictions, 
is a statesman. Any other could be nothing but a politician, 
not entitled to public respect or consideration. 

DrscessroN 
l\Ir. Abel Brink and l\Irs.· Signe Bjorner were asked 

and answered many questions. The discussion was 
interrupted by the incident about to be reported. It 
was resumed later and was followed with exceptional 
intere~t, esprcially in yiew of the practical progress 
achieYed in Denmark, where Valuation and the Taxation 
of Land Values has be€n initiated. 
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THE RIGHT HON. H. H. ASQUITH, M.P. 
INVITATION 1'0 SPEAK 

As announced in the programme of the Conference 
and in August (1923) LAND & LIBERTY, the Right Hon. 
H. H. Asquith, M.P., ex-Premier, had accepted an invitation 
to address the Conference on 15th August at 12 noon .. 

The letter of invitation, dated 26th July, was in the 
following terms :-

" The United Committee for the Taxation of J. .. an·d 
Values have convened an Intrrnational Conference 
to be held in Oxford during the week, 13th to 20th 
August. The meetings will be held in the Assembly 
Room at the Oxford Municipal Buildings, To date 
there are over 280 members enrolled, including repre
sentatives trom the United States, South America, 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Denmark, Spain, 
Germany, Sweden, Norway and Hungary. · These 
adherents from across the· seas number 90 all told, 
and constitute in themselves an impressive dtllegation. 

"The Committee have appreci~ted your recent 
public references to the question they stand for, 
especially the radical note you sounded at Buxton and 
Paisley, and I have been asked to ask you to visit the 
Conference and deliver an address on the urgency of 
the reform. 

" In approaching you for this service we are not 
unmindful of your many duties and engagements, 
and would be quite pleased to have you for the shortest 
possible address. 

" In the event of your giving favourable. consideration 
to this request the Committee are prepared to .consult 
your convenience as to the day and ti:r.ne of your visit·. 

" I enclose the Conference Programme of Proceedings 
and a copy of the current number of our monthly 
journal, LAND & LIBERTY, which has reference to the 
Conference as well as to your· recent pronouncements. 

"Yours faithfully, 
"JOHN PAUL. 

"11, Tuthill Street, S.W.l." 

1\ir. Asquith's Secretary replied under date 30th July, 
to say that he (Mr. Asquith) would be pleased to come and 
say a few words to the Conference at 12 noon on Wednesday, 
15th August. 
THE Two PoTENT PRmiOTERS OF INDUSTRY AXD PROGRESS 

'l'he following are extracts from the speeches of l\Ir. 
Asquith to which reference was made in the letter of 
invitation :-

" It is time for us once more to reassert that we 
recognize for the purpose of taxation, whether imperial 
or local, a distinct difference between two kinds of 
value-the value created by the energy and ent~rprise 
of individuals, and the value which is not so created 
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but which arises from the progress and general develop
ment of the C{)mmunity at large. 

"Upon that fundamental distinction we have alwa\'"8 
taken our stand and we hold, as we always have heid, 
that, so far as practicable,local and national taxes which 
are nece-888ry for public purposes should fall on the 
publicly-created value rather than on that which is 
the product of individual enterprise and in dust rv. 
That does not involve a new or additional burden on 
taxation, but it would produce these two consequences
first of all, that we should cease to be imposing a burden 
upon successful enterprise and industry; and next, 
that the land would come more readily and cheaply 
into the best use for which it is fitted. These two things 
would be two potent promoters of industry and pro
gress."-At Buxton, l.~t Juru>, Addressing the Annual 
Conference of the National Libet-al l!'ederation. 

" In the case of land, as in many other things to a 
lesser ctl'gree, you have got a subject absolutely limited 
in quantity, and at the same time absolutely essential 
to the life and the health, the industry and the prosperity 
of the community. That being so, the value of land, 
unlike the value of other_ commodities, or at any rate 
to a degree so largely in excess of any other commodity, 
the value of land rises as population grows and national 
necessities increase, not in proportion to the application 
of capital and labour, but through the development 
of the community itsell. 

"You have a form of value, therefore, which is con
veniently called ' site value,' entirely independent of 
buildings and improvements and of other things which 
non-owners and occupiers have done to increase its 
value-a source of value created by the community, 
which the community is entitled to appropriate to itself. 
You will find the more you study these matters, as I have 
done for a great many years, that in almost every aspect 
of our social and industrial problem you are brought back 
sooner or later to that fundamental fact. 

" Until we have a Parliament and a Government that 
is courageous enough and far-sighted enough to grapple 
with that problem, grapple with it whole-heartedly, 
drastically, and without injustice to any human being
until you have found a Parliament and a Government 
which is capable of grappling with the problem in that 
spirit and upon these hnes, you will find you are con
stantly brought up, as it were, against a stone wall, 
a bar to progress in every sphere of social reform."
At Paisley, 7th June, Addressing his Constituent..~. 

These and ~:~imilar recent declarations by :rtlr. Asquith 
-justified the United Committee in securing him as one of 
the ~peakers on the platform of the Conference, and his 
further promised pronouncement was awaited with great 
interest both by the members present and by the general 
public. 
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E.."\GAG E)JE~'"T C A."\CELLED 
It was therefore with amaurnent that the ConfeTt>nce 

re;;eived (during the cour.<e of the addre~~s renorted 
above) a telegram from )Jr. Asquith dt>claring h•e had 
decided to cancel his engagement, and in tht>~<e t<:'rms :-

" In view of proceedings yesterday regret cannot 
attend Conference." 

The Hox. PRESIDENT announced that thcy would have 
to discu..o.s what should be done, and after an inten-al, at 
the conclusion of tbe discus~ion on the addresses by )Jr. 
Brink and l\Irs. Bjomer, explained that a d('putation bad 
been to see l\Ir. Asquith at Sutton Courtney. They asked 
him if he would reconsider his decision, but he was adamant 
and said his decision was final. The deputation had 
explained to him the regret and indignation exEressed when 
his telegram was received, and he (the President) assured 
them that l\Ir. Asquith quite understood the position. 
The United Committee and the Conference had to express 
their regret to the public who had come in the hope of 
hearing 1oJr. Asquith and he moved :-

" That this Conference regrets that owing to the dis
courteous and unmannerly behaviour of an insignificant 
minority it has been deprived of the opportunity of 
hearing Mr. Asquith's promised address." 

Mr. CHAS. H. S:mTHSON, who was to have been )Jr. 
Asquith's chairman, seconded, and said they all deplored 
the action taken on the previous day by a very few members 
of the Conference. Mr. Asquith had not been invited 
because lie was a leader of the Liberal Party but because 
he was one whose utterances carried great weight and 
because in his recent speeches at Paisley, Buxton and 
Bournemouth he had spoken clearly and emphatically in 
favour of the principle for which they stood. 

A member suggested that they might do without the 
words "discourteous, unmannerly and insignificant," and 
a proposal to delete them was moved and seconded. 

Mr . .MACAULEY, speaking for American members of the 
Conference, said they had as high a regard for )!r. Asquith 
as any Englishman, and there was not one who would not 
have gladly heard his Address. He welcomed the resolution 
as it stood. 

The PRESIDEKT, having read the proposed amended form 
of the resolution, llr. Pu-.. urged that the original words 
remain. They expressed the mind of the Conference. 

The amendment was supported by 12 votes and defeated. 
The Resolution was then put and carried with loud applause. 
It was sent to l\Ir. Asquith in the afternoon with a covering 
letter from the President stating that the Cnited Committee 
deeply regretted that the inconsequent remarks of a few 
insignificant members of the Conference should have 
prevented him from addressing the magnificent audience 
which had assembled in the Town Hall to hear him. 
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OPEN MEETING 
ADDRESS BY MR. A}.l)RE W MACLAREN, .1\I.P. 
A very large number of the public in Oxford had attended 

the session, as \;isitors, to hear 1\lr. Asquith, and the Hall 
was crowded to overflowing. It was an opportunity not 
to be mis.~ed and l\1r. Andrew :MacLaren, lll.P., called on 
by the Cbairn.an and the Conference to speak, delivered 
an Address, which, extempore as it was, stated the case 
for the.Taxatio~ of Land Values with facile argument and 
fluent del1berat10n~a ready and persuasive utterance that 
was loudly applauded. 

l\Ir. 1\IAcLAREN said thev were out to reform social 
conditions, absolutely com;inc.ed that the present evils 
were d~e. to the plm1dering of the people by land monopoly 
-:-eondl~JOns, th~t were. only aggravated by the levy of 
oppressive taxatwn wh1ch further- robbed industry and 
were spent in public charity. The State had no more 
right than the individual to break the ten commandments, 
and the commandment which said : " Thou shalt not 
steal " was broken to-day by the tax-gatherer confiscating 

. the earnings of industry and allowing private interests to 
appropriate for themselves what belonged to the public
the eco~omic. re~t of th? land. Millions of pounds weekly 
were bemg d1stnbuted m doles to the unemployed. while 
great areas of valuable land were withheld from their 
bPst use. The :material waste was not the worst · it was 
the. terrible .demoralization ~hat pove.rty brought in its 
tram. Turnmg to the housmg questwn, l\Jr. 1\laci.aren 
described the· utter failure of past legislation, because it 
offere?- no cure for low wages, land speculation and the 
~ax~t10n th~t fell on h~mses when built. He gave a strik
mg 1llustrahon from h.•s. own constituency~ Land already 
condemned by the 1\ilmstry of Health as a housing site 
because of subsidence was the only place they could pro
cure for a housing site. The owner wanted £6,000, but the 
land . was valued for local taxation at only £4 lOs. per 
annum: 1\loreover, in the conveyance the owner reserved 
the mmer~ls underneath and guarded himself against 
compcnsat1?n for dai~age to the surface likely to arise 
from w?rkmg the mmerals. '\Vbat was their remedy ~ 
Surely, Jf £6,000, plus _the value of the minerals, was the 
true value of the land, It should be taxed and rated on that 
basis and not o~ the basis of the nominal £4 lOs. per annum. 
Houses and all Improvements should be freed from taxation. 
Apply that r_emedy all round in .town and country, and 
the monopolists who were holding on to their landed 
privileges for ~ne reason or another could no longer stand 
m the way. Freed from the landlord and the fiscal burden 
i~dustry would flourish and unemployment would be ~ 
mghtmare of the past. 

LAND & LIPERTY. 3d. Monthly. By post 4s. a year; 
Canada and U.S.A., $1. 

Editorial Offices: 11, Tothill Street, London, S.W.l 
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Afternoon Ses1Sion..,-l5th Augus),. 

CHAIRMAN, 1\Ir. FRED SKIRROW 

A number of the Conference members gathered',, 
Assembly Room at 2.30 o'clock in response to a sugge~ 
by 1\lr. Frank Stephens that there would be many wih"\' 
to forgo excursions so that they might take the fulle'
advantage of the precious time available for mutual' 
instruction on matters of important and particular concern. 
A meeting of about 50 members was constituted on the 
spot. 1\h. l!'RED SKIRROW taking the Chair. There 
.followed a thorough discussion on the principles under
lying valuation and the assessment of such " wasting " 
natural resources as coal and virgin forests, and on other 
matters. 

Evening Session--15th August 

CHAIRMAN, Mr. LoUIS P. JACOBS 

MESSAGE FROM THE RIGHT HON. 
ARTHUR HENDERSON, M.P. 

(SECRETARY OF THE BRITISH LABOUR pARTY) 
The CHAIRMAN intimated that Mr. Arthur Henderson 

M.P., had sent a letter regretting that he could not be 
present at the Conference and expressing in comprehensive 
and most sympathetic manner his adherence to the Taxa
tion of Land Values. The message was read and was 
received with acclamation; · 

Mr. HENDERSON wrote : 
I am very interested to hear that the United Committee 

for. the Taxation of Land Values is holding an Inter
natiOnal Conference at Oxford, and I much appreciate 
yo~ c~rdial invitation to attend and speak to the assembly. 
It IS With extreme regret that I am compelled to intimate 
my inability to be present, as I should like to have taken 
advanta~e of this offer ~o assure yo~ friends that the principle 
and pohcy of the Umted Committee have no more sincere 
supporter than myself. . . 

The Taxation of Land Values has been a vital need ever 
since the private ownership of land formed an integral part 
of the social system, but the aftermath of a great war has 
broug~t us pro~lems whi~h ~ave dragged its urgent necessity 
more mto the hght and mdJCated the essential truths of the 
doctrine taught by Henry George. It is, I believe, forty 
years this December since Mr. Richard M'Ghee welcomed 
him to these shores for his first speaking tour, and it may be 
a melancholy thought to some that despite the lapse of so 
long a period, the policy he then came to advocate should 
still, however, be in the realms of theory at least as far 
as this country is concerned. No one who has re~d that 
epoch-making book PRoGRESS AND PovERTY would suggest 
that the ill-fated duties of the 1909-10 B~dget bore the 



:,ntM resemblance to the tax that George desired to 
apoee, hut if this country haa been slow in putting the 

principle into operation its advocates may take heart by 
the L.-nowledge that it is working in many of our Dominiona 
and Dependencit'S, although 10me of the schemt'S leave much 
to be desired. · 

It baa often been said that an Englishman never invents, 
he only impro,·es. We shall not be able to improve upon 
the Henry George plan, but the more we approximate to 
his single tax the more shall we improve upon 10me of the 
schemes in operation elsewhere, and I observe with pleasure, 
therefore, that the re10lution which the C<mference will be 
called upon to adopt is drafted with this object in view. 
The tax, your re10lution says, is to be levied "without 
exemption on the actual market value of all land at an 
equal rate per unit of value." Every owner will be called 
upon to pay the tax according to its true value, irrespective 
of the use to which it is put. The possessor of vacant land 
'within an urban area will not be able to secure the assessment 
of building sites at an &~cultural value. The owner of a 
great estate whose mansion is surrounded by some of the 
fairest and most productive land in the world will find that 
the pressure of the tax makes it imperative to release his 
grip and thereby enable the farmer to enlarge his holding 
and the agricultural labourer to secure an allotment ; while 
the Scottish lord, whose ancestors cleared the mountains 
and glens of that beautiful country and sent the crofters 
overseaa to create more land values for the monopolists of 
the Colonies, will be asked to pay the tax upon the capital 
value of his deer forests, without having the privilege of 
pleading that he is merely the· owner of "bare hillside.", 
But if the tax were now in operation it would, in addition 
to securing the existing values of land, bring within its scope 
the future values which are to be created by the Government 
plans for absorbing a part-a very small paft--{)f the vast 
army of unemployed. Arterial roads are to be built from 
point to point, by-pass roads are to make circuitous routes 
round great cities and join sections of existing highways 
in order that swift-running motor transport may not endanger 
the lives of the populace, while railways are to be encouraged 
to extend. their mileage into undeveloped districts with a 
view to decreasing the congestion of the towns. Tramway 
companies will, of course, continue to thrust their lines 
into country areas, and omnibus routes spring up with a 
rapidity which astonishes the villagers. I need not point 
out that speculation in the areas covered by these develop
ments prevails with an intensity which is surprising only to 
those who do not understand the laws which govem the 

· rising values of land. Neither is it neoo;sary for me tc. assert 
that economic and moral justice demand that the community 
shall share in the increased values which result. 

I wish, however, that the overburdened taxpayer of this 
country could be made to understand as clear as do your 
friends that the cost .of the construction of main roads for 
which he will be asked to pay could be met without taking 
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one penny out of his pocket, by utilizing the land nlu•'S to 
finance the schemes. The Taxation of Land Yaluf.'S with of 
course,' the exemption of improvements, d01.'8 not rece'ive 
my support merely as a plan for raising additional revenue. 
It is dt'Bigned to achieve far greater results. It toeeks to 
open the way to the natural reBOurces from which all wealth 
springs. The labour is here, and with it the will to work, 
but the land stilllif.'S locked in the grip of a tenacious and 
unrelenting monopoly, while unemployment and poverty 
haunt us with a terrifying persistenc.e. Is it to be wondered 
that the working classes of this country almost despair of 
better times ! " Hope cometh with the morning,"' but 
"hope deferred maketh the heart sick," and the morning 
of the post-war period has not brought fulfilment of the 
promises given. There has been, unhappily, a slump in 
idealism, while the enervating influence of unfulfilled expt>eta
tions has enveloped the people like a damp mist, and the 
more they strive in the direction of a new social order the 
darker and gloomier becomes the way. The fourth winter 
of unemployment draws near without any satisfactory 
opportunities opening out for the economic welfare of the 
mass of the people who have borne the heat and burden of 
the day so patiently. Are these opportunities always to 
be denied to them ! Is labour never to achieve free accesa 
to nature's bounteous storehouse ! }lust the toll of land
lordism always al:.sorb the benefits of the increasing wealth 
made possible by the inventive mind of man! 

These are the questions that must be answered before we 
can proceed in the direction of building up a society based 
upon universal brotherhood, and no answer will satisfy 
the moraltoense of the people that does not contain an admis
sion of the right of a community to throw open the land 
and to take for the community the economic values created 
by the community. With a society thus firmly established 
upon the basis of economic justice, the spiritual and in
tellectual ideals without which a nation cannot live will 
have greater freedom of development, for "the wisdom of a 
learned man comet)l by opportunity of leisure," and I hold 
that every man has a right to sufficient leisure to enable 
him to seek" the things that are more excellent." To some 
of us the better days seem long in coming. We may never 
see the achievement of our ideals, but that is not a reason 
for despair or an excuse for the relaxation of our efforts. 
We must go forward strong in the faith that is within us 
and determined to bear down every obstacle with which 
we are confronted. Progress is slow, and evolution can only 
show achievements of small degree. The time when your 
policy may be in universal operation is perhaps nearer than 
you think. X ever fail to give voice to it when the opportunity 
is present, and take courage despite the setbacks that produce 
disappointment. 

VoTE oF THAXKS 
}lr. H. G. 1\kGHEE proposed that a hearty vote of thanks 

be sent to }lr. Arthur Henderson for his message. )lr. 
CHAS. H. SYITHsox, in seconding, said it was as fine a 
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statemPnt in regard to tneir policy as had yet been uttered; 
but as a Liberal he supposed he ought ~ot to comme.nd 
:\Ir. Henderson ! (Laughter.) The motiOn was t:amed 
unanimously. 

LAND REFORMS IN GERMANY 
ADDRESS BY 1\IR. ALEX. PALETTA 

The CHAIR:\IAX, introducing the speaker of the session, 
ll!r. A .. Paletta, expressed the great pleasure the Con
ference had in extending to him and his colleagues, Mr. 0. 
Karutz and Dr. A. Schwarz, a most hearty welcome. It 
was a gratifying thing that they had with them from 
Germany three such worthy followers of Henry George to 
meet and greet in the warm friendship of their com~on 
cause. The speaker, on rising, got a hearty and rousmg 
reception. 

~lr. ALEX PALETTA(Berlin) read a well-documented paper 
on the taxation of real estate in Germany and the campaign 
work of the German Bodenreformers. He showed how 
gravely the whole question of assessment had been affected 
by the enormous monetary inflation, how mortgages 
had been completely discharged in valueless paper m~rks, 
and the whole class of lenders on real estate had been rumed. 
In the State of Anhalt a land tax had been introduced with 
the value of land apart from improvements as the basis 
and it was levied at differential rates according to the total 
amount of land value in the posses~ion of each landowner, 
who to assist the authorities, were required to make their 
own'estimate of the value. The constitution of the German 
Bodenreformers Union laid it down as a principle that they 
must seek all means to prevent the land being abused 
by speculation ; their activi~ies included schemes. for 
expropriation, and the estabh~hment of small holdm_gs. 
1\Ir. Paletta described the operatiOn of Land Value Taxation 
in Kiaochau in the days of the German administration, 
and paid a tribute to Dr. Schrameier for having instituted 
the reform there. 

By ]. DuNDAS WHITE, LL.D. 

LAND-VALUE Poucv. A new Treatise and Handbook. 
Cloth, 2s. See advertisement on inside back cover. 
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EARLY EFFORTS AND RECENT PROGRESS 
IN SPAIN AND SOUTH Al\IERICA 

ADDRESS BY SENOR ALBENDIN 

Seiior A::o.-ro:NIO ALBENDIN (Cadiz) was introduced by 
the CHAIRMAN as one whose name was familiar to Single 
Taxers the world over. The Chairman greeted him and his 
good lady Senora Albendin. 1\lr. Albendin was. the Presi
dent of the Spanish Single Tax League and editor of the 
monthly journal IL hiPr~STO "f!NICO. He had bo:'~n 
responsible for the first ~uculatr.on of P~oGRESS AND 
PovERTY in South Amenca. H1s own hterary work 
included translations of the LABOUR QuESTION (the 
abridgment of THE CONDITION OF LABOUR), Dr. 
Dundas ·whitl•:s A.B.C. OF THE LAND QuESTION ; the 
speeches made at the burial .of Henry George; and Mr. 
Bailev's pamphlet, How TO GET RrcH WITHOUT WoRKING. 
He had also made a compendium in Spanish of Henry 
George's SCIENCE OF PoLITICAL EcoNOMY, and among all 
these great services to the movement ~h.ere was to be 
mentioned last, but not least, the orgamzmg of th~ fir~t 
International Single Tax Conference at Ronda (Spam) .m 
1913. One of the interesting publications of the Spamsh 
Single Ts.x ~eagu~, and Mr. Albe~din broug~t a number of 
specimens w1th h1m, was a Spamsh transla~wn and !epro
duction of the "Source of Unemployment poster, J~sued 
bv the United Committee in 1910. It had been Widely 
billed in many Spanish towns. . . 

In the course of his remarks Seiior Albendm mentiOned 
a touching personal episode, how after having read PRo
GRESS AND PovERTY as a young man he was captured by 
a desire to meet the author and pay him homage. He 
crossed the Atlantic with that object in view and arrived 
in New York the day after Henry George.died.. . . 

Although Seiior Albendin speaks Enghsh w1th abrhty, 
he preferred to have his paper read for him. Mr. I. T. 
Garrido, Seiior Albendin's friet:d and fellow-countryman, 
kindly volunteered. 

Seiior Albendin's Address was as follows:-
Before I refer to the work accomplished by the Spanish 

League and place before you the results of my own 
experience, allow me to express the great pleasure and 
the pride I feel in finding myself among~t you on ~he solemn 
occasion which I look upon as the maugurat10n of the 
true League of Nations-the League which is out to 
inaugurate a new civilization and to bring the reign of 
peace on earth to all men of good will. . 

I bring to this meeting cordial greetmgs from all ~y 
Spanish colleagues; they have been unable to come m 
person, but they are here in spirit, and. they follow our 
deliberations with great interest and With great hopes. 
Greetings to all who are. gathered with us in this 
momentous occasion whether actually or in spirit, and who 
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have been brought here by the dynamic force of the Henry 
George teaching; the importance of this meeting speaks 
well for the future of the movement, not only in England 
but in all other countries as well. 

Spain is a country where liberty in all its aspects, and 
specially where land is concerned, has a long and honourable 
history. There are still whole regions where the land 
is to this day common property. The province of Zamora 
is a case in point, and I have had there occasion to study 
the system of land tenure which has been handed on 
from generation to generation without •a break, in spite 
of the invasion by the old Romans, who introduced in 
Spain the system of private land property. 

The literature on the land question in Spain is both 
ancient and interesting. In the year 1670 Sr. Centani 
published a pamphlet entitled "Tierras" which means 
Land. A copy of this exists in the National Library 
in .Madrid, which leave was obtained by the Spanish 
League in 1915 to reproduce in order to issue a fresh 
edition, maintaining scrupulously the original text. From 
the year 1670 up to the publication in 1893 of the first 
translation of PRoGRESS AND PovERTY into Spanish, there 
has been abundant literature on this subject, and Sr. Costa 
in his book referred to has an absolute full record of every 
author and publication, including even a short abstract 
of the latter. 
. The French Physiocrats in the year 1770 formulated 

a doctrine which found an ooho ~n every country, and 
there is scarcely one in which this doctrine did not bring 
forth a man of conspicuous ability who raised its standard 
and even endeavoured to carry it into practice, and so 
we see within fifty years after 1770 men such as Franklin 
in the United States, Rivadavia in the Argentine, Turgot 
in France, Flores Estrada in Spain, trying to shepherd 
their fellow-countrymen on to the road of economic justice. 

The French Revolution then, as the Great War now, 
set the clock back on land reform, and the vested interests 
which thrive and prosper under the reign of injustice 
succeeded in banishing from the Universities as well as 
from the Parliaments the . very memory of these brilliant 
economists whose ideas they denounced as dangerous and 
no longer in fashion. 

And so we come to modern times and to the epoch
making discovery of Henry George which was first made 
acceBBible to the public in Spain from a French translation 
of PROGRESS AND PovERTY by Le .Monnier, mentioned by 
Joaquin Costa in his book and later on through a Spanish 
translation by Don 1\Iagin Puig of Barcelona, brought the 
public in closer touch with Henry George's doctrine. It 
may be interesting here to say that the translator of 
PROGRESS AND POVERTY concealed his ide~tity for many 
years, living in fear of being prosecuted by the authorities 
owing to the turbulent period reigning in Barcelona at 
the time of the translated publication. It did not sell in 

spite of all the efforts of the translator, and one of the good 
results of the Ronda Meeting in 1913 was not only to 
bring .this translation into circulation but to canse two 
more cheap editions being printed which were sold out. 

At the present time a further edition of PROGRESS AND 
PovE~TY has a ~eat circulation in Spain and the Spanish
speakmg countnes, although not at a cheap price. 

Reverting to the first Spanish translation of PROGRESS 
A!-1-n PovERTY, we may say that the reports of the Ronda 
1\Ieeting in the daily papers reached the ears of the 
translator's widow, who offered the whole unsold lot of 
her husband's edition at cost price to the Spanish League. 
The offer was accepted at once, and the book was passed 
on to the public at a much reduced price, and the available 
stock was disposed of in a very short time. As a result 
of this propaganda supported by the Spanish League's 
Journal, the light of Georgistn was spread not only in 
Spain but also in the Spanish-speaking countries of South 
America, where Doctor Felix Vitale, who had already 
sown the first seed, works strenuously and successfully 
in the vanguard. He has already published under the 
title of POVERTY AND DISCONTENT, an admirable book 
in which he gave in original form a resume of the Henry 
George doctrine. In the same volume is included a 
translation into Spanish of Henry George's CmmrTION 
OF LABOUR. 

. One of the first to accept Georgeism in South America 
as a result of Dr. Vitale's propagenda was Dr. Herrera 
Reisig, and these two gentlemen with the co-operation 
of Mr. Robert Balmer and 1\Ir. C. N. :Macintosh (whose 
premature death is a great loBS to our cause) founded in 
the Argentine, Uruguay and Brazil many organizations 
which did so much good work that the Single Tax theory 
counts to-day in those countries with the active support 
of a brilliant army of writers, orators, professors of univer
sities, barristers, bmrineBB men-in a word, men in all walks 
of life, the list of whom would take too much time to 
cite. 

1\Iuch the same may be said of Spain, wheJe the doctrine 
we defend has the support of a host of brilliant men. 
It will be quite impossible to name them all in the 
short time I have at my disposal. I must however 
mention a remarkable book entitled ON THE BRL"\'K OF THE 
AVALANCHE, due to the pen of Don Juan 1\Ioreno 1\Iolina, 
a brave defender of the cause, and who has been one of 
us since the very beginning. I must also mention Don 
Julio Senador Gomez, a convert to the Single Tax doctrine 
since the year 1917, and in this short time he has published 
a large number of volumes in which in a fearleBB and 
powerful manner he expounds the doctrine, as a result of 
which his contributions are eagerly sought after by the 
Press in Spain and South America. 

Nor must I omit to mention Don Baldomero Argente, 
a prolific and powerful writer who has translated the works 
of Henry George, but who unfortunately has been taken 
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away from the rank of militant Georgeists by his political 
actin ties. 

The Georgeist literature in Spain is wry afmndant. 
Besides the works published by the Spanish League, 
there is a firm of publishers issuing on their own "account 
the works of Henry George , and they are publishing 
shortly the famous work of Max Hirsch, DEMOCRACY 
VERs t ·s SocuusM. 

With such elements and the constant spade 'lll"ork carried 
out by the League the Spanish Single Taxers have sown 
the seed which time will ripen . 

In the political field little has been achieved so far. 
Yet there is a proof that our propaganda has had practic.al 
results in the fact that since the days of the Premiership 
of Canalejas in 1913 a tax was imposed upon all vacant 
land for building purposes. But to show you the power 
and vigilance displayed by the monopolists, as soon as 
the law taxing vacant sites had been passed, they suc
ceeded in reducing the tax to its lowest limits. When the 
regulations for the practical carrying out of that law 
were being drafted, they succeeded in amending them 
so that instead of eontributing in acc~rdance with the 
selling Yalue , those vacant sites should contribute on 
the same basis as the \).>.,st agricultural land in the district. 
And that is how they are assessed now ; but the present 
Finance ~linister is reported to have the intention of 
re-establishing the selling value as the basis of assessment. 

As the ~liniEte r said : " The number of vacant sites in 
the towns is positi"t"e!y scandalous. In the verr heart 
of Madrid, close t<J the Puert.a del Sol, there are· ncant 
plots worth . one hundred million pe..o;etas which pay 
taxes as agr1cultural land. The owners can thus afford 
to keep that land out of use ; but as soon as we tax them 
on the full Yalue of the land they will see the adrisability 
of building on them." 

Another instance of the power of the ~onopolist is 
shown in a case in Zarago:ua. There (thanks to the 
efforts of our colleagues and specially of those of Don 
Manuel Marraco, who sent to the Ronda Meeting in 1913 
a motion which was carried) a resolution to tax vacant 
town plots was passed by the Town Council for the specific 
purpose of wiping off the town's debts. ~lore than two 
years ago this enactment was sanctioned by the Central 
Government in Madrid, but to this dav it has remained 
a dead letter. Such is the power of the vested interests 
which, when afraid of fighting openh·, exert themsel"t"es' 
in the dark, ~d under cover. -

Coming now to South America, our movement has 
made gigantic strides. We have no positi"t"e information 
as to whether the taxation on land values is in operation 
in any municipality beyond the very good news we heard 
here in this hall two days ago concerning Mendoza and 
Buenos Aires, but we know this much. that there are a 
great number of Municipal Councils in the _-\rgentine 

JOSEPH FfLS 
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ana m Brazil where propositions and schemes ha.-e been 
put forward mth the-object of taxing land nlues, some
time.;; at the instigation of Mayors or Gowrnors and other 
times. through the iru;trumentality of the Single Tax 
orgamzations supported by public opinion . As you can 
see from m> statement , there is not the sliahtest doubt 
that Georgeism has taken a deep root in th~ fertile soi l 
of those countries. and we iook forward to the da> when 
the taxation of land nines will be put into prnctical 
operation by all the municipalities in South America . 
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The work carried out by the Georgeists in that part of 
the world is de&mng of the highest praise and is h.iahlv 
encouraging to us in this hemisphere. 

0 

• 

I believe that this Internat ional Conference could 
create an organism which would enable the actiH• co
operation of the Georgeists of all the world towards the 
ad>ance of the idea in Denmark and the .-\rgentine. It 
would be necessary to organize a permanent International 
Committee, either in London or in an> othe r tov.-n 

I also belie>e that our meetings should be held at more 
frequent intermls. From the first International Conferenc~ 
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presided over by Henry George in Paris in 1889 to 
the eecond one held in Ronda in 1913, 2! years elapsed. 
From the eecond meeting to the present one there has 
been a gap of ten years. I have the pleasure to suggest 
that all Georgeists should meet in an International Con
ference eYery three years. At each meeting the date 
and place of the next Conference would be agreed upon. 
If you approve of this sugge.stion, I would further propose 
that the next International Conference be held at Copen
hagen in August, 1926. 

RosDA, 1913, InER:sATIOXAL SI:sGLE TAx CoNFEREXcE 

A resolution was unanimously approved conveying a 
greeting to the Spanish Single Tax League, applauding 
the initiative that .had been taken in convening the 1913 
International Single Tax Conference at Ronda, and putting 
on record the resolutions there adopted. (The tranEactions 
of that Conference are set forth in LAND VALL"ES of July, 
1913. Copies of the Resolutions are to be had on applica
tion at our offices.) 

DISCUSSION 

In the discussion that followed on l\Ir. Paletta's and Mr. 
Albendin's papers, Messrs. Fiske 'Yarren, A. ,V. l\letcalfe, 
Abel Brink and others took part. Attention was centred 
upon such plans as increment and graduated taxation, and 
the so-called " self-assessment " by landowners. These 
schemes were much criticized and condemned, and so 
many notified their desire to speak that it was decided to 
adjourn the discussion to a special afternoon session on 
Saturday, 18th August. 

lllOf'ning Session-16th August 

CHAIRMAN: MR. J. DuNDAS WHITE, LL.D., Ex-M.P. 

THE FULL APPROPRIATION OF 
ECONOMIC RENT 

ADDRESS BY l\IR. R. L. OUTHWAITE, Ex-l\I.P. 

The CHAIRllAN, introducing the speaker of the session, 
Mr. R. L. Outhwaite, ex-M.P., said that it was very neces
sary to work out a practical policy, based all the time on 
the fundamental principle that the land belonged to the 
people. They had not only to fra~e. their plans for 
legislation but to get the people on theu side. He recalled 
his association with l\Ir. Outhwaite in Parliament, and the 
work.. they did together as members of the Land Values 
Group. 

l\Ir. R. L. Ot'"THW AITE said he spoke as one free from 
any _party associations. He was determined not to belong 

to any party whose leaders had bern supprr8sors of libt>rty 
and he had therPfore rrtirrd from connection with the 
Labour !'arty. The difference of opinion as rrgards the 
practical, was one between those who held to metho!h of 
a by-gone age and those who rralized that the world hnd 
been transformed. A few days ago he had bN•n at the 
seaside. The tide was out and he saw childr('n bmlding 
castles in the sand, and one a lighthouse, in face of the 
incoming tide. They werr oblivious of the fact that soon 
the waves of the ocean would roll over their handiwork. 
He regarded the politicians of to-day as those childr('n. 
They were building their sand cast IPs in face of the incoming 
tide of revolutionary conditions which would sweep thl'm 
away. Thry must not seek to rear a lighthouse on the 
sand but to raise it aloft on the rock of enduring principle 
so that it might be a beacon l1ght to those who would 
soon be struggling for life in the waters. The practical 
policy was that which the Commonwealth League had 
framed to meet the impending catastrophe. He was not 
putting forward some visionary prospect unrelated to 
facts. The publicists who s few years ago were bidding 
them believe that the war had paved the way to a higher 
civilization were now writing in a difierent strain. For 
instance l\Ir. and l\Irs. Sidney Webb had written in their 
latest book THE DECAY OF CAPITALIST C'IVILIZA1IO!':, 
"Capitalism will die by violence and civilization will 
perish with it from exhaustion.". The reviewer of the 
book, l\Ir. H. G. Wells, had written, "I now realize the 
stupendous instability of the Western world. The system 
is b'."eaking up. If has neither recuperative or reconstruc-
tive powe:rs." · 

l\lr. Frederick Harrison, the distinguished publicist, 
wrote just before his death at the age of 91 : " Every board 
in civilization is cracking. The British Empire is melting 
away, just like the Roman Empire in the year 300, and for 
the same cause." Protessor Graham 'Vallas of the London 
University had declared that : " The material world-that 
world that slowly and painfully created itself upon the 
fracrments of Roman civilization-is falling in ruins. Right 
acr~ss the Pacific to the Atlantic, right across the Eurasian 
Continent, the old system has fallen in ruins, and the 
danger we have to facr is greater and more intense than 
the danger with which the world was confronted at the 
fall of the ancient civilization. Where there were a few 
cultivators in the clearing of the woods fifteen hundred 
years ago, or a few hundred shepherds out on thP plains, 
now there are millions of industrialized anq. concentrated 
factory workers. The very e;rist~nce of the pr~sent 
population depends upon orga_mzatwn, and_ to _subst1tute 
accident and drift and confusiOn for orgamzatwn means 
to reduce the population to somrthing like what it was 
at the fall of the Ancient World." 

Signor Nitti, ex-Premier ot Italy, in THE DECADENCE OF 
EuROPE, also proclaimed the doom of civilization, and the 
DAlLY HERALD, quoting the above "intellrctuals "under 
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the head " Is Civilization Doomed ? " added : " It is 
interesting to recall that ~Similar views have been expressed 
in the books of Herr Speugler, the German, who m THE 
DowxFALL OF THE WESTER::-< CIVILIZATION traced the 
causes of the decline of anc1ent civilizations and drew an 
analogy with the present, and those also of Samuel Dill 
and Dr. Warde Fowler on the parallels to our own time in 
the later periods of the Roman Empire." 

The problem confronting Britain was more terrible 
than that confronting any other country. Here they had 

- some ·15 millions of people dependent on international 
trade, 90 per cent. of the population ha,ving been divorced 
from the soil. War had dtsrupted trade and had destroyed 
or reduced to bankruptcy their best customers. There 
were now 10 million persons dependent on doles (A Voice: 
"20 million ")-that estimate was probably justified. 
At least 10 millions were under sentence of death imposed 
by economic wrong. They were kept from death by doles 
that had beE>n distributed during the past two or three 
yt>ars to the extent of £400,000,000. The governing 
classes distributed the doles in fear of revolution. They 
had sanctioned the expenditure of £43,500,000 for the 
transportation of the " heroes " who had fought for " their 
country " for fear of anarchy and revolution. The men 
receiving these doles _were fast sinking into mental, physical 
and moral decay. A million youths had never had a 
constant job, but passed into the ranks of the out-of-works. 
The time had gone by when a penny tax or a twopenny 
rate on land values would suffice. 

He had spent the early days of his life living the free 
life of the Australian bush. He had loathed politics and 
politicians. When he had read PROGRESS AND PovERTY 
he had not been interested in the economics, nor had he 
been capable of understanding the taxation thesis. But 
when he had come to the last chapters and had compre
hended that LtbE>rty was the aim, he had dedicated his life, 
not to· the Taxation of Land Values, but to Liberty. So 
too in such days as these if they were to have the mass of 
the people behind them they must lift their cause out-of 
the category of rates and taxers and present it as one for 
emancipation. . 

They must interpret to the people the origin of war and 
slavery. He fow1d it in the natural instinct of man to 

• satisfy his desires with the least possible exertion-from 
which had grown both civilization and its destruction by 
war. War was the result of man seel-ing to satisfy his 
desires with the least possible exertion, and using force to 
over-ride the equal rights of all. The primitive tribe of 
herdsmen had raided the husbandmen and reduced them 
to chattel slavery. The tribe became the conquering 
nation and the object of war still remained the capture of 
sla\'es. On the basis of chattel slavery the Empires of the 
past had been reared, and through slavery had fallen. 
The time came when it "\\·as realized that slavery could 
be best established by the appropriation of natural 

resources. So the wars of modern days had their origin 
in the lust for territory and the Imperialist of to-day was 
the slave-raider of the past. 

It might be said with truth that the peoples of the world 
to-day were in the hands of a few connected syndicates 
who had a grip upon the natural resources of the world. 
This condition was the fulfilment of the prophecy made 
by Henry George in PROGRESS AND PovERTY. Were they 
to go to the people and tell them that enslavement of man
kind arose from the denial of man's right to Liberty and 
then proclaim that to suit the convenience of party politi
cians a pennyworth of Liberty should be sought? Would 
they proclaim that mankind could only be saved by freedom 
and then offer a little bit of emancipation on the instalment 
plan ? That was not practical politics. The slave owners 
would resist as bitterly the first step as they would the 
whole, and the slaves would be dispirited. It was the 
practical statesman who declared that the essential· for 
success was" Audacity, Audacity, always Audacity." 

Nor was the Taxation of Land Values a step towards the 
full appropriation of economic rent and the abolition of. 
the private ownership of land. The experience gained in 
Australia and New Zealand had shown it to be the most 
potent weapon ever devised for the exten~ion of land 
monopoly and the political power of landowners. When 
the tax " broke up the big estates "a large number of small 
proprietors were substituted for a few large ones. These 
resisted the next step and became the bulwark of reaction. 
He had been associated with the Single Tax movement in 
Victoria led by Max Hirsch, who after the visit of Henry 
George had gathered round him an enthusiastic body of 
young and able men. They had fought for the Single Tax 
but the politicians had reduced the cause of emancipation 
to a fiscal issue and it had perished at their hands. It 
was the same story throughout Australia, and land monopoly 
was now more firmly established than ever. He had just . 
read a cable from New South Wales stating that the 
emigration schemes of the Government were being brought 
to nought by the ·landowners. This was the case where 
no exemption in the levy existed, as in New South Wales. 
There a land values tax had been imposed and the Govern
ment had subsequently offered to remit the tax in the case 
of any municipality that levied a rate of at least one penny 
in the£. The municipalities had taken the offer. He had 
just been reading articles by Mr. Huie, the indefatigable 
secretary of the Land Value Taxation League of New . 
South Wales, describing his visits to country districts. 
Everywhere the story was the same of the paralysing effect 
of land monopoly. In Australia 80 per cent. of the people 
lived in towns or cities, which in itself proved that the 
partial application of the principle of taking the economic 
rent by land value taxation.had failed to overthrow'land 
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monopoly. ·, 
The Commonwealth League stood for full liberty and 

made a simple, uncompromising but practical dem.and. 
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Tht>y dtmanded that in the first place the issuance by the 
House of Commons of a Declaration of Common Right to 
the Land. This would be in accordance with ancient 
constitutional practice. The lkclaration of Rights, implt>
mented by the Bill of Rights of 1689 was the bulwark of. 
our political liberties, since it established the supremacy of 
Parliament in place of that of the King. They proposed 
that the Declaration of Right should be implemented by 
a Finance Bill which would collect from the holders of the 
common estate the economic rent of their holdings. This 
land rent fund they proposed should be removed from a 
Parliament that the people could not control, and be 
allocated on a population basis to the local authorities, to 
enable them to remove the terrible burdens of local taxation 
and transform civic life. · 

The Declaration of Rights proposed by the Common
wealth League was in these terms :-

" Whereas the condition of the people is such as no 
longer to be tolerable, this House is called upon, in accord
an~ with ancient custom, to issue a Declaration of Rights. 
For now, as in the past, the distress of the people arises 
from the denial of inherent rights which it is the duty of 
this House to assert and conserve. 

" This House therefore declares :-
" That all citizens have an equal inherent right to life, 

seeing that no one has, or can have, authority to c~aim 
for himself or ascribe to another any but equal nght. 
That as life can only be maintained by access to Nature, 
it follows that the Equal Right to Life involves an Equal 
Right to the Earth. · 

"That the private ownership of Land,the appropriation 
by some, of Nature's provision for all, is a violation of the 
equal Right to Life, which re~~ts iD; poverty and slavery 
being the common lot of the dismher1ted. 

" That the assertion of the equal Right to the Land is 
demanded for the fulfilment of Justice, for the assurance 
of Liberty, and in order that the curse of po_verty may be 
for ever removed. 

" That the equal Right to the Land shall be asserted by 
calling upon each occupier of a portion of the Common 
Estate to pay its economic rent, that is to say, the annual 
value of the privilege of exclusive occupancy, in a Common 
Land Rent Fund for Common use ; so that access to 
Nature shall be no longer withheld; 80 that the fruits of 
labour shall remain with the labourer ; so that those born 
into the world may come into it as its equal inheritors, and 
thus the equal Right to Life be established." . 

" This Declaration shall be known as the Declaration 
bv the House of Commons of the Common Right to the 
LSnd of Britain." 

DISCUSSION 
A keen discussion followed, the speakers being Dr. 

J. ·J. Pikler (Budapest, Hungary), Mr. ~orge Lloyd, 
Councillor Austin Brook, Mr. Judge Rycktnan (Los Angeles) 
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and Messrs. D. J. J. Owen, R. C. Macaulev, FITd Hirrow 
and ~m. Nob!... ~Ir. Macauley support;d tht> attitudt> 
taken up by :Mr. Outhwaite. 

Councillor ArsnN -BROOK and other l'pt>akers pointed 
out that the case to be explained was surely that trade 
and industry must be reliewd of their burdt>ns and public 
revenue be derived instead from the economic rent of land. 
The Commonwealth I.eague did not make that sentiment 
in its manifestoes. Gonrnments and municipalities could 
find plenty of scope for l'pt>nding the rent fund, without 
remitting other taxes, just as the Commonwealth League 
itself had offt>red in its original proposal to pn-sent the 
rent fund (or part of it) as" back pay "to soldiers returning 
from the War. The opt>ner of the discussion had referred 
to the failure of the Federal Land Tax in Australia ; that 
was not a land value tax as they all knew wry well; owing 
to its gradation it became a tax on improvements, and 
owing to the exemption the bulk of the land value escapt>d 
taxation altogether. The tax by its absurd incidence 
simply promoted speculation in all land of less value 
than £5,0CO. Even one step in the direction of land 
value taxation, based of course on the present market 
value of land, would promote housing, relieve unemploy
ment, and give that stimulus to production which was 
the immediate practical question of the day. They could 
not value a theoretical thing, the full economic rent of 
land under conditions that did not exist, they could only 
assess the values that obtain under present circumstances, 
and let the Taxation of Land Values operat~ upon them. 
That way lay the quickest, most reasonable and most 
practical road to their full policy-the abolition of all 
taxation save that upon land value. There was no other 
way. 

JQSEPH Fns: ·Hls Lm: AND WoRL By Mary Fels. 
Qoth. 6s. 

THE DIGGER MoVEMDiT IN THE DAYs OF THE CoMMoN
WIALm. By L H. Berens. Reduced Price, 2s. 6d. 

THE STORY OF MY DICTATORSHIP. By I. Singer and 
L H. Berens. Paper covers, 6d.; cloth, Is. 

EVERY MAN's WAGES. By George Burgess. Paper covers, 
6d. ; cloth, Is. 

FoUNDAnoNS OF FREEDOM. Twenty-two brief and informing 
Essays. by various Authors, on the Life, Writings and 
Teachings of Henry George. 128 pages. 4d. 

jAPANESE NonoNS oF -.EuROPEAN PoLITICAL EcoNOMY. 
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THE PIONEERS OF LAND RuoRM. Thomas Spence, William 
Ogilvie and Thomas Paine. Ooth. 2s. • 

FIELDS. FACTORIES AND WoRICSHoPS. By P. Kropotlcin. 
New Edition. Ooth, 2s. 
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CHArRMAX : THE Hos. PRESID.E.!>""T ~[R. CHARhs E. 
CROllPTO:S 

DECL\RATIO~ OF PRIXCIPLE A~D 
POLICY 

The debate, adjou . .1·ru.•d from TUesday morning, on ~Ir. 
_ Outhwait~'s amendment to the Declaration of Principle 
and Policv was continued. 

It was agreed that the vote on the amendment be taken 
not later than 5.30 that afternoon. Yery many speakers 
took part in the discussion, including ~Jiss B. GEORGE, 
and ~Iessrs. S. Joa:s GEE, J. A. RoBrsso:s, R. C. YACA1:"LEY, 
A. H. WELLER, A. J. lhcE, C. H. Smrnsos, H. G. CaA:s
cELLOR, W. J. SH.U:FFER, lL WARRI:O.""ER, JoHY PAn, J. 
llcCnwca, A. ~lAc LARES,. ~I.P., JA){.ES BrsBY, E. J. 

lld!Asc-s, J. W. G. PEACE, GEoRGE EDWARDS, A. W. 
lhDSEX, J. O'D. DERRICK, FBA.~K STEPHEXS, A. S. DoRA....-, 
E. G. EvA.~s, Councillor JA){.ES llicDosALD. 

In reply to a direct question llr. OrrawAITE said he 
would not. only not aecept a tax on the value of land which 
took only a part of the economic rent, but he would oppose 
any such proposal as defrauding the people of their full 
rights. . 

The amendment wa.s defeat~d by 80 votes to 31. 
The Dt>claration of Principle and Policy was then pnt 

and carried by 79 votes to 21. 
It was accordingly resolved that :-
"WE, the mt>mbers of the h-rERXATIOXAL CoxFER.EXCE 

o:s THE T AXATIO:S OF LA.~D V ALG:S, assembled at OXFORD, 
EXGLASD, 13th to 19th August, 1923, 
"DECLARE 

" That as every one has an equal right to life, &) every 
one has an equal right to land, on which alone life can be 
sustained ; . 

" That the t~nure of land is the great governing fact 
which ultimately det~rmines the economic, political and 
consequently the intellectual and moral condition of a 
peoplll; 

" That the unequal distribution of wealth, the pen>is
tence of poverty and the recurrent periods of industrial 
depression, which are the curse and menace of modern 
cinlization, are the evil results of permitting private 
individuals to levy tribute on the earnings of industry by 
appropriating the economic rent of land, and to deny 
acc.-ss to the natural opportunities for the production of 
wealth by withholding land from use; 

"That the more completely land is thus monopolized 
in any country, the great« is the insecurity of employ
ment, and the nearer are the wages of labour driven down 
to mere subsistence level ; and this is true under con-

ditious the most diverse as to franchise, industries, tarifu, 
monetary systems and public debts ; . 

'' That until measures are taken to stop the printe 
appropriation of the rent of land, all remedi('S currently 
relied on for improving social conditions are incapable of 
achieving their purpose ; 

" WE THEREFORE ADvocATE, as a principle of universal 
application, 

" Tha~ the equal right to land be establisht>d, and the 
full fruits of industry be secured to industry, by devoting 
the rent of land to the uses of the community and by 
abolishing the im~, ta.rifi'>, taxe'J on improvements, 
and other fi5C31 burden'J which penalize and restrict the 
production and exchange of wealth ; 

"That, to attain this end in the simplest, easiest and 
most practical way, public revenues be obtained by im
posing taxation on the value of land apart from improve
ments due to private enterprise and expenditure; 

" That such taxation, national and local, be based on a 
valuation showing the actual market value of each piece 
of land in separate occupation or suitable for separate 
occupation irrespective of the improvements in it or upon 
it, the valuation being made public and being kept up to 
date by periodic revision ; 

"That taxation on land value be payable by each person 
interested in the value of the land and in proportion to 
his interest, and be treated as a pnblic rent-charge having 
priority over all other charges ; 

"AxD WE l!ATh-rAI:s 
" That an annual tax, levied without exemption on 

the actual market value of all land at an equal rate per 
unit of value in substitution for existing taxes on wages, 
trade, industry and improvements would at once bring 
about great and beneficial changes in the social and indus
trial condition of the people ; 

" That the complete taxation of land value would provide 
such public revenue as would render all ta.ri1Is and restric
ti¥e taxes unnecessary; it would give the world freedom 
of trade and remove the main causes of international 
strife; by making the holding of land unprofitable to the 
mere owner, and profitable only to the user, it would make 
it impossible for speculators and monopolists to hold 
natural opportunities to ransom ; by doing away with the 
fines and penalties now levied on anyone who in any 
way a.dds to the general stock of wealth, it would leave to 
each thP. full product of his exertion ; 

" That this policy, by throwing open the illimitable field 
of ent~rprise that the earth offers to man, would solve the 
labour problem, banish involuntary poverty, make over
production inconceivable until all human wants are satis
fied, render labour-saving inventions a blessing to all, and 
cause such a production and such a distribution of wealth 
as would give to all comfort, leisure and participation in 
the advantages of a progressing civilization." 
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CHAIRli.AN: THE HoN. PRESIDE~-r MR. CHARLEs E. 
CROMPTON 

POLITICAL ACTION IN THE U.S.A. FOR 
ADOPTION OF THE SINGLE TAX 

ADDRESSES BY l!R. CHARLES J. SCHOA.LES 
A~"D 1tffi. ROBERT C. MACAULEY 

The CHAIRMAN introduced the speakers, l\Ir. CHARLES J. 
ScHOALES and 1tlr. RoBERT llicAt'LEY, both from Phila
delphia. They were present at Oxford with a number of 
their fellow members specially to state the case for the 
independent political action, under a separate political 
party, by which they were seeking to advance the Single 
Tax in America. 

The proceedings at this point can only be summarized, 
as the speakers did not leave notes or manuscript for refer
ence and unfortunately rio shorthand writer was present 
to take a report. 

1tlr. ScHOALES in the course of his speech gave an interest
ing description of what they were doing in Philadelphia 
to get the people, and especially younger men and women, 
interested m PROGRESS AND PoVERTY and the other works 
of Henry George. He said Single Taxers always main
tained, and it was perfectly true, that popular sentiment 
in favour of their demands was far greater than appeared 
to be the case from the inaction of the existing political 
parties. In America the Singb Tax Party had been formed 
to make the issue and give the electors a chance to express 
their views by putting forward Single Tax candidates on 
every possible occasion at municipal, county, State and 
Federal elections. They were told they would get only a 
small following. That might be so at any rate to begin 
with; but if they did not make a beginning they could 
never expect to succeed. The Single Tax Party did not, 
however, need to be a large party to achieve its purpose. 
They had already seen how a small party by throwing its 
weight into the scales had carried its objects ; it was im
portant to bear in mind that the party must know what 
it wanted and must stand for a great truth. The abolition
ists had been scorned in their time but it did not take manv 
years before their influence dominated the whole community 
and chattel slavery was overthrown. They were the new 
abolitionists. The wrong they were out to redress was as 
manifest as negro slavery in its day, and as the subjection 
of women which later roused other reformers to action. 
And women had secured their political freedom and equality 
through a small but determined party. That was their 
encouragement. They had held their first Single Tax 
Party Convention in Chicago in 1920. The newspapers had 
reported their proceedings at great length and they had 
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got more publicity than could have been !!Ot by countless 
pamphlets, lectures, and other means of propaganda
and at very much less cost. 

lli. l\lACAl'LEY said that all the exi ting political 
parties were alike so far as they were concerned. 
They wanted votes and they put all kinds of 
promises in their programmes to attract the elector. 
Th~Y. recruit('d Single Tax support('rs and gave them 
positions that ofiered no scope for further a!!itation; 
thus active forces in the movement were absorbelin other 
directions and they were cheated of results. Thev (the 
Single Taxers) should keep themselves free from such as.<o
ciations and from political parties that profeSS('d one thing 
and practised something else. It wa!l useless also to urge 
the politic.al parties to go some part of the road they w~re 
on. All proposals for introducing a land value tax here or 
for a reform of property taxation there were just a wast(' of 
time and led them away from the Single Tax, from the 
demand for the full collection of economic rent and the 
entire abolition of all direct and indirect taxation. 

DISCl:'SSION 
Ex-BAILIE PETER BrnT, J.P., said there might wry wt>ll 

be differences of opinion as to the best way of advancing the 
movement in one country as compared with another. 
In Glasgow they had brought the question into politics 
through the Glasgow Town Council, which had taken the 
lead in a great municipal agitation for land value taxation 
for local purposes. He thought they could give a good account 
of those years of endeavour and of the harvest they had since 
reaped. They first got the Town C<>uncil on their side, wlllch 
took up the matter and secured the co-operation of other 
local rating authorities ultimately numbering 518. Power 
was repeatedly demanded from Parliament to rate land 
values. A number of Bills were introduced in the House of 
Commons between 1902 and 1905. That was during a 
Conservative regime. When the Liberals c.ame into power 
in 1906, the pace was increased until in 1909 and the years 
following, the question became a national one and the whole 
country was turned into a debating society on the Taxation 
of Land Values. They were out to make public sentiment 
and had been enormously successful. They had never 
departed one iota from insistence upon the full principle 
that the land belonged to the people, that the whole value 
of land should be devoted to the common benefit, and all 
taxes on trade, mdustry and improvements abolished. 
In Glasgow the movement had its home, and from there 
their missionaries and their message had gone to all parts 
of the world. Housing, unemployment, the burdens and 
unjust incidence of taxation, whether local or national, 
and the appeal to the electorate on all occ.asions gave them 
theiropportunityto assert the rights of the people tot he land 
and to the productsoftheir labow. lli. Burt 'sremarks were 
received with such interest that a proposal to suspend the 
"ten minutes rule " in his case vras cordially approved. 
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An informing discussion followed, and those who took 
part included l\Iessrs. DERRICK, 0CTHWAITE, BesB,Y, J. A. 
Honrxso!'<, FRANK STEPHENS, and JcnGE RYcK~IAN, of 
California. 

.Morning Session-17th August 
CHAIR~IAX: l\IR. E. l\I. GINDERS 

The CHAIR)! AX, introducing the speakers l\Ir. J ohan 
Hans~on (of Stockholm), l\Ir. S. Wielgolaski (Christiania) 
and ~lr. A. W. l\Iadsen, said he was glad to make the 
Conference better acquainted with these speakers if that 
was possible, explaining that l\Ir. Johan Hansson had 
for many years been a le~der of the moveme~t in Sweden, 
had been editor of the Srngle Tax monthly JOUrnal Bun
KAVLE!'<, was the author of a number of pamphlets published 
by the Economic Freedom ,League, and in ·his travels 
abroad had studied thPir question in New Zealand, United 
States Switzerland and other countries. l\1r. S. Wielgolaski 
was s:cretary to the Supreme Board of Taxation of Norway, 
and had been for some time editor of the Single Tax 
journal RETFAERD and Chairman of the Norwegian League 
for the Taxation of Land Values. l\Ir.l\fadsen's credentials 
were well known to all of them. 

THE FREE TRADE ISSUE AND LAND 
VALUE LEGISLATION IN SWEDEN 

ADDRESS BY l\IR. JOHAN HANSSON 

l\Ir. JoHAX HAxssox said: 
The country of Sweden and the people of Sweden are 

nearly as good as any other country or people on this earth. 
There is not much difference. But the Swedes are no 
leaders in economic thought, although the fame of some 
of our political economists may lead us to think that they 
mav be leaders sometime. It is certainly not necessary 
to have supernatural gifts to be the first in a world so full 
of monopolies, of economic follies and national super
stitions as the world to-day presents. The road toward 
economic sense is a very long and tiresome one, and I feel 
that you and I will have to be satisfied if the Swedes come 
in as a good second. 

As in most other countries, there have existed in Sweden 
for centuries certain land taxes. They were fixed charges 
on certain agricultural lands belonging to farmers. The 
big estates were mostly free front the land tax. The 
farmers who paid taxes felt this inequality to be an injustice 
and during the first part of last century they made several 
attempts to get these burdens equalized. Owing to the 
then existing constitution; the pri,·ileged class was able 
to resist this demand, and the result was that the farmers 

undertook an intensive agitation for the t.otal abolition 
of the old land taxes. They formed their own party, which 
was often led by very able men, an~ after deca~es of 
political fighting they succee~ed. This happened ,m the 
eighties at about the same time as Henry Georges first 
books were translated and published in Sweden. Although 
the great reform proposed by Henry George was of quite 
another character than the old unequal and fixed land 
taxes these two things were generally confused. Every 
one ;.ht' thought he must guard his own reputation pre
tended it was ridiculous to ask £or a new big " land tax" 
when the abolition of the old land taxes had dominated the 
country's politics for years. And there the matter was left. 
· But there was another obstacle. When you don't do 
the right thing you usually do. something. wrong. You 
must do something. Mr. Abel Brmk has remmded us about 
the fall in the prices of agricultural products in Denmark 
during the early eightie~, owing to th~ opening up ~f the 
Western plains of Amenca. The Damsh farmers did not 
ask for protective tariffs, but they changed their methods 
of production. I am inclined to think that one of the 
reasons for this wise step is this : Denmark had recently 
been at war with the Prussia of Bismarck. The Danes 
were defeated, with the result that they got a general 
aversion to everything Prussian. And the ~igh prote~tive 
tariff on agric11ltural products was at that time essentially 
an act of Prussianism. 

The Swedish agriculturalists were not saved by any such 
suspicion as the Danes el?-tertaifl:ed. ~hey imported with 
great ple~sure the Pru~sian tanff plnl~sophy. ·But no~
withstandmg a very actiye propaganda:, It IS pretty certam 
that they would not have succeeded If they had not got 
help from fate in a very curious way. The City of StQck
holm elected at that time twenty-two members to the 
Lower House. All these members were Free Traders. 
That decided the majority for Free Trade. But one of 
the ardent protectionists discovered that one of the sup
porters of the Free Trade ticket had failed to pay a tax 
which was due, and the payment was a condition of the 
right to vote. The tax amounted to about 12s. 6d. The 
result of the election. was contested before the Supreme 
Court, and the judgment was given that the election of 
the twenty-two members should be declared void, and 
that the minority candidates-that is the protectionists
should be regarded as elected. 
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The protectionists were quick to use their power to their 
own advantage. One of the evil effects of this unfortunate 
incident was that the spirit of Liberalism was broken and 
it lost its soul. This collapse lasted for about 35 years. 
And it is only in this year of 1923 that the re-awakening 
is taking place. 1\Iost of the old Liberal leaders, who had 
occupied theiDSelves and their party with parliamentary 
reforiDS, temperance, so-called labour legislation, and, of 
course, military defence-these old leaders have gradually 



died out or ~ave forsaken politics, and new men a little 
bet~r pos~d in economics have taken their place. Further, 
the great war has given every one of us rather drastic 
lessons in the law of economics. 

In the meantime, the Labour Party has pressed itself 
to the front in public affairs, and I am glad to say that, 
thanks to some able men within that mo,·ement, well 
informed in mat~rsof political economy and liberal-minded, 
a finn stand is now being taken in the direction of true 
Liberal economics. We have thus been able to keep our 
money sya~m stable and sound. We have resisted all 
efforts to impose on the people anti-dumping tariffs and 
any kind of import regulations, all those quack schemes 
which in so many other countries have helped to undermine 
their productive and financial well-being. The Labour 
Party stand for Free Trade. The Liberals have not done 
so unanimously. It may be said that in 1\Iay of this year 
the Liberal Party was split in two on the Prohibition issue. 
A new party is now being formed and that party is declar
ing itself. for Free Trade. That means no doubt a Free 
Trade majority in the Swedish Legislature. 

As to land value taxation, I have to report that the first 
preliminary step has been taken. In the year 1920 an 
Act was passed according to which all land held by priYate 
owners in all cities, towns, and urban districts, shall be 
valued separa~ly from improvements, for the express 
purpose of taxing land values. The valuation was com
pleted last year. I need not go into it in detail, only 
saying that the system adopted in Denmark and that 
carried through in Budapest by Dr. Pikler are more 
efficient. The results of our land valuation are not yet 
published, but according to what I have been able to learn 
from the 1\Iinistry of Finance, the work bears every mark 
of being a first and imperfect attempt. The valuation of 
land is by no means a complicated thing, but it is a business 
which has to be learned like all other serious businesses. 

A gratifying fact is that nearly all our able political 
economists are more or less favourable to our ideas, and 
that one of them, Professor Heckscher, has recently, in 
a good little book called OLD A~'D NEw EcoNOMIC 
LIBERALISM, emphatically declared that a real Liberal 
State is impossible without socializing the ground rent
without taking the economic rent of land for public pur
poses. Stable currency, Free Trade, and Taxation of 
Land Values are the main planks of the new Liberal plat
form of this eminent Professor. 

You will remember that Henry George has written about 
the breakdown of the scholastic political economy. I am sure 
that all of us will rejoice in the fact that this breakdown 
has not been altogether universal ; there are some interest
ing and hopeful exceptions. As to the future, it is not 
for me to promise anything or hold out any hopes, except 
this-that if countries like Britain and Denmark can take 
the lead, we will be sure to follow very close behind them. 

STEPS TOWARDS LA~D VALUE TAXATIO~ 
• I~ NORWAY 
ADDRESS BY' liR. S. WIELGOLASKl 

llr. WIELGOLASKI said: 

In Norway there are just a few persons officially r.alling 
themselves adherents of thorough-going Land Yalues 
Taxation, and from those few I bring the Conference the 
most heartfelt greetings and good wishes. 

Of the total area of Norway, 123,000 square miles, 
3 per cent. is agricultural land, 25 per cent. woods, 72 
per cent. barren mountains. The total area of cultivated 
land is 1,850,000 acres. There are 226,000 farms and 
holdings. The average cultivated area is 8 acres. Thirty
five farms have more than 250 acres, 336 have from 125 
to 250 acres of cultivated land; about 100,000 have less 
than 25 acres. Of the peasant farmers 114,000 are owners, 
6,800 tenahts. Of the small holdings about 2!,000 are 
occupied by labourers working for the owners-the produce 
being treated as part of their wages. 

The small holders have a special organization with 8,000 
to 10,000 members and this organization lays it down in 
its programme as a main principle that the natural re
sources belong to the community, but the earnings of work 
and ability to the individual. 

In the towns the leasehold system obtains only in some 
smaller places. The local taxation both in town and 
country districts is levied partly on income, partly on real 
property; but the taxation of the real property differs in 
the country districts and in the towns. 

In a statute of 1818 it was laid down as a principle that 
in the country districts the tax on the real property was to 
be levied on the unimproved value of the land. It is not 
known whether this idea was inspired by the teachings of 
Ricardo or whether it was of Norwegian origin. Of 
course, we have had land taxes in Norway for centuries 
before 1818 ; but in the statute of 1818, there is a proper 
definition of land value and a specification of the im
provements that were not to be included in the valuation. 
I am sorry to say that the Norwegian Parliament of 1923 
seems to understand less of the Taxation of Land Values 
than did the Parliament of 1818; and I hope you will 
forgive me the remark that if the British Government in 
1909 had sent to Norway for a copy of that old statute, 
you might perhaps have had a better Land Valuation in 
this country. 

- There have been only two valuations for the old land
value tax, and as there has been no revision of the valua
tion since 1863 so that the relative value of land in most 
districts has altered very much, this valuation is not now 
a just basis for the taxation. 

In the towns part of the taxation is levied on the capital 
selling value of sites and buildings. According to the law 
a tax of not less than two per mille and not more than 
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seven per mille, shall be levied on the capital value. The 
tax levied on the value of sites and buildings must not be 
more than a third of the total amount of taxation. ·valua
tion is made each tenth year. 

According to the older rule, building and site must be 
valued together, but since 1911 optional provisions have 
allowed a seJJarate valuation of site and buildings, with 
power to tax them at different rates, but within the same 
limits (two and seven per mille). In 1921 the towns were 
allowed ·to levy a tax of more than seven per mille on the 
site value, if the necessary rate, assuming that the tax 
were levied on sites and buildings together, would not be 
more than seven per mille. In those towns where the 
value of the buildings is very much greater than the value 
of the sites, the rate for the site value can be very much 
higher than the old limit of seven per mille. If the value 
of all the buildings together is twice the value of all the 
sitt>s, the rate for the buildings may 11ot be less than two 
per mille, and for the sites~may not be more than17per 
nrille; so that the town councils have it in their power 
to make a considerable step forward in the rating of the 
site value. · 

Separate valuation of site and buildings has been adopted 
in seven smaller towns, and this year will be introduced 
for the first time in Kristiania. Four towns are taxing 
the site value at a higher rate than the buildings. The 

· greatest difference in this respect is in Haugesund and 
Tromsii, where the tax is seven per mille on the site 
value and three per mille on the buildings. 

In recent years many proposals have been made for the 
reform of the local taxation of the land, especially in the 
country districts. In 1907, Berner, then one of the 
burgomasters of Kristiania, drafted a Bill that provided : 
In the towns a tax of not less than two per mille and not 
more than seven per mille of the site value as determined 
by the first valuation, ~nd of not less than 12 per mille 
and not more than 17 per mille of the increase in value 
discovered at the next periodical valuation. In the 
country districts the parish councils were to be allowed to 
levy a tax on similar principles. ' 

The capitalized value of the tax was to be added to the 
selling value _of the land. As l\Iax Hirsch says in his little 
treatise on "Land Value Taxation in Practice," p. 115: 
" A provision as far as known, wanting in all other Land 
Tax Acts." The Bill was not introduced in Parliament, 
and the clause referred to has unhappily been dropped 
in subsequent proposals. 

In 1913 a specially elected commission drafted a Bill for 
the periodical valuation of the land in country districts. 
Yaluations were to be made each fifteenth year and the 
land was to be Yalued free of buildings and other improve
ments excepting improvements, that merge in the land 
and were made more than 10 years previous to the valua
tion. The Bill provided for : A tax to the county of not 
less than one per mille and not more than three per 

mille of the value ; and a tax to the parish not exceeding 
2l per mille of the value. This Bill also failed to reach 
Parliament. 

Since then there have been made other proposals, the 
last one. Being a Bill placed before Parliament in 1922 
providing that the counties shall levy a tax of not less than 
one-half per mille and not more than two per mille of the 
value of the land and the parish _councils may levy a tax 
of not more than two per, mille. Valuations were. to be 
made each fifteenth year~ The tax was to be leVIed on 
the capital value of the land as unimproved. Improve
ments that merge in the land, and were made more than 
15 years previous to the valuation, were not to be taken 
into account. The valuations were to be made each 
fifteenth year by the local authorities in co-operation 
with the Government. Parliament referred this Bill to 
the Financial Committee, which has made certain amend-' 
ments. It is not yet known when this Bill will be brought 
before Parliament again. 

For the last 15 years or so public interest in the Taxation 
of Land Values has been increasing both in the towns, 
owing to the want of houses, and in the country ·owing 
to the great increase in the value of land caused by the 
industrial establishments at the great waterfalls and 
consequent difficulty in procuring land for housing and 
other purposes. 

As I have already said, the Small Holders Union favours 
the Taxation of Land Values, but the peasant farmers, 
who think that their interests as owners of land are greater 
than their interests as cultivators, will be antagonists to 
any alleged "increased taxation of their land," although· 
they are not likely to be opposed to Taxation of Land 
Values in the towns; and as the. peasants• are a very· 
influential class, very much depends upon their attitude. 

Speaking to a convention of Georgists, I feel it my duty 
as a Norwegian to call your attention to the name of 
Ulman, who, in 1886, translated PROGRESS AND PovERTY 
into the Norwegian language, and in 1907 founded the 
Norwegian League for the Taxation of Land Values. 
Ulman was, perhaps, more of a literary man than an. 
economist, but he was an enthusiastic believer in the 
gospel of Henry George and did a great work as an apostle 
for that creed both in Norway and Denmark. 

OuTLINES OF LECTURES ON THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES. 
By Louis F. Post. 2s. 

THE THEORY OF HuMAN PROGRESSION. By Patrick Edward 
Dove, abridged by Julia A. Kellogg. Paper covers, 
Is. 6:1. 

AN IRISH CoMMONWEALTH. By "Dalta." Cloth, 6s. 
NATIONAL LAND PoLICY. By .. Dalta. n 6d. 
SINGLE TAX. The Real Social Reform. By R. Co~nett 

Wright. M.A. Is. 6:1. 
INDIVIDUALISM AND SociALISM. By Grant Allen. ld. 
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THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES IN 
OPERATIO~ IN BRITISH DO~UNIONS AND 

OTHER COUNTRIES 
ADDRESS BY ~IR. A. W. ~IADSEX, B.Sc. 

~Jr. ~IADSEN said that the United Committee, which 
had been rightly named the headquarters of their Inter
national movement, maintained a Foreign Information 
Bureau as an indispensable adjunct of its work. It 
aimed in that way to keep abreast of the great advance 
that was b:-ing made in so many countries where the ideas 
of Henry George were taking shape in actual legislation. 
It had co-workers in a number of able correspondents 
abroad who sent authoritative statements from time to 
time; and official sources supplied the Bureau regularly 
with copies of enactments, reports, statistics, land-value 
maps of cities and other official data. In the result the 
office possessed a great deal of highly instructive material, 
more complete and comprehensive than could be found 
in any one office elsewhere. It was the kind of equipment 
that app~aled to the so-called "practical" man who 
wanted to know where the policy was in operation, to 
what extent., with what result, how this or that alleged 
difficulty was dealt with, and so on. It was the duty of 
the Bureau to be prepared for such inquiries and to dis
tribute its information to those in the movement itself 
who could make good use of it in the propaganda. The 
columns of LAND & LIBERTY bore testimony to the 
service the Bureau was rendering in that direction and 
he wished it could be even better equipped for the purpose. 
Its usefulness was apparent day by day in consultations 
with p~ople like Members of Parliament, muuicipal council
lors, journalists and public officials, who frequently applied 
personally or by letter to the office for just such information. 
This remarkable record of progress and of successful 
application of our policy not only strengthened and en
couraged the friends of the movement ; it also helped as 
well as anything could to convince whomsoever was 
willing to be convinced. 

The main question however was : " What proof have 
you that your policy has brought in its train those benefits 
that you claim for it ~ " In replying to that question it 
had to be borne in mind that, in the countries under review, 
protective tariffs held sway and undid much of the good 
that came from land value taxation. They ought also 
to eliminate from the discussion the Federal and State 
land taxes in Australia and New Zealand in so far as they 
thwarted the principle of land value taxation by grading 
the rate of tax and by granting exemptions to landowners 
who possessed less than a given amount of land value. 
It was from the experience of the advances in the field of 
local taxation on land value, substituted for taxes on 
industry and improvements and levied without exemption 
ot gradation, that overwhelming testimony came proving 
that the claims made in favour of the Taxation of Land 

Value had been more than adequately justifit>d. That is 
to sayJ in proportion as the policv had bPt>n adopted 
conditwns had improved and development had bt>e~ 
stimulated just in the same proportion. Tht> evidenct> 
showt>d, apart from any abstract argument, what ureat 
and beneficial changes would follow increasinaly "with 
every further step in the direction of their goal."" 

l\Iany practical lt>ssons were to be learned from theRe 
precedents in other countries, lessons affecting valuation 
and the easiest an~ most efficient ,!?ethods for levying 
the tax and ensurmg payment. \\ 1th these lessons in 
mind, and making use of them as he proceeded, l\Ir. l\Iadsen 
reviewed the land values legislation that had been carrit>d 
and was in operation in a number of countries not specially 
mentioned at their other sessions. 

Most mformmg papers on New Zealand, New. South 
Wales and South Australia had been submitted to the 
Conference by emin.ent colleagues who unfortunatdy had 
not been able to attend; :Mr. G. 1\I. Fowlds of Auckland, 
1\lr. A. G. Huie of Sydney and 1\Ir. E. J. Craigie of Adelaide. 
It was unfortunate also that there would be no opportunity 
to hear these pap~rs read, but they would be printed in 
the Official Report of the Conference and as members 
would get the facts fully presented to them tht>re, 
it would be superfluous for him to tell any part of that 
interesting story. 

In Queensland, the exemption of improvements from 
local taxation was first partially recognised in 1879 and 
the principle was gradually extended until, in 1902, the 
law provided that all local taxes must be levied on land 
value with improvements totally exempt. There was an 
exception however in respect of the cleansing and sanitary 
service (removal of garbage, etc.), which was charged 
according to scale and made only a small part of the local 
tax-revenue. 

In Victoria, nine towns and shires had put into operation, 
and seven others were carrying through, the provisions of 
the 1920 Acts enabling them to raise a large part of the 
local revenue by the Taxation of Land Value, local taxes on 
improvements being correspondingly reduced or abolished. 
The adoption of the principle depended on local decisions 
as in New Zealand and South Australia, although in the 
several countries both the scope of the law and the facilities 
for taking advantage of the option varied, New Zealand 
being most liberal in that respect. In Queensland there 
was no option, the· law obliging local authorities to levy 
local taxes on land value. In New South Wales, to 

_continue the comparison, local authorities must levy a 
given amount of local taxes on land value and had the 
option to take all their tax-revenue from. land value, 
or anv proportion of it above the obligatory minimum. 

In ·western Australia, the Road Districts (what we 
would call the Shires or Counties) must make a valuation 
of land apart from improvements once a year and must 
levy their local taxes on land value ; Town Sites (country 
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towns) within the Road Districts could, however, if they 
chose, levy their taxes on the annual value of la11d and 
improvenwnts, but in no case could that annual value, 
following generally the Australian and New Zealand 
conception of annual value for assessment purposes, be 
less than 4 p~r cent of the selling value. The taxation of 
improvements on agricultural land was not permitted. 

It was interesting to notice the differences in regard to 
valuation practice in these different countries. In New 
Zealand ·a duly constituted and separate department of 

· State made all valuations of selling value of land with and 
without improvements, the land value so ascertained being 
the basis of the Dominion land tax. The department 
supplied the valuations for the local authorities }Vhich 
levied local taxes either on land value or on the selling 
value of land plus improvements ; the local authorities 
that assessed on annual value of land and improvements 
continued to make their own valuations for that purpose. 
In New South Wales, a new and indep~ndent department 
of State, concernedonlywith valuation, had been established 
and the resulis of its work were gradually, but only 
too slowly, being substituted for the unsatisfactory valua
tions heretofore made by the local Councils themselves. 
In 'Victoria, the valuation for the State land tax was found 
to be wholly inefficient for the purposes of local taxation ; 
it was so constructed and tabulated that the records could 
not, except with great difficulty, be obtained for each 
separate dist.rict. No progress was possible with local 
taxation of land value until the law gave the local Councils 
power to mak~ a land valuation on their own account .. 
In South Australia, the locai Councils could adopt the 
valuation for State land tax or could make their own 
valuations as they saw fit. 

There was much need in Australia for co-ordinating 
valuations for Federal tax, State tax and local taxation on 
land value. That was generally recognized, and recom
mendations had gone forward on two occasions from 
the Australian Premiers' Annual Conferences which if 
adopted would establish in each State a Valuation Depart
ment as in New South Wales concerned only with valuation, 
whose assessments should be accepted for all public 
purposes. 

In the Transvaal, since 1916, Municipalities and Village 
Councils had been obliged to tax land value at least 1d. in 
the £ more tban they taxed improvements. They were 
also given the power to go further, tax land value more 
and improvements less, or tax land value only. Of the 
18 towns, eight levied all taxes on land valUt·, and they 
indudt>d the Municipality of .Johannesburg. Of the 
20 Yillage Councils, 13 exempted improvements, and 
taxed land value, more than the necessary minimum. All 
valuations were made by the local authorities, and since 
1903, that was long before land value taxation was adopted, 
~hey had to show sPparately" the value of land apart from 
1 mprovt'nwnts. 
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In the Cape Province, local authorities were given the 
power by an Ordinance of 1918 to increase taxation on 
land value and reduee taxes on improvements. East 
London and Cambridge had made liberal use of these 
powers, Cambridge abolishing all taxes on improvements 
and taxing land value only. In the Cape Province the valua
tion was made quinquennially under direction of a central 
Valuation Board and showed separately the value of the 
land apart from improvements in every district. Ample 
facilities were thus afforded to any local authority to put 
the 1918 Ordinance into operation. 

Reference was made to the prospects in Natal where 
the Town Council of Durban had taken the lead in a 
masterly official report recommending the taxation of 
land value. Then Pittsburgh and Scranton, Nairobi, 
the l\Ialay States and other places where progress had been 
recorded were mentioned. 

A description followed of the. position as they found it 
in the Western Provinces of Canada, where urban municipal 
revenues were mainly derived from local taxes imposed on 
the value of land, improvements being either exempt or 
being taxed on not more than 75 p~r cent, generally not 
more than 25 per cent, of their value. In these Canadian 
Provinces all rural municipalities with some few exceptions, 
taxed only the value of land and exempted improvements 
entirely. There had Leen some controversy about what 
had l1appened in Canada and some foolish allegations, 
which should not be allowed to mislead any member of 
the Conference. He had therefore distributed in con
nection with that morning's session a special print of 
an article that had appeared on the subject in LAND & 
LIBERTY of August, 1922, which he hoped would effectively 
dispose of the contention that the " Single Tax had failed 
in Canada." 

DISCUSSION 
In the discussion that followed, Mr. HARRY BLAND 

(Melbourne) spoke of the work that they had been doing 
in Victoria and the good prospects of further advance. 
Local option in taxation was a slow process and confined 
the benefits of the reform to very circumscri}?ed areas, but 
it did at least give a splended opening to them to educate 
public opinion. 

l\'Irs. SIGNE BJ0RNER and others also spoke, but there 
was not time for all who wished to take part. It was 
accordingly agreed to adjourn the meeting till the afternoon 
of the next day and to link up all the topics with those 
that ha~ been raised at the evening session on the 15th. 
~t this place, and in due sequence, we publish the 

art1cle on Canada that was mentioned by Mr. Madsen in 
his Address. 

LAND VALUE RATING AND THE ABOLITION OF RATES ON BUILDINGS 
AND IMPROVEMENTS. With a keply to the Report of the
Birmingham Gty Treasurer on the Operation of Land Value 
Rating in Sydney, N.S.W. By A. W. Madsen, B.SC. Is. 
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LAND VALUE TAXATION IN WESTERN 
CANADA 

The "Tax Arrears" and a Reply to 
Allegations 

(Reprinled from LAND & LIBERTY, August, 1922, and 
suhmitted to the Conference) 

The critics and opponents of Land Value Taxation 
have hit upon the discovery that certain towns in Western 
Canada have been or are in financial trouble ; that they 
did for a time raise all or most of their revenue from 
a rate on land value ; that they have allowed large sums 
of uncollected taxes to accumulate, and that they have 
returned to or adopted the taxation of improvements in 
addition to rating the value of land. We are told, for 
example, that Edmonton in Alberta collected in 1916 
only $2,235,126 from its rate on the value of land alone. 
Its tax arrears at the end of 1916 were $5,250,257. It 
has since begun to tax improvements. Another example 
is Vancouver, in British Columbia, "which collected in 
1918 by its land value rate $3,131,557, and its tax arrears 
at the end of 1918 were $5,456,453. In 1919 Vancouver 
taxed improvements (in addition to taxing land at 100 per 
cent of its value) to the extent of 25 per cent of their value, 
and the tax was increased in 1920 by assessing improve
ments at 50 per cent of their value. 

How easy to tear these facts away from their relation 
to other facts, to present only the former and deliberately 
conceal the latter ! How easy to assert that here you 
have cause and effect; the Taxation of Land Value 
was tried-it did not produce enough revenue-and it 
has failed! These allegations have been made before, 
and it is worth while examining the case in some detail 

THE FRUITS OF LAND SPECULATION 

Recent municipal finance in Western Canada is but 
one chapter in the history of extravagant land specula
tion, that began in 1910 and came to a climax in 1914, 
the inevitable crash being precipitated by the war .. 
There had been a rapid growth of popUlation, and the 
construction of thousands of miles of railway. Land 
values were " boomed " until they were ori a purely 
fictitious basis. That inflation had certain inevitable 
results. Sir James Aitken, the Lieutenant-Governor of 
Manitoba, declared in Winnipeg, on 18th December, _ 
1917, that there were 100,000,000 acres of good arable 
land in Canada in private ownership, of which only one
third was being used for productive purposes. In 
Western Canada, according to the Report published in 
1918 by l\Ir. Thomas Adams, Town Planning Adviser of 
the Canadian Commission of Conservation, there were 
30,000,000 acres of idle land, a great part contiguous to 
the railways, and of good quality. All this land was held 

out of use for a further rise in price awaiting the increased 
population which never came. ~Ieanwhile, the towns and 
cities indulged in the gamble in urban land, and the fever 
overcame responsible· town councils as well as private 
operators in the real estate market. A great burden 
of debt was assumed by nearly all the municipalities in 
the constant push to raise valurs still highPr by 1>pmding 
public money on absurdly ambitious undertaking;~, which 
in turn helped to advertise the vacant lots of the land 
speculators. 

A SASKATC'HEW AN REPORT 

In 1917, Dr. Robert Murray Haig submitted an official 
Report to the Saskatchewan Government on " Taxation 
in the Urban l\Iunicipalities," and the following paragraphs 
are illuminating :-

\Then taxes have been in arrears six months the realty against 
which the taxes are charged is advertised to be sold, the sale 
taking place in the fall of the year. Unless redeemed within 
two years from the date of sale, application for title to the realty 
can be made by the purchasers of the tax sale certificates. The 
first group of tax sales under this law was held in 1915, and 
the second in 1916. • • • 

In the case of no city did private purchasers appear at the 
sale in sufficient force to absorb even as much as one-half of 
the offering and the large quantities of tax sale certificates which, 
as a result, fell into the hands of the cities, are for the most part 
still held by them. . . . 

Consider the changed position of a man of limited resources 
who had purchased a vacant lot as a speculation. Taxes, if 
he took them into account at all, he thought of as a bothersome 
but insignificant type of fee which he had to pay to the public 
treasury for the privilege of speculating. Receiving no returns 
from the land it was necessary for him, of course, to draw upon 
his income from other sources to pay his taxes, but the prize 
for which he was playing was normally so large in comparison 
with his fee as to render it of slight importance. Nevertheless 
this speculator is placed in a peculiarly weak position by the 
depression, for at the same time when the prize for which he 
is playing diminishes in value, the fee or tax for the privilege 
of continuina his speculation increases in amount. l\Ioreover, 
it is often m~re difficult for him to secure the money with which 
to pay his fee. These factors combine in many cases to make the 
proposition so unattractive that the speculator abandons 1t as a 
"bad bet." This is exactly what has happened in so many 
cases in the municipalities of Saskatchewan. If a speculator 
chooses no longer to carry his land, there is no way of compelling 
him to do so .... 

There is no legal obstacle to higher tax rates, but there is an 
insurmountable economic obstacle, in that such a course would 
in all probability result in the surrender of more. land fo~ taxes. 
rather than in an increase of revenue. No rehef, but mstead 
sudden and complete disaster, would probably follow any attempt 
to realize immediately upon the lands which are_being surrender~d 
to the municipalities for taxes. To offer them m large quantities 
for the amount of the charges against them mea_ns that the city 
itself establishes a price for realty at a small fractwn of the values 
which it seeks to maintain on its assessment rolls as true market 
values. . . • 

In Regina practically all its arrears, which are substantial, 
have been already spent. that is, loans have been secured from the 
bank in anticipation of collections, and the money paid out from 
the treasury. The bank, therefore, is in a position to dictate 
to some extent the policy of the city in regard to its uncollected 
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taxes, and t.o any property the city may acquire by the tax sale 
process. 

The Saskatoon arrears appear for the most part in tl.e form 
of deferred payments to sinking and depreciation funds, although 
a substantial sum, secured by arrears, is due to the bank. The 
arrears are a staggering problem in Prince Albert, where the loan 
from the bank apprr>ximates $450,000, and almost a trifling one 
in North Battleford, where the bank debt is onlv about $40,000. 
Swift Current; with a note at the bank of about $150,000, secured 
by arrears, has a situation more urgent than several of the other 
cities. 
It is ·easily understood from these statements that 

· " tax arrears " are part of a definite policy to maintain 
the assessed values of land, and set· them against the 
liabilities and the obligations of_ the municipalitiEs. 

THE TRFE CAUSE OF ARREARS 
The Report of the Assessment and Taxation Com

mi~sion of the Province of l\Ianitoba, published in 1919, 
refers repeatedly to the harm done by the speculative 
enterprises of municipalities in Alberta, Saskatchewan 
and British Columbia. The " tax arrrars " were a conse
quence, and they accumulated owing to the forbearance and 
culpable weakness of the town councils to whom money 
was due from taxpayers. The matter is summed up in 
these words :- · 

While by statute the collector has a right of action for recovery 
of unpaid taxes, he may, if he deems it advisable, levy such delin· 
q uent taxes by sale of the lands. . . . It is in the discretion 
of t.he Council to extend.by by-law the time for the levy of taxes 
by sale of the lands to the year following that in which they are 
due. Thus the· delinquent tax vote becomes a powerful factor 
making for delay, through its influence at the election of councils 
and the intimidation of councillors ; for at the intervening council 
election that vote is invariably cast for candidates-not infre· 
quently themselves tax delinquents-who favour postponing tax 
sales to next year, or, for that matter, to the Greek Kalends. 

The subordination of municipal finance to municipal politics 
has in this as in other respects been productive of the most serious 
evils. 

The inevitable outcome has been an enormous accumulation 
of arrears of taxes. . . . This growth of arrears has been 
accompanied by heavy borrowing, in order to meet current ex
pen•es of administration and to finance extravagant undertakings 
handed on "in many cases as a legacy from the period of feverish 
development. 

It. is significant that in Vancouver, where at the end of 
1918 the debt was $41,669,196 and the tax arrears were 
S-1:55,453, there had been no tax sales since 1909. The 
V a ncvu l'f'r City Council apparently took no steps to collect 
the arrem·s by proceeding as it could do against the defaulters, 
and obliging them 1:j they could not pay to sun·ender their land. 

LEGISLATION TO ENFORCE TAX COLLECTION 
The land value rate was not, in fa<;t, levied in these cases. 

The interests of the speculators coincided with the municipal 
scheme of trying to finance the city through a period of 
deprrssion on the basis of real estate valuations which 
had no existence in fact. 

Since the rrport of the Manitoba Commission was pub
lished the provincial parliaments in Alberta, Saskatchewan 
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and British Columbia have passed legislation rrquiring 
compulsory municipal action against defaulters, and sim
plifying title to land purchased as the result of tax sales. 

This legislation has had a good effect. The Annual 
Report of the Inspector of ~lunicipalities in British Columbia 
for the year ended 31st December, 1920, shows that the 
total arrears of taxes were $8,248,455 as compared with 
$14,631,217 at the end of the vear 1918, the last men
tioned being the highest point ~n rEcord. In Vancouvu 
the arrears declined from $5,456,453 in HH8 to $3,817,326 
in 1920. 

It is important to notice that in British Columbia the 
lands held by the municipalities, which were taken over 
through tax sale proceedmgs, increased during the year 
1920 from $3,385,871 to $5,247,788. ,, 

The Annual Report of the Department of Municipal 
Affairs in Alberta, for the year 1920, states that the Tax 
Recovery Act of 1919 became operative on 1st July, 1920, 
and in nearly all of the province the sale of land under that 
Act was carried out. The large increase in tax collections 
was largely due to that Act. 

THE EviDENCE oF AN Ex-MAYOR 

Mr. Louis D. Taylor, ex-Mayor of Vancouver, gives 
a description of events in South Vaneouver, which further 
disposes of the alleged" failure of the Single Tax." Writing 
in the Los ANGELES TIMES of 15th January, 1920, Mr. 
Taylor declares:-· 

South Vancouver troubles started with the ·collapse of the 
real estate boom, which reached its apex in 1914. To under
stand the situation, one must consider that the Municipality 
of South Vancouver covers 14! square miles, and being adjacent 
to Vancouver City to the south, it was, from 1907 to 1914, subject 
to the greatest land speculation ever seen in British Columbia. 
Before 1907 it had a very small population. The population 
to-day is in the neighbourhood of 25,000, and is composed mostly 
of the labouring class, who own their own homes. During boom 
days, real estate speculators bought ·acreage, subdivided it into 
mostly 25 and 33 feet lots. In order to make these lots accessible, 
roads had to be built, side-walks laid, water and sewer systems 
constructed, trunk line streets _paved, and all this at the expense 
of the municip&lity. The consequence of this unreasonable 
real estate boom was, when it collapsed in 1914, that thousands 
and thousands of lots were in the hands of speculators who had 
made only the first or second payment. They had purchased 
these lots on a. basis of a city with a. million population, and in 
1914 found that with the declaration of war and the condition of 
the money market, they could not sell their property or make 
further payments. Thus they did not attempt to pay taxes. 

Again, there were moftgage companies which had advanced 
money to the parties who had. originally subdivided large tracts. 
It was difficult to push foreclosure proceedings to a. successful 
issue on account of the Moratorium Act. Therefore, taxes were 
allowed to accumulate. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company 
holds thousands of acres in the municipality. They, together 
with other large interests, succeeded in persuading the Com
missioner to tax improvements, thus getting their assessments 
reduced and the rate lowered. The appointment of a Com
missioner was made without the consent of the residents of South 
Vancouver, who had a duly elected mayor and council. It was 
the result" of a political play by the party in power. They saw a 
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chance of standing well with the large mortgage and loan com
panif'.a by making this move, supplemented by a promise to tax 
improvements and lessen the asAf'ssments on ground values. 
Ninety Pf'T cent. of the resident! of South Vancouver immediately 
formed themselves into a protoctive association, and went on 
record as oppoAed to the taxation of improvements. 

Every municipality in British ('~lumbia, together with the 
Provincial Government, had a falling off of its revenue from 
1913 to 1918. NoT EVERY municipality exempted improve
mente. Those that taxed improvements were hi~ as hard as those 
that did not. Upon the signing of the Armistice in 1918 the affairs 
of all. cities and municipalities in British Columbia began to mend, 
and m another year will have become normal. 

The South Vancouver Protective Association, composed of 
residents who own their own houses, are almost to a unit in favour 
of the exemption of improvements from taxation, realizing, 
as they do, that they are now paying the piper, for the benefit 
of non-resident vacant lot owners, all of whom initiated the 
various extravagant improvements during boom days, all of 
whom could vote on money by-laws, and who planned the cam
paif.(ll in much the same manner as do political parties, having 
headquarters in Vancouver, with committees to see that every 
owner of a lot in South Vancouver was taken to the polls. It 
was the vote of these outsiders that legalized the money by-laws 
for improvement, that should not have been undertaken for years ; 
the consequence being, that when they could not dispose of their 
holdings, they began a. campaign to place the burden of taxation 
on the residents of the district. Large mortgage companie~ 
loa.ded up with these agreements of sale, a.nd the large holding 
companies devised the scheme of not paying their taxes, and thus 
force the municipa.l government to seek aid from the outside. As 
soon a.s the Commissioner began to tax improvements, these cor
porations began to pa.y up their arrea.rs, and money began to come 
into the municipa.l coffers. 

• 
Et•eninq Sc.ssiotl-17/h A.!i!JIIst 

CHAIRMAN: l\IR. E. J. :\IdiA~TS 

THE ATTITUDE OF THE BRITISH POLITICAL 
PARTIES TO LAND VALUE TAXATIO~ 

ADDRESSES BY l\IR. ANDREW l\L\CLAREX, 1\I.P., 
AND l\IR. P. WILSO.N RAFFAN 

l\Ir. ANDREW MACLAREN, 1\I.P., who represented BursiPm, 
spoke for the Labour Party, and bl'gan by ~<ketchin~ the 
background of the sentiments that dominated the leaders 
of the working-class movl'ment, drawing the contrast 
between the teachings of Karl l\Iarx and the teachingR 
of Henry George. He said he was in thl' Labour movemPnt 
himself to advance the philosophy of Hl'nry George. He 
related the progress that had bel'n made in the Labour 
ranks towards acceptance of Taxation of Land Values 
and the placing of that policy in the Party's programme. 
As an instance of what was happening, l\Ir. Ramsay 
MacDonald in a debate in the House of Commons on 
the Land Valuation on 3rd July, had pledg«'d the Party 
as its leader, in these words: "I am in favour of the 
Taxation of Land Values. The landlords' section of this 
House knows that if the decision of the country is that 
a Government is to come in with '\hat in its programme, 

LAND VALUE TAXATION JusTIFIED it is going to be carried out." Mr. Snowden said: "The 
Lieut.-Colonel William Grassie, in a special article on the Financial Secretary has only just discovered that those 

"Real Estate Situation," contributed to the MANCHESTER who support the Taxation of Land Values, and a valuation, 
GuARDIAN, Canada Number, 15th June, 1920, says:- do so in order that it may be used to carry out their desires. 

A great wave of rea.l estate speculation set in about 1910, We have never made any secret of that. 'Ve hold that 
which continued without interruption till the summer of 1913 the whole economic value of land belongs to the community." 
when the apex was reached. • . • Even if the war had not The speaker went on to explain that the Labour Party 
intervened the da.y of financial reckoning could not have been · th H f C h d · t d I · 
postponed. The war merely precipitated matters and confronted m e ouse 0 ommons a appom e an nqmry 
Canada. with realities. • . • In the spring of 1917 it was Committee whose conclusions were first, Land Valuation; 
generally admitted that the zero mark had been reached, and since second, a Budget Tax on Land Values; and third, the 
that date there ha.s been steady improvement, until to-day local rating of Land Values. There were other proposals 
proPf'rly revenues a.re nearly back to their pre-war level. Holders which they would not approve ; but the important thing 
of va.ca.nt city and town property were in an even worse position was that the Taxation of Land Values came first. He 
tha.n owners of revenue-bearing properties. Taxes were high 
and had to be paid, a.nd ma.ny owners of such property were forced said that in the work he was endeavouring to carry on in 
to sa.crifice their holdings. A1s late as the spring of 1919 one could Parliament he was specially gratified to have the REsistance 
buy for ca.sh choice sites for as low as from one-fifth to one-tenth and association of Josiah C. Wedgwood. 
of the price paid in 1913. But now, surveying the situation in Mr. P. "WILSON. RAFFAN, Ex-1\I.P., who spoke for the 
1920, few can deny that the process of liquidation has not been 
beneficial, and that in the real estate situa.tion there is now an Liberal Party, said it was a Party with a great tradition. 
inherent soundness which was hithem> absent. It had secured the enfranchisement of the people, fought 
The 'J;axation of Ll1nd Value, where it tL"as enforced, - for religious freedom and toleration, wiped the stain of 

effected its purpose. The speculation in land was checked, slavery from the British flag and laid the foundation 
penalized and disrupted. Some municipalities did not of popular education. · " Freedom " had been its watch
courageously deal with those owners of vacant lots who word, and it would be in the line of its tradition if it now 
defaulted, but they did apply the law in some d«'gree, and bent its energies to secure th~ economic freedom whic_h 
with sufficient weight to make the holding ot idle land a would result from the restoratiOn to the people of theu 
profitless business-and "few can deny that the process rights in the land. The lessons which Henry G_rorge 
of liquidation has not been beneficial." A. W.l\L taught were not, unfortunately, assimilated by the Liberal 
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leaders of his time, and it was only when Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman assumed the leadership of the Part..r that 
the question was taken up in real earnest. Mr. Raffan 
referred in glowing terms to Sir Henry Campbell-Banner
man's devotion to the Taxation of Land Values and the 
efforts which he made to carry out the pledges he had 
given on the subject. He did not live to see the fruition 
of his labours but handed on his task to 1\lr. Asquith, 
his successor in the Premiership. Then came the 1909 
Budget and the Land Campaign. The work of the Land 

-Values Group in· Parliament had prepared the way for 
practical legislation on right lines. _ The Government 
had introduced measures for revising the valuation and 
wall pledged both to rate and tax land values. But the 
War intervened and set back all democratic progress. 
The policy was clearly and emphatically set forth in the 
official programme of the Liberal Party. They were 
about to launch a winter campaign to advance it. What 
he hoped to see was fewer conflicts at triangular elections 
between advocates of their policy belonging to different 
parties. Although Liberal and Labour men may start 
competing campaigns they must end in converging and 
joining forces on the Taxation of Land Values. 

DISCUSSION 
Members who took part in the discussion ref~rred with 

gratification to the fact that both the Labour and the 
Liberal parties had the Taxation of Land Values so 
definitdy in their programmes ; that over 340 candidates 
in the last general election and 140 members of the present 
House ·of Commons had personally subscribed to it. 

MANIFESTO TO RULERS IN ALL LANDS 
During the course of this session the RoN. PRESIDENT 

took the Chair to submit to the Conference the Manifesto 
to the Rulers in all Lands, which had been drafted at the 
instance of Mi~>s A. 1\1. Hicks, and with the assistance of 
Mr. Frank Stephens. The PRESIDENT read the Manifesto 
and on his motion it was carried unanimously and with · 
acclamation. 

THE MANIFESTO 
"To Rulers in All Lands-GREETING. 

"We, disciples of Henry George from fourteen nations, 
in International Conference at Oxford, England, at the 
call of the United Committee for the Taxation of Land 
Values, send this message and challenge to all rulers 
re~ponsible for the government of nations. 

" The war to end war has ended in a peace that has 
neded peace. There must be a new statecraft whose 
purpose is the liberty of the people and whose methods 
is ~ustice,_ and such we here offer, challenging a denial 
of 1ts clauns, whether from the standpoint of politics, 
business, economics or righteousness. 

3!) 

"We hold this truth to be self-evident, that the system 
of land tenure in every cou'ntry is the greatest factor in 
the life of its people. 

"Plainly the unjust inequalities of wealth, the ever
recurring business and ~ndustrial_ depre_ssions and. the 
persistence of poverty w1th. the v1ce, cr1me and m1sery 
it compels are results of pr1vate monopoly of land, th~ · 
private confiscation of land rent, and the de~ial of the 
right of the common people to the land of theu country. 

" Plainly the closer this land monopoly the lower the 
wages of all labour and the returns from business, industry 
and thrift, and the poorer the economic, social and spiritual 
condition of the people. 

"Plainly this is a world-wide, not a· local or national 
issue. What matter to German or Frenchman, be he 
labourer or business mali, whether the monopolists who 
consume at his expense the enormous economic rent of 
the Ruhr mines live in France or in Germany 1 

" Plainly these evils, which inake unceasing civil strife 
within the nations and result in wars between nations 
for mm:e land or more monopoly of land values, can be 
ended only by abolishing private monopoly of land and the 
unjust taxation now levied because the people have been 
robbed of their communal rights in their Fatherland. 

;c To effect this we urge that the equal rights of all to 
the land be asserted by collecting as public revenue the 
economic rent of land by the direct Taxation of Land 
Values, and abolishing all other taxes, replacing the 
commerce-destroying and war-breeding international Tariffs 
by that absolute Freedom of Trade which is the natural 
right of all men. 

"We warn you that this must be done and done quickly 
to end ever-growing discontent and to prevent bloody 
revolution, the breakdown of civilization and the over
throw of rulers too ignorant or too cowardly to_ act before 
it is too late ; for the hearts of the people of all nations are 
full of bitterness because of their ·sufferings, of their over
burden of taxation and of the shutting out of themselves 
and their children from the land which is their birthright.'~ 

PuBLICATION OF THE MANIFESTO 
The United Committee, as instructed by the Conference, 

has translated the Manifesto to Rulers of all Lands into 
French, German, Spanish, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, 
Magyar, Italian, Portuguese, and Esperanto. 

The document (in the English version and with the 
translation attached in certain cases) was posted to the 
Monarchs of thirteen countries and to the Presidents of 
twenty-six Republics and to the Vatican. 

It was communicated to the League of Nations at Geneva 
and to the Leagne of Nations Union in London. It was 
sent to all the Esperantist journals in the world. · 

It was cabled through Reuters to the chief news agencies 
on the Continent. The German socialist paper VoRWAERTS 
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of 28th August publi~hPd the cabled version, making a 
comment quite in line with the orthodox l\Iarxist attitude, 
and adding that the resolution "in spite of its "Utopian 
setting " is a valuable contribution to the quPstion of 
Land Yalue Taxation. The Belgian papers LE NEPTl:"NE 
and LE PEl"PLE of 20th August also gave the matter 
publicity. . 

The Pres.' in Denmark, Norway and Sweden has given 
much notice to the transactions of the Oxford Conference, 
and many have . ublished the l\Ianifesto. In Denmark, 
the Manifesto was issued as a poster and was put up on 
all the bill-stands in Copenhagen and in a good many other 
towns 

Letters enclosing the l\lanifesto were sent to the Embassies, 
and Legations in London of all the chief countries, and to 
the High Commissioners of Agents-General of British 
Dominions. Acknowledgments have been received from 
the r<'presentatives of Canada, Austra'ia, New Zealand, 
New South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, the United 
States of America, Japan, Norway, Belgium, the Nether
lands, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Greece, and 
Mexico. The representatives of four of the British Domin
ions and of six foreign countries stated that the Manifesto 
had been sent as requested to their Governments. 

Members of the Conference from "countries overseas 
undertook on their return home to circulate the Manifesto 
as widely as possible in the Press and in special reprints ; 
this in addition to the published information they have 
broadcast regarding all the transactions of the Conference 

Morning Session-18th August 

CHAIRMAN: 1\IR. ALE;lr. 1\IACKENDRICK 

ENCLAVES OF ECONOMIC RENT OF FAIR
HOPE. ARDEN, TAHANTO, HALIDON, FREE 
ACRES. SANT JORDI. SHAKERTON AND 
ARDENTO\VN: HO\V TO OBTAIN SINGLE 

TAX \VITHOUT LEGISLATION 

ADDRESS BY MR. FISKE WARREN 

The CHAIRMAN introduced the three principal speakers. 
Mr. Fi~ke Warren, 111r. Bolton Hall and Mr. Frank Stephens, 
by remarking that he had himself resided in America 
during the eventful years from 1914: to 1919, and had 
become an enthusiastic American in spirit, in sympathies 
and in general outlook. He had been privileged to act 
for two years as Secretary to the Massachusetts League 
for the Taxation of Land Yalues; and speaking with his 
intimate knowledge, he assured them that among the 
responsible economic reformers in the Eastern States of 

America, no namf'S were hl'ld in higb<'r PStN'm t hnn t host' 
of the 1ohree gt>ntlemen with him on the platform. 

)lr. FISKE WARRE~ said:-
If you desire a foretaste of the happy state, which is so 

soon to come about as the result of the effort~ of thiR Con
ference, listen to a tale of eight enclaves, whrre singlr
tax exists in practice,-not completely, it is true, hut in 
substance ; covering eight square miles, or twenty s'luare 
kilometres, including a population varying according to 
the season of the year from 2,000 to 4,000, and yiehlin~ a 
rent of £5,000. You may say that these figures are unim
portant. I agree with you. Considered by themselves 
they are unimportant. But, considered with relation to 
what they stand for, they are otherwise. Is it unimportant 
that 2,000 persons are living not under the svstem which 
we loathe, but under a system which we are ali here to help 
to bring into being 1 Is it unimportant that eight square 
miles-the only ones on earth above the rent-line-are free 
from monopoly and special privilege? Finally, is it un
important that in them we have a demonstration that will 
convince the man in the street, the man who does not read 
and does not argue, in short the non-theoretical man, who 
yet is able to see that the man within the enclaves is more 
free, more prosperous and more happy than the man 
outside? 

In 1895 a band of pilgrims made their way from Iowa 
to the shore of the Bay of Mobile, in Alabama. In one 
respect it was like the band of Pilgrim Fathers, who landed 
from the Mayflower on the shore of t4e Bay of l\Iassachu
setts. Each sought the opportunity to practise freely their 
faith. The faith of those from Iowa was single-tax. Like 
the Pilgrim Fathers, also, they had great vicissitudes, 
and, at one time, only one family of the original band was 
living on the premises-the family of Ernest Gaston, who 
still to-day is the leading spirit of Fairhope, the oldest, 
largest and most important of the enclaves. He is the 
father of the enclavial movement, and we sorely miss him 
to-day. 

Then there followed, in 1900, Arden, in Delaware, 
founded by Frank Stephens, whom we are fortunate to 
have among us here. Through all these intervening years 
he has so stamped his fine qualities upon Arden that to-day 
it is the most artistic and attractive of the enclaves. And, 
indefatigable still, last year he founded the enclave of 
Ardentown, adjoining Arden. 

A daughter of Arden is Free Acres, in Kew Jersey, 
founded in 1910, over which the geniuses who preside are 
i\Ir. Bolton Hall and l\liss Ami Hicks. I will revert to 
Free Acres later. 
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Then there are three other enclaves in the United States, 
two in :Massachusetts, Tahanto and Shakerton, and one in 
Maine, five miles from Portland. 

Finally, there is Sant Jordi, the smallest of the enclaves, 
but the one that has the greatest future before it, for 
Andorra is embarrassed by no custom-house, and no customs 
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officer, indeed, can be seen anywhere. Andorra is the only 
country in the world that has absolute free trade,•and
I shall not object, if, in these two facts, you discover 
cause and effect-it is the only country in the world, so far as 
I know, which has been at peace for a thousand years. 

All these enclaves exist by no legislation whatever. 
No one of them has a charter, no one of them any special act, 
no one of them any subvention from public funds. They 
operate under the right of private contract. I suppose 
I am asked the question, oftener than any other, how it is 
possible to implant, in a region, an enclave of single-tax 
while all around it in. the rest of the· region is the old 
system? It is all very simple. The trustees own the land 
and hold it for the general advantage. They let the land · 
to lessees for the period of ninety-nine years. Each lessee 
owns his own house and other improvements, including 
trees, tillage, and all constructions on, in or under, the 
ground. Indeed, his ownership is so complete that nothing 
remams to the trustees except the bare site. Then comes 
the contract. The lessee agrees to pay the economic rent, 
which is revised as often as necessary, usually once a year. 
The trustees, on the other hand, agree to use the economic 
rent for the payment of taxes. Is this not plain, and is it 
not a case of simple contract ? 

But, now, do these enclaves in fact produce the effects of 
single-tax? And here, as I have said before, I must admit 
that we do not pay all the taxes. We do not pay the tariff
tax where there is one, a great omission. Of course, there 
is none in Andorra. We do not pay the stamp-taxes on 
notes and the registration of real estate. We do not pay 
the tax on amusements. 

But I suppose there is no one in this hall, who would not 
recognize it as a noteworthy fiscal reform, if he could 
persuade his country to untax all improvements.. That 
we do. I do not say it is single-tax, for it is not, but that 
it is a great fiscal reform. 

Then I do not suppose that any single-taxer would not 
consider it a much greater achievement, if he could persuade 
his county to collect all the economic rent. That we do 
also. And we do not wait to collect it, we collect it at once. 
That would be recognized as almost the whole of single
tax. 

But we go further. We pay the school-tax. We pay 
the tax on all tangible property, including livestock and 
equipment, located within the enclave. In general we pay 
the poll-tax, and, in Tahanto at least, we pay half the income
tax levied by the state of Massachusetts, on the one hand, 
and the federal Government at Washington on the other. 

Is it difficult to found an enclave ? Not at all. It does 
not require a great corporation, as in the case of the garden
eity of Letchworth. All the enclaves were small when they 
began. Listen to the figures : Fairhope began with 
135 acres; Arden with 165 ;, Ardentown, 110; Free Acres, 
65; Tahauto, three-quarters of an acre; Shakerton, seven· 
IIalidon, 120 ; and Sant Jordi, two and a-half. That make~ 
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600 acres in all, but they contained the principle of growth, 
and to-day they are 5,000 acres. Thus to form an enclave 
does not even require a strong, financial group. Even one 
man suffices. 

My friend, Bolton Hall, speaks after me on the topic : " I 
am only one man." But, fearing lest his modesty may 
prevent him from describing what, in my opinion, is one of 
the best things which he, as only one man, ever did, I am 
going to say that, at one time, he conceived the ide.a of 
serving single-tax, and also of doing a good turn by himself, 
and, having property in New Jersey, about 30 miles from 
New York, he made a gift of a part to the enclave of Free 
Acres, with the idea that the increase in the value of the 
rest of his property, due to, the coming of population, would 
leave him as rich as before, notwithstanding his gift. · 
Thirteen years have passed, and he now declares that 
experience has confirmed his anticipations. 

Now for the financial aspect .. As single-taxers, I think 
you all recognize that single-tax not only makes a man 
free and happier, but it also makes him more prosperous. 
That additional prosperity puts more funds into the treasury, 
and we find that, with our revenue, we can do three things. 
In the first place, we can pay the taxes. In the second 
place, we can pay interest and amortization on the purchase
price of whatever land does not come by gift. In the third 
place, we have money remaining with which to improve 
the property to a degree much greater than it would have 
been improved by public funds, had it remained under 
the old system. Some of the land came by gift, chiefly 
from l\Ir. Fels, of honoured memory. 

The monopolists of scripture were said to lay field to 
field until they dwelt alone in the land, and my plan is to 
lay field to field until the system of single-tax shall remain 
alone in the land. 

A BooK ON THE ENCLAVES 
l!'airhope, Arden, Tahanto, etc., are faithfully dealt 

with in a special ,book entitled ENCLAVES OF SINGLE · 
TAx OR EcoNOMIC RENT, by C. W. Huntington. Mr. 
Warren brought a number of copies of this book with 
him to Oxford and placed them on the literature. stall 
where they were sold at the specially reduced price of 
2s. each. Copies at the same price can be had on applica• 
tion at our offices. 

THE NEW THRIFr. By Bolton Hall. Revised Edition. 
Reduced price, 3s. 

THE WME OF LIFE. A Collection of Economic Fables. By 
Bolton Hall. Reduced price, 2s. 

THE NEW PoLITICAL EcoNOMY, Address by John B. Sharp~. 
Third Impression. ld. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF LAND HoLDING IN ENGLAND. By Joseph 
Edwards. 2d. 

PRIVATE PROPERTY IN LAND. Address by E. Melland. I d. 
RuRAL ENGLAND AND REcoNSTRUCTION. By C. Rothwell. I d. 
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"I Al\1 ONLY O~E MAN" But the injustice that we attack now affects every man, 
woman. and child. We attack the longest. established 

ADDRESS BY :MR. BOLTO~ HALL and most universal wrong in the world; for if slavrry was 
Mr. BoLTON HALL said:- Jthe sum of all villainies, the private appropriation of land-

rent is the fundamental iniquity. _ 
. I have exulted during this Conference--more than in \Ye are all of us a little blind to something, and it ill 

anythingelse-intheBritishdeterminationofthemembers, becomes us to condemn our brothers who are blind to 
and the entire absence of the despondent note that we something else. One of the wisest things that Jrsus 
often have in America. said was, "Judge not that ye be not judged," to whirh 

Atnong our own American people there are two obstacles we might add, "for your judgment will probably be 
to our advance. One is the preposterous claim that we wrong." 
have made little progress in these forty-five years ; the Nevertheless, this despair keeps us from our best work 
other is the claim that our own efforts will never get it. -we think our influence is so small that it is not worth 

Now, how is it that good and earnest men can so shut while tor us to strive for the main object. 
their eyes as to think that~ 'their eyes are shut so that We think of ourselves as mere associates, and seeing 
they do not see even the hundred and twenty thousand how few we are compared to the unthinking mass, we feel 
votes cast in California for the first straight-cut, clear-cut, feeble-but the soldier does not feel so .. When he is one 
complete and immediate Single Tax constitutional amend- of a mere troop he thinks of what a power the army will 
ment that had ever been submitted. Twenty-six per cent. be when it has grown into battalions. 
of the total vote, with not a thousand dollars for propa- A man who has been very active and useful once said to 
ganda in the campaign. And that in the main fortress of me: "Such poor efforts as I have been able to make--'' 
land monopoly with unlimited money devoted to mis- I said: "Now put that as it ought to be." "Such poor 
represent the issue. Oregon and Missouri did nearly as efforts as the Universal Spirit has been able to make 
well-there are more people to-day who will vote for through me." How absurd to call them "poor efforts." 
straight, clean Single Tax in those three States than there It sounds like humility, but it is really self-conceit. The 
were in the whole world when Henry George gave up the Pharisee thanked his God that he was not as other men. 
ghost. The pessimists may have looked at Cape Town If he had truly thanked his God, he would have been 
and at Nigeria, and may know that something is different all right, but in fact he really thanked himself. 
in other such places, but they see none of these things. It has been so necessary for primitive man, whether of 

The reason the eyes are shut is mainly that some of us 19,000 B.c. or of.A.D. 1900 to shift each for himself, that 
see the Poverty, but unconsciously do not want to see the all of us underrate or ignore -the power of any one of us 
Progress. We have some method of our own to which we over all the rest. 
are attached, and at which we work devotedly, believing We think "all the nominations are machine made
that ours is the only· method; and that anyone who is not I am only one in a million voters. I'll stay away--and 
helping us at that is not he1ping at all. '\\ e think accord- play golf. It's one vote and it probably won't be counted 
ingly that the other methods must have been without anvhow." 
results. We think that the truth we have to publish is so We know what the morale of an army is: now suppose 

·evident that men have only to understand it in order to one soldier said: "The plan of campaign is made by 
embrace it. Neither of those thoughts is correct. That political generals. I'm only one of a million wldiers, I'll 
was the tragedy of Jesus' life that he saw so clearly that run away and save my skin. I'll probably n_ot get int.o 
if men would only love one another, armies, kings, courts, action anyhow." But that man starts a pamc-and h1s 
crime, involuntary poverty and all the other evils that colonel will assuredly deal with him. How should ~he 

' afflict mankind would disappear-that the rulers knew citizen guilty of desert-ion in the face of the commumty 
this, too, was exactly why they crucified him. enemy be dealt with ? . . . . 

To me it is marvellous that we have gotten so far. Armies and young pohtlcal parties hesitate and look each 
Think. The agitation for equal rights for women began man at the rest. One is afra!d and the othe~s daren't. 
with :Mary W olstoncroft, and after all these years it is still Then a Garibaldi or a Wilham Lloyd Garmon or a 
to be won in most of our countries and is nowhere com-- Paderewski or a Doctor Mussolini savs: "I'll do, anyhow, 
plete. It was two hundred and fifty years ago that the what lies in me," and the masses are inspired to follow him, 
agitation against chattel slavery began, an abuse that a self-made leader. 
affected only a few million people, and we have not got it Henry of Navarre was no more than _any of the other 
abolished even yet. Britishers know more than we do superfluous princelings ; only he waved his hat and cheered 
of its existence in Africa and in many other parts of the "The helmet of Navarre" and charged--and the rabble 
world. Even we. in America have it as pionage and as of the troops always followed him. He didn't say: "I'm 
~he enforced, unfair and unprofitable labour of convicts. only one-1'11 go and play tennis." 
' 
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We do not blame men for their blindness. If they 
knew br-tter they would do better: light may ha'1e been 
held up to them, but they, being blind, did not see it. We 
and our fathers, who have failed to educate them, are as 
much responsible for that as they are. Their eyes are not 
yet opened, or if they are they are like babies who cannot 
distinguish what they see. We cannot be angry with one 
another for ohildi~h failings, when we learn in our hearts 
that we are all children of one God. 
_ Now, ~hen I say God, I do not mean some kind of big 
man up m the sky; but rather the One Force, Mind, 
Creator, Spirit, or· whatever you choose to call it, that 
brought the world into being. That Power or Nature of 
Things is such or works in such a way that babies are 
disorderly, passionate, selfish and greedy. But we do not 
hate the child; we say "0, she is only a baby. We will 
teach her better later." 'Veil, we are all children in 
some respect. One is ignorant or unreasonable, another 
unsympathetic-but maybe the unreasonable one is lov-ing 
and the cold one, logical. Anyhow, each is doing the best 
he can as far as he has got, morally and intellectually. 

The foundation principle of co-operation, of business, of 
political economy and of religion is that we are of one 
flesh. Our interests are inextricably bound together, so 
closely that the killing of a kinglet of whom most of us had 
neVPr even heard, precipitated a war that affected our 
fortunes, our· families and our lives. It must be EO : no 

lone does any good that is not good for everyone ; no one 
can do any evil that does not hurt mankind. We have 
heard that we are in the hands of God : in truth we are 
the hands of God. 

He w~o created the earth made it that way, made it 
so that It develops itself, or rather that we develop it so 
that the Kin.gdom is really at hand to him whose eyes' are 
open to see It ; yes, so that the economic millennium will 
come even if we do not work-but it won't be our mil
lennium when it comes. 

.As I came to. Plymouth Harbour, I saw the Eddystone 
L1ghthouse-, wh1ch ba.;; always been an inspiration to me 
b!'cause of Jean Ingelow's beautiful ballad of Winstanley. 
Had it bePn shortened, it would have been the most popular 
of English ballads. 

~Vinstanley was a shipowner, and the· poor drowned 
sa1lors who went on the Goodwin Sands moved his heart ~o 
that he re~~lved to b~il~ a lighthouse. Everyone laughfd at 
the absurd Idea of bmldmgwhere no foundation could be had. 

But _,Yinstanley devoted his life and his money to that 
one thmg; and year after year each flood tide he followed 
Ill the beams he had laid at ebb tide. At long last he got 
a foundation on the Eddystone Rock. · 

Winstanley set h1s foot on shore. 
Said he, "l\fy work is done.; 
I hold it strong to last as long 
As aught beneath the sun. 

" But if it fall, as fall it may-
Another than I shall build it high 
And brace the girders stout. 
A better than I shall build it high 
For now the way is plain, 
And, though I were dead," Winstanley said,
" The light shall shine again. 

" But if it fall, then it were well 
That I should with it fall ; 
Since for my part I have built my heart 
In the courses of its wall." . 

Again, Olive Shreiner tells of the hunter who caught one 
glimpse of the bird of Truth and followed it over tnoun
tains. He scaled height after height only to see other 
mountains beyond. 

At last he comes to a sheer wall of rock and climbed, 
painfully hewing the steps as he rose, with sweat and 
groans. At last, gasping for breath, he reached the top, 
only to find another height in front. But his last words 
are: "Where I lie down worn out, others will stand 
young and fresh. By the steps that I have made they will 
rise, by the stairs that I have built, they will mount. 
They will never know the name of the man that built them ; 
at the clumsy work they will laugh, when the stones roll 
they will curse me-but they will mount and by my steps ; 
they will rise on my stairs ; for no man liveth to himself 
and no man even so much as dieth to himself." 

THE ARDEN ENCLAVE 
ADDRESS BY MR. FRANK STEPHENS 

Mr. FRANK STEPHJ<;NS said:-
. I gladly_ avai~ myself ?f your kind invitation to speak, 
m connectiOn with Mr. Fiske Warren's address on Enclaves, 
of the Beloved Village, Ard~n-of how it came to be of 
what i_t is and why it came to be. But before telling of that 
new httle town let me speak a word of farewell to tLis 
ancient and great city which has welcomEd us so generously. 
We know now what our Hawthorne meant when writing of 
England as "our old home," he said of Oxford "It is a 
despair to have seen such a place and ever to ieave it." 
We know what William Morris, who has been the inspiration 
?four craft-work at Arden, meant-" There are many places 
m England where a man can get as good book learning as 
at Oxford, but no other where he will receive the education 
that the loveliness of the grey city used to give us." 

As t~ how Arden c9:me to be,-in the practice of the Art 
for whwh I was tramed, sculpture, I met a gifted and 
famous Architect, Will Price, one of the wisest a.nd finest 
of men, and had the good fortune to convert him to the 
religi~n of Henry George. We were both successful, 
speakmg after the manner of men, in the practice of our 
arts, and both bitterly disappointed that the more success 
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made that practice possible the further we were from it, 
being merely employers of more and more people to do 
what we wanted to do ourselves. We had learned :Morris' 
truth that nothing can be done for Art till we have bridged 
the terrible gulf between the rich and the poor. We were 
so disgu.'lted with civilization that we determined ~hen 3:nd 
there to go out into the open and make a better one m which 
the land theory of Henry George should make the social 
basis for the industrial theory of Kropotkin and the art 
theory of William :Morris. So my wife and I searched out 
in"Northern Delaware an abandoned farm containing about 
162 acres of rolling hill country, like that of Warwickshire, 
beautiful woodlands and the ugliest house in the United 
States. There the village was founded, and there my son 
and I sat for seven or eight years trying to coax in the farm 
labourers of the countryside to take the land on perpetual 
leases, for which was to be paid the full economic rent, 
reassessed yearly, from which land value tax we, as truste€s 
holding the land as the communal property of all who 
should live there, would pay all taxes levied on the people 
by state, county and hundred, turning the balance of the 
land rent over to the Town :Meeting to be spent for com
munal improvements and upkeep. All the land has been 
taken up there for years past, and when by :Mr. Warren's 
help we opened up an adjoining tract, Ardentown, last 
winter, 70 of its 115 plots were applied for in the first ten 
days. 

Briefly stated, our claims for the village are :-
That it has lived 23 years, which is longer than most 

"nut colonies," as modern Utopias are irreverently callfd, 
and without change of the lines on which it was begun; 
' That it has a land system which recognizes the common 
right of all to the use of the earth ; 

That it has a tax system which does not penalize industry, 
business or thrift, and does not give premiums for land 
monopoly and speculation; 

replacing the old system of determining rights by counting 
votes liy a system under which the government is allowed 
to do nothing which individuals can do without the power 
of government. 

It has been said by the PmLADELPHIA BnLETI:S that the 
whole spirit of the colony is one of good-fellowship, mutual 
helpfulness and liberality in speech and action. It has 
been said recently by the WIUUNGTON STAR that this little 
village of less than 300 people has become the artistic anJ 
cultural centre of the State. It is also a centre for the 
study of the international language, Esperanto. 

But its greatest claim to the consideration of the followers 
of Henrv George is that .<\rden tries to stress as the grrat 
argument for the establishment of the Single Tax, not alone 
the !ITeater wages of labour or the greater profits of businr8s, 
but the opportunity to develop in simplicity, freedom and 
beauty that artist soul which is in every one only waiting 
its deliverance in that day of which it has been written:-

" Here is fulfilled each wish that soared and sought 
Beyond the bounds of thought,-
And hero hearts by too frail flesh forsworn 
Shall here forget to mourn." 

DISCUSSION 
;I'he Chairman himself took part in the discussion and 

was followed by Dr. s.- Vere Pearson, Messrs. Joh~ Pa.ul, 
J. Derrick, August W1lliges and others. The obJective 
was stated to the Single Tax Enclaves that they had been 
and could only be established either by favour of some 
wealthy person or by land purchase. There was no 
prospect for such schemes while_ l~nd monor;o_ly obt~ined. 
Their establishment under ex1stmg cond1twns s1mply 
caused an increase in the price of surrounding land. 

LETTER FROM .MR. ROBERT SMILLIE. M.P. 
That it has a special system of land value assessment 

unsurpassed in the world; At the beginning of the morning session of 18th August 
That it has had full woman suffrage from its foundation a letter from l\1r. Robert Smillie, l\1.P., to l\lr. George 

and, until the system was killed by State Socialists, child- Haug, one of the American me~bers of the C?nference, 
was read. l\1r. Smillie wrote: I am deeply mterested 

hood suffrage ; in the proceedipgs of the International Conference on the 
That it is the first community in the United States to Taxation of Land Values. I would gladly have taken 

elect its officials by Proportional Representation ; d t t b present but it is impossible for me to . . h U . d St t t a van age o e , 
Th&:t it is the _fir~t commu~nty I_n t e mt~ a es o be in the South for some little time. If a report of ~he 

estabhsh the Raiffeisen Credit Umon, by which we have Conference is published please let me have a copy. Durmg 
lent over $52,000 in the last twe~ve years on. the notes of -my brief stav in the Island of Islay I had an opportunity 
borrowers endorsed by two neighbours, Without other of inspecting the ruins of some small villages, and many 
collateral, and have never lost a dollar by default; . cottages where at one time lived and moved the_ men and 

That it has never issued bonds or granted an exclusiVe women who produced their living from the s01l. Large 
privilege ·or monopoly; patches of land once productive are now: lying waste. My 

That it is the first community in recorded history to lay experience has made me more determmed than eve~ !o 
down a definite pri~ci.J?l~ as to the fllD:ctions of government ~eno~ce the p~esent cursed system of land ownersh1p 
and the rights of IndiVIduals as agamst the government, m this country. 
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Afternoon Session-18th August 
CHAIR~IAN: MR. P. WILSON RAFFAN • 

RESOLUTION AGAINST LAND PURCHASE 
l\Ir. P. WILSON RAFFAN said that they were about 

to take up and have a general discussion of the 
:mbjPcts which had been adjourned at two previous 
se~sions, and to cover any other points that members 
wishPd to· bring forward. But he would first call on Dr. 
S. V ere Pearson ·(lllundesley) to move a Resolution, of 
w hieh notice had been given at the. morning session. 
The Resolution, which was carried unanimously, declared 
that:-

We the followers of the philosophy of Henry George, 
in International Conference a.ssernbled, are opposed to 
all schemes which have underlying them the nationaliza
tion of land by way of purchasing it, or by the issue of 
bonds in compem;ation to landowners. 
The CHAIRMAN said that nationalization of the land by 

purchase would meet with opposition from all section11 
of the people. The movement had always been kept 
above party politics, and however powerful or strong a 
party might be which brought nationalization by purchase 
forward, they would tegard it as a reactionary policy. 

A GENERAL DISCUSSION 
A large num her of questions were put to the speakers 

who had opened the discussions at the adjourned sessions, 
and their replies provoked an intimate examination into 
such questions as valuation, increment taxation, graduated 
land taxes as in Australia and Anhalt, and the beginnings 
with land value taxation in Pittsburgh, Vancouver, New 
South \Vales and elsewhere. On these and other subjects 
opinions were expressed in speeches by Mr. Abel Brink, 
l\Ir. Wielgolaski, l\Ir. J. A. Robinson, Dr. P. McDougall, 
ex-Bailie Petl'r Bur11, l\lr. R. C. Macauley, Mr. A. H. Peake 
and llfr. S. Y. Gillan. 

El'ening Session-18th August 
CHAIRMAN : DR. PERCY McDouGALL 

Thl' CHAIR~IAN said he was introducing two of their 
friends whom they were all waiting to hear: Dr. J. J. 
Pikler and Dr. Robert Braun, both from Budapest. He 
rderred to Dr. Pikler's eminent services as chief of the 
Land Yaluation Department of Budapest. Dr. Pikler 
bad already taken some part in their deliberations, and 
in theR" contributions had given them an insight into 
the tal(•nts he possessed. Dr. Robert Braun was a pioneer 
of the movement in Hungary to which he had made great 
anrl la~ting contribution by his translations of PROGRESS 
AXD Pon:RTY, SoCIAL PROBLEMS and the STORY OF l\ly 
DICTATORSHIP. He had also many original writings to 
his crt>dit. 
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LAND VALUE POLICY IN HUNGARY
THEORETICAL AN'D PRACTICAL LESSONS 

ADDRESS BY DR. J. J. PIKLER 
DR. PIKLER explained that it was in 1913, when he was 

vice-director of the l\Iunicipal Statistics of Budapest and 
was engaged in a special study of the housing qupstion that. 
he determined to do his utmost to see established in 
Hungarian municipalities a straightforward, uniform and 
uncompromising tax on the value of land apart from 
improvements. They had this advantage i~ Hungary tlrat 
the municipalities as in Germany and Austria had power 
to initiate and- adopt legislation subject to the sanction of 
the Central Government. After considerable negotiation, 
much hard work and many interviews with town councillors 
and Ministers, about which Dr. Pikler told several amusing 
stories, Land Value Taxation was adopted in nine Hun
garian towns: Budapest, Arad, Heged, Debrecen, Kaposvar, 
Ujpest, Gyor, l\larosvasarhely and Sopron. Some of these 
towns, notably Arad, had since been torn away from 
Hungary by the Peace Treaty. In Budapest the new 
Land Value Tax Statute was carried in the Town Council 
by . an overwhelming majority . on 7th November, 
1917, and was sanctioned on 17th December folloVIring 
bv the Ministers of Home Affairs and of Finance. 
The tax was in operation, was duly assessed, 
levied and collected for three years, 1919, 1920 
and 1921. Unfortunately, following the violent political 
change~:~ and troubles through which the country had passed, 
not to speak of the Bela Kun revolution, anti-Liberal 
forces had ·been in the saddle and a reactionary Town 
Council by decision in June, 1921, caused the collection of 
the tax to be suspended. The Government had sanctioned 
that decision, but the decree had never been published. 
The Statute itself, however, had not been repealed and 
was still valid at law. In the other Hungarian towns the 
Land Value Tax had remained, notwithstanding all the 
political upheavals, but administration was badly hindered 
by the after-effects and especially by the debasement of 
the money standard and the imposition of all sorts of new 
and complicated rates and taxes. 

It is to be much regretted that lack of space makes it 
impossible to do justice to Dr. Pikler's contribution with 
its many and instructive discussions upon important points 
of philosophy and practice. He reviewed the comparative 
merits of proceeding by way of local option and by way of 
a national tax on land values to begin with. He took occasion, 
when explaining the provisions of the Budapest Statute, 
to criticize the various departures from principle that 
others suggested, and led out to a powerful and convincing 
theoretical and practical repudiation of such schemes as 
exemptions, gradations of the rate of tax (to "spare the 
small man " and " hit the big man ") increment taxation, 
undeveloped land taxes and the special land legislation 
that is always based either on paternalism or vindictiveness. 
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. It should be mentioned that Dr. Pikler supplemented 
~18 address ~y a further statement at the special session 
(m the Ruskm Hall) on 19th August. We give, in his own 
words, the following extracts from the complete manu
script he has since compiled reporting both his speeches. 

Da. PIKLER said:-
" I was entrusted with the Directorship of the Valuation 

Office. The number of the sites to be valued in Budapest 
wi's about 40,000. The aggregate (unimproved) value of the 
sites, including also the value of the sites exempt from taxa
tion (for the most part land belonging to the State and to the 
town), amounted to 5,000,000,000 Hungarian Crowns (at the 
1918 exchange, say, £200,000,000 sterling). The value oft he 
sites, subject to taxation (land belonging to private indi
viduals and corporations), amounted to 3,500,000,000 
Hungarian Crowns (£140,000,000), and the yearly revenue of 
the municipality of Budapest from the local tax on site 
value (the rate being ! per cent, that is 1·2 pence in the 
pound) amounted to 16* million Hungarian Crowns 
(£700,000). 

"I had to fight and to struggle for every word of. the 
statute. I have specially to mention the late Deputy
Mayor, Dr. Francis Harrer, who stood firmly by me. We 
declared that we were open to discussion as to the degree 
of the reform (as to the rate of the tax), but not as to the 
kind of tax, not as to alternatives that were orposed to 
the basic principle. We said that, if the time and the 
common opinion were not yet ripe for the adoption of a 
straightforward and uniform site value tax, then the site 
value tax might be postponed for another 10 or 20 years. 
If necessary, we would have to acquiesce in that, but we 
would oppose with all our might any suggestion that this 
important reform should be perverted, compromised and 
frustrated in its first stage. 

" It became manifest that a quite radical and uncom
promising proposal (provided it is a rational one), offering 
no points of attack, has a better chance of getting through 
than one which cravenly surrenders, or is false to, its own 
basic principle. and so emasculates itself. If we had not 
stuck so strongly to the basic principle, then we would 
have opened the door to other alterations too, as little 
justified as the first one, and then we should have had 
to give way all along the line, at last totally losing our 
cause. 

"Let me comment on some provisions of the statute. 
"~ection I.--Collection of the tax bPuins January· lst 

1919. e ' 

"Section 2.-Subjed to the tax: land of every 
description within the boundaries of the town. 
"There is, as you see, no discrimination whatever 

between developed and undeYeloped land or between 
' agricultural ' land and ' building ' land. 

"Secti?'! 3.-:-Exempted: land belonging to the State, 
the l\lumcipahty, or the King or Queen ; land which, 
together with ~he buildings upon it, is permanently, 
wholly and Without any fee or recompense (rent, 
entrance-money, etc.) open to the use of the whole 
public (e.g., churches, hospitals, free schools, museums, 
etc.) 
" The first and original context of this section was 

'exempted: land which, together with the buildings upon 
it, is devoted to purposes of public utility.' But this 
context did not fail soon to lead to very unwelcome and 
rather delicate discussions with several kinds of owners: 
It is quite an arbitrary matter to decide whether some 
purpose is or is not of 'public utility.' The site value tax 
was introduced just at a time of f1equent and brisk 
political changes, and it depends upon the political, social 
or philosophical standpoint of a man, a party or a regime, 
whether for instance a monastery, a workmen's association, 
a trade union meeting-place, a :Freemason's hall, or even 
a house dedicated to charit~ble purposes should be regarded 
as a house of ' public utility ' or a house of public nuisance. 
The opinions of clergy, freemasons and socialists are very 
different on this point. To save the Valuation and 
Assessing Office from such arbitrary and conventional 
points of view, a really unmistakable criterion was wanted, 
and 1 suggested the conte::~-.1; being altered to 'wholly 
permanently and without any recompense open to the use 
of the whole public.' On that basis· the discussions with 
the parties concerned became short and easy. 

"In one of the towns (Ujpest), which adopted the site 
value tax, the whole section was omitted, and no exemptions 
at all were inserted into the statute. They accepted the 
principle that if the use made of a site is not worth paying 
the site value tax, then that use does more harm than 
good. 

" The virtues and merits of our statute are not to be -
sought in what it contains-these are the merits of Henry 
George and of the principle laid down by him-the merits 
of our statute are to be sought rather in what it does not 
contain, in avoiding of those 'improvings ' and mistakes, 
which seem to be so indifferent and innocent, that they 
have been allowed to enter into most land value legislation 
that I know of. 

"Section 4.-The rate is to be paid on the basis of 
the capital value of the lots, whereby the value of 
improvements, which happen to exist in or under the 
ground (buildings upon or underneath it, trees, other 
plantings, etc.), are not to be taken into account. 
"We ascertained directly and immediately the unim

proved capital value of the sites and taxed them accord
ingly. The capital value (the market value) of each site 
was assessed as if on the one hand the site itself was quite 
unimproved, and as if on the other hand all the surrounding 
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sites remained in their ex1stmg condition as at the 
time of valuation. It \>ould have been a big mistake, 
and unfortunately the mistake is often made, to "try to 
ascertain the value of the whole estate (value of the land 
together with that of the improvements) and .then to deduct 
from this gross value the value of the Improvements; 
This 'would have been not only a superfluous thing to do 
but it would also have complicated and disturbed all our 
work. Besides, valuation of improvements is not easy ; 
on the contrary, it is a much more difficult task than 
valuation of land. _Valuation of improv~ments is altogether 
1mnecessary in a land valuation, where the value per 
square unit of the several lots can be entered on a map and 
be easily compared lot by lot by. anyo~e ~nd every one. 
Valuation of the land alone, apart from Its Improvements, 
was performed by us quite easily, without .any uncertainty 
and to the perfect satisfaction of all parties interested. 

"\Ve paid no attention to encumbrances, mortgages, 
burdens, charges, etc., affecting the land. They cannot 
be taken into consideration and cannot possibly be 
deducted from the value of the land, and though this is 
not expressly mentioned in the statute, nobody ever 
doubted it. 

" The selling value of land is no doubt reduced by the 
lanrl value tax itself, as this tax works commercially like 
a perpetual mortgage and as it reduces also the speculative 
value. But as long as the rate of assessment of the land 
value tax is a small one, this makes no palpable difference. 
With the future increase in the rate of tax it does weigh 
more and more In reducing the market value, and will 
require to be taken into consideration at a later stage." 
[Here Dr. Pikler discussed very fully the argument for 
taking " annual value " as the basis of assessment in 
contradistinction to "selling value."] 

"Section 5.-The value of the sites to be re-ascertained 
evc1y third year. 

" I hold this section of our statute to be a faulty one. 
The only correct method, in my opinion and from my 
practical experience, is to re-ascertain the values year by 
year. P<'ople are inclined to think that the yearly revision, 
with its opportunity for appeals, etc., causes more work 
than that made periodically at longer intervals. The 
contrary is the case. The work of revision is easier and 
simpler: and the valuations grow more and more reliable, 
the shorter the intervals are. The first work, the first 
ascertaining of the values (the first establishing of the 
register) being done, the continuous registering and investi
gating of the sales and other transactions is an easy task 
that has to be done in the same way whether the interval 
of revision is shorter or longer, and it keeps the valua
tion continuously and reliably up to date. The revision 
and the hearing of new appeals throw no extra work on the 
oflice. The main work done on the first valuation does 
not require to be repeated with every subsequent revision. 
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That is only the case with long intervals between one 
valuation and another. The longer the interval, thE" greater 
the work of re-valuation and the farther we get away from 
a true, continuous, and operative valuation. Moreover 
the longer the interval, the greater is the danger that the 
Valuati01i Office becomes lazy, inert, allowing matters to rest 
and losing the necessary everyday keen contact with the 
land-market. The longer also will mistakes in the valuation . 
remain valid which are unavoidable in the beginning or 
which creep in owing to erroneous verdicts of the higher 
courts of appeal and so the public confidence in the system 
is lessened. 

"Section 6.--For the purpose of ascertaining and 
revising the market value of the sites a permanent 
register of the market-values is to be k~pt.. The register 
{the cadastre) is to lie at the Valuation Office. The rolls 
have to state for each site the following data: registra
tion number, street, house-number (where there are no 
streets yet, other means of .identification), name of 
owner, acreage in square units, type of shape (we devised 
eight types and sub-types of shape and signed them 
with A, a ; B, b., etc:, and they proved quite sufficient 
and satisfactory for the short indication of the type of 
shape), length of front, average depth, value per square 
unit, value in whole and yearly sum of the tax to be paid. 

"Section 7.-The market value of the sites, expressed 
in value per square -unit is to be ascertained by the 
Valuation Office, and the tax is assessed on the value 
so ascertained. The Office makes its valuations with 
the help of a Committee of experts elected and delegated 
by the :Magistracy from the members of the Town 
Council. This Committee of experts serves as a con
sultative and advisory section of the Valuation Office, 
the opinions of the Committee not being binding upon 
the Valuation Office (the Valuation Office being alone 
responsible for the Valuations). 
" The work of valuation proved to be very easy, easier 

than I had imagined in advance. The assertion that it 
is impossible to separate land from improvements and to 
value the land apart from its improvements is a naive 
mistake, if not a humbug. The mistake (where it is a 
mistake and not, as it often is, the outcome of deliberate 
hostility) arises partly from confusing the valuation of 
a single lot by it::;elf (that is sporadic valuations) with 
a genR.rol valuation embracing all sites on a given date. 
The two things are of quite a different kind. In the first 
case (sporadic valuation) there is no control whatever or 
a very poor and uncertain control, whereas in the second 
case (general valuation, extended over aU sites) each of the 
valuations {per square unit) is controlled not only by the 
valuation put down for the right and left neighbours and 
by that of the opposite side of the street, but also by the 
valuation (always per square unit) of aU the other sites in 
the town. 
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" ~ the work turns out to be not only q~ite easy, 
~rtam and invulne~able, but also, and this is of the greatest 
Importance, to be m fact not a work of valuation, but a 
wo~k of comparing an~ relating values. The way in 
which values must reCiprocally control and bind one 
another is a most efficient insurance against any favouritism 
or corrupt practice on the part of -the Valuation Office. 

"The valuation of the several sites (per square unit) 
should always be set clearly (say 15 or 20 p<>r cent) below 
the indubitable market-value. Then we can pass peace
fully through our task and make the site value tax not 
odious, have no boring quarrels and discussions about 
the absolute level but only interesting, and, as I have 
experienced, very instructive discussions about the correct 
relation of the values. The fiscal revenue of the tax can 
be augmented by the raising of the rate of assessment 
(from 0·5 per cent to 0·75 per cent 1 per cent and so on), 
but never by straining after 100 per cent valuations. 

:• I began by ascertaining the market value (per square 
un1t) of what was known to be the most valuable site in 
the town. The several members of my advisory committee 
estimated the value between 16,000 and 14,000 Crowns per 
square unit. I let them discuss for a while and then I closed 
the discussion, declaring that I was now sufficiently in
formed, and when they asked me at what value I estimated 
the site, they expected, as I clearly saw, that I would 
arrive at 15,000 Crowns as the average of their different 
opinions. They were surprised when I gave my figure 
as 13,500. ' That is its worth at any rate,' they all said 
and they understood at once that that was the right 
way of settling the matter quite peaceably and of making 
an easy and interesting task of the work that seemed to 
be so difficult and vexing in. advance. 

" The next site I asked them to discuss was of course 
not a neighbouring one, but one rather far away from the 
first ; but now it was not an absolute value that was to 
be ascertained, but the relative value as compared with 
the first one. The question to be solved was now : i/ the 
value of the first is 13,500 per square w1it, what is the 
value of this other site ~ The question was solved in much 
less time than the first one. We proceeded to a third site 
situated still farther and soon we had a network of 25-30 
' fixed points ' extended over the whole area of the town, 
and with the ' fixation ' of these points the work was in 
principle done. · 

" After these 25-30 ' fixed points' had been studied and 
thoroughly examined for some days as to the _,correctness
of the relations, we proceeded by strewing another 50 
fixed points among the first ones (always from the stand
point of correct relation to the previous ones, but of course 
nevertheless always unconsciously guided and controlled 
also by the commonly-known absolute level) and making 
the network of ' fixed points ' ever denser, and so the work 
went on with always quickened speed. 

"The work in Budapest was carried out with a wry 
small.staff and consequently with wry little co8t within 
a very short time. Yaluation of th(' 36,000 sit('S occupied 
8! months. . . 

"The interest of the landholders in the work grew day 
by day.. They came by scores to the office to look at tht' 
valuation of their sit.~s, whi?h they w~re and. are always 
allowPd to see, and w1th the1r observatwns, cnticisms and 
comparisons involuntarily imd unconsciously gave us the 
greatest help and support. They all expressed sati~faction 
and were reassured to find that unfairness and favouritii<m 
were excluded, not by my personal attributes but by thP 
nature of the work. 

" One of the main points was the above-mrntionrd 
lowness of the absolute level of the valuations (about 15 
per cent br-low the market price), an.d it was just this 
point that gave rise to a very angry but rather amw;ing 

·remark of one of the landholders who hail, as I know, 
always opposed the site value tax. 'I was prepared,' 
he si11cerely and smilingly .~,tvowed, ' keenly to criticize 
and contest the valuation work itself, but by putting down 
the values at such a reasonable and indisputable level and 
leaving room only for discussion on the relation of one 
value to another, you have done the most cunning and 
-(d-n you !)-the most insidious thing. We can't but 
hold our tongues! ' 'But, however, you can contest to 
the relative values ! ' I said. 'I see,' answered he, 'you 
are very clever ; the relations are for the most part correct 
and where they are not, they can be corrected easily, and 
we landholders are involuntarily helping Y,OU to do it.' 

" The valuation roll consists of two parts. One part 
contains the single schedules, one for each site, or we call 
them 'individual schedules.' They contain the complete 
description of the site. The other part consists of the 
'street rolls,' one leaf (page) for Pach side of each street 
with one horizontal line for each site, so that the values 
per square unit and the description and dimensions of the 
site can be most easily compared by the landholders as 
well as by the office. The important column is the 9th, 
showing value per square unit. Following vertically this 
column, viz., the figures in it, the values per square unit 
can be compared and criticized and the cause of every 
difference must without any explanation be found in the 
columns 7 and 8-length of front and average depth. 

" The publicity of the valuation rolls proved to be in 
the interest not only of the general public but also of the 
office itself, which is very pfficiently and gratuitously 
helped on in its task by an enormous staff of ' experts by 
self-interest,' and so it turned out with the first beginning 
of Georgeistic practice that in a sound, reasonable and just 
system of society there exists a co-operation and not an 
antagonism (as exists in a bad and unreasonable system) 
between public officers on the one hand and the public on 
the other hand, and that in a sound system the officers 
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cannot be autocrats and tyrants of the public, but can be 
only, as they ought to be, their servants. • 

"All that I have said as to the reliability and just 
measure of land val<1ation applies, however, only where 
thHe is an independent and therefore fully responsible 
Valuation Office and an independent and therefore fully 
responsible chief. Whenever valuation is entrusted to a 
Committl"e or a Board that performs it by deciding ques
tions by. vote of those present, the work is sure to be 

. perverted and in the long run becomes unserviceable. 

"Here I would like to say a few words about what is 
called a ' landowner's valuation ' or ' self-assessment.' 

" The main plea for ' self-assessment ' seems to be based 
on the idea that in this way the labour and the cost of a 
Valuation Office would be considerably reduced. It is 
quite erroneous. The contrary is the case. Under ' self
assPssment ' the valuations are detached from each other, 
there are no 'fixed points' and if the Valuation Office bas 
to compare and bring into harmony the many tens of 
thousands of returns, it has one hundred times more to do 
than if it bl"gins, continues and finishes the work alone 
and by itself. The separate returns of the parties can't 
be but quite unreliable, because they would differ within 
very broad limits. ·The Valuation Office has no means 
whatever to know which of the immense heap of returns 
(for the mo~<t part quite irrational) should be used to check 
others, or if it does know beforehand, then the returns are 
superfluous. ' Self-assessment ' is a means of confounding 
both the Valuation Office and the owners, to drive both 
mad and to make out of a most peaceful and technically 
most simple task, a thing most odious, hateful, complicated 
and difficult. If we adopted 'self-assessment ' we would 
abandon one of the main and finest· features of Georgeism 
and the land value tax, that of not asking confessions and 
returns and not giving occasions for lying and for false 
oaths (as we have a thousand times criticized and were 
right in so doing in regard to the existing tax system), and 
we would simply offer another occasion for false or erroneous 
conf<'ssions or returns against which we would try to safe
guard ourselves by one or other kind of 'penalty.' 

"Section 8.-The valuation records are to be printed 
and published in book-form in each period of revalua
tion, the books are to be made available for sale at the 
cost-price at the booksellers, the general public is to b.e 
informed of publication by placards and in the journals. 
Th<' book shall contain for each site the data mentioned 
in Section 6 and be supplemented by the publication of 
the alterations which have occurred in the course of the 
valuation (corrections by the office, objections, appeals, 

•tc.). 

" Owinl:"(. to the difficulties that emerged in consequence 
of the political troubiPs and the depreciation of our exchange 
''e W<'re constrainPd to reduce the publication to a stitch-
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book containing 1,200 lines, that is the tabulated description 
of only 1,200 sites and their value per square unit. The 
1,200 sites inserted in this stitchbook were chosen so as to 
supply a sufficient criterion for general instruction as to 
the values ascertained in the several districts of the town. 
My expectation that such a publication of an official and 
general valuation would meet with keen general interest, was 
fully vindicated ; the stitchbook has been in general and 
very frequent use in all official and commercial circles. 

"Section 9.-The first resort for objections is the 
Valuation Office itself. The time allowed is 30 days 
from the official publication of the valuation. Entitled 
to make objections are not only the landholder, that is, 
not only the assessed person, but every interested 
citizen of the town, that is, every ratepayer. The 
objection of an owner or part-owner against the valuation 
of his land delays the payment of the tax until the 
settlement of the objection by the Valuation Office. 
The Valuation Office has to give a written decision. 
" The provisi~n that the Valuation Office itself should 

be the first resort for objections proved t~ be very efficient 
and useful. A great many of the objections were peace
fully settled by the office itself without any further 
complications. . 

"The corrections eventually made embraced, of course, 
not only the single site in question but also the neighbouring 
sites, the owners of which had not made any objection 
and these other owners were much surprised when they 
were informed of a reduction of their assessment without 
having asked for it. This was an occurrence never heard 
of before in the way of assessments. · 

" The rent of land belonging indeed to the people our 
Statute does the right thing in enabling every citizen to . 
raise objections to every assessment. This provision, which 
deals with the assessment as with a ' causa publica,' 
ought to be inserted in every site value rate or site value 
tax. 

"The number of appeals was small (affecting 6 per cent 
of the sites valued), being considerably less than it used 
to be with any other tax, but even this small number was 
very much reduced by settlement with the Valuation 
Office. · 

" I would also mention that there were also among the 
appeals some that aimed at raising the value. They were 
prompted by very obvious individual reasons and specu
lations. But bearing in mind the necessary harmony and 
comparability of the values per square unit, we could not 
grant such requests. 

" Section 10.-Appeal against the decision of the 
Valuation Office to the Committee for Appeals. The 
persons entitled to appeal include every one who had 
lodged a complaint and also the town-attorney. ·Time 
allowed, 15 days. 
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"Section ll.--The members of this Committee (15 to 
20 members) are elected by the Town Council for each 
single period of taxation. The Committee elects its 
Chairman, the chief of the Valuation Office reports the 
cases before the CommittC'e, but is not entitled to vote. 

"Section 12.--ThC' cases are to be dealt with street 
by street. The parties· shall be invited and are entitled 
to plead. 
" It should be inserted that the sittings shall be held in 

public. 

"Section 13.-Third legal competence: appeal (on 
matters of law) before the National High Court within 15 
days after the decision given by the Committee of 
Appeals. 

" Section 14.--The rate of assessment is yearly one
half per cent of the ascertained capital value. 
"There is with us, as you see once more, no discrimination 

whatever as to the nature of land subject to taxation. 
Our Statute knows nothing of ' agricultural land ' or 
' building sites ' ; it knows nothing of ' developed or 
undeveloped,' of' well-used or under-used land,' and so on; 
it only knows values. Nor is there gradation in the rate 
of tax. Our tax is a uniform and unvarying land value 
tax of 0·5 per cent yearly on all land, whether used or not, 
improved or not, owned by present or absent owners, etc. 
With this small land value tax the first and decisive step 
is taken and the rent is in principle given back to the 
people, and if for the present and for a while the people 
choose or we clloose to draw only for a part of their rent, 
it is not because of lack of courage, or in order to spare 
the landowners or cheat the people, but because we don't 
know and because nobody knows the amount of the 
economic rent under the quite new circumstances to be 
treated by full Georgeism. And because of that we may be 
sure that if we insisted upon taking ' the whole at once,' 
we would obtain, instead of the whole and at once, nothing' 
and never, and only stultify and kill Georgeism. Against 
that view the contention h!ls been urged that if a fraction 
of the rent can be taken, as we mean to do it and as I have 
done it, that then also it must be possible to take the whole 
of the same rent. But this I must regard, at any rate as 
to the objective content of the assertion, as a mere joke, 
because what we are taking is clearly a fraction of a 
presr,nt and well-known quantity easily ascertained, whereas 
the argument for ' all-at-once ' assumes you can take the 
whole of a future and quite unknown quantity, impossible 
to ascertain at present. 

"Section 15.-The site value rate is a first charge on 
the estates. 
" This needs no explanation. 

"Section 16.-Part-owners of sites are jointly and 
severally responsible for the tax. 
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'Our standpoint is that part-owners shall and will 
divide _the charge between themselves according to their 
~hare in the partnership and according to general civil 
laws. That is a matter of course and needs no special 
and expressed provision. Long leases (99 years) with 
reversion as instituted in England are unknown with us." 

The several other provisions of the Statute were described 
and explained, including the important Section 20, which 
provided that from the day on which the land value tax 
came into force (1st January, 1919) one of the existing 
taxes upon house-rent, namely, the ' additional pence ,. 
was reduced from 3 per cent to 1 t per cent of the house
rent. The law thus enacted a Land Value Tax and devoted 
the revenue to the reduction of taxes on houses. 

APPRECIATION 

Dr. Pikler's address made a profound impression on 
his audience, and speakers in the subsequent discussion 
~ere ~lad to express their hearty appreciation of his 
mformmg treatment of the subject, especially compliment
ing him on the way in which he had dealt With questions 
of controversy. · 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS ffi HUNGARY 
ADDRESS BY DR. ROBERT BRAUN 

We Hungarian Single Taxers find that Henry George's 
idea of taxing land values in order ultimately to abolish 
private property in land needs absolutely no improvement. 
It is good enough as it stands. We were from the beginning 
ab<Jolutely opposed to all exemptions, gradations, incre
ment duties, etc. We are willing to compromise on any 
other point, for instance, as to the percentage of the land 
values to be taken to begin with for public purposes, 
as to the frequency of re-valuation, and so on. What we 
are absolutely opposed to is a compromise on the queBtion 
o£ principle. 

There is no more essential part of democracy than the 
restoration of Nature's gift to the people. Everything 
else is a side issue. Experience is the most costly teacher, 
but fools will take no other lesson. And I am sorry to
say that it is this teacher that has taught us, by way of 
revolutions in recent year<; in my country, that the mere 
conferring of political rights on classes hitherto without 
any rights, is far. from meaning their emancipation. 
Parliamentarism is an English invention and the result of 
an evolution of many centuries, and it is accompanied 
by a spirit of tolerance not to be found in any other country 
in the world. On the Continent it is otherwise. The 
tendency of the Government is to exterminate the 
Opposition-sometimes by physical means-and the 
tendency of the Opposition is to start a revolution. 9I£ 
there is a possibility of solving the present economic and 
political crisis in a peaceable way, it will be solved in the 
United Kingdom. 
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But we cannot wait for some hundred years for the 
political education of_ our masses. . Something hali. to be 
done in the meanwhile. Let me tell you something of 
the social structure of my country. Hungary is a country 
ruled by a landed aristocracy with hardly any influe~ce 
opposed to it. About 70 per cent of the whole population 
is agricultural, and about 30 per cent .of the whole popula
tion is illiterate. Though there are mdependent peasant 
freeholders, they are politically uneducated and are quite 
unorgani'zed. T~e majority of the agticult~r~l populatio_n 
are either landless or are unable to make a llvmg on their 
own land. The middle cla~ses are especially weak politically 
and most of them follow blindly the social ideals of the 
aristocracy. There is but one politically and completely 
well-organized class, the industrial labo.urers ; an.d the.y 
are Socialists with hardly any exceptiOn. As m this 
country, the Radicals and the Labour Party are for the 
Taxation of Land Values. · 

In one respect, we compare favourably with many 
more democratic countries. There is scarcely any com
munity or municipality in Hungary that is.withou~ revenue
yielding ;public lands. In many cases th1s land IS of very 
substantial value. Thus in Budapest, about 30 per 
c.ent of the land value is in the hands of the public
not streets or public parks but real site value of occupied 
land. There have been attempts to alienate this publicly
owned land but I an~ glad to say that for the ;past twenty 
years or more, the idea has been favoured neither by the 
Government nor by public opinion. 

Considering the existing political structure of Hungary, 
you will understand that it is in the cities where most 
can be done for land values taxation. There is the line 
of least resistance. · 

When I came to this country twenty-four years ago, 
I was already a convinced Single Taxer. I _had read .the 
works of Henry George before I had met a smgle English
speaking person. This Conference is certai~ly a great 
inspiration to Dr. Pilder .and to me. No ~eading of .bo?ks 
or reviews could have giVen us that feelmg of opt.Im1sm 
and activity, which evidently prevail$ among Single 
Taxers in so many other countries. It will increase our 
own optimism and our desire to work for the movement. 
But all this optimism and desire for activity will not 
induce us to take risks. Our watchword will be : No 
compromise in matters of principle and no risks in the 
application of these principles. 

DISCUSSION 

It was found necessary to adjourn the discussion to 
Sunday afternoon to hear Dr. Pikler and Dr. Braun again, 
and have their replies to many questions. That meeting 
took place in the Hall of Ruskin College. Dr. l\IcDougall 
was again in the Chair, and presided over a very well
attended gathering. 
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~vorning Session-19th August 

CHAIRMAN : MR. CHARLES H. S!IUTHSON 

THE DUTY AND FUNCTION OF ,THE 
CHURCHES 

ADDRESS BY MR. CHARLES H. SMITHSON' 

In introducing 1\Ir. Frederick Verinder Mr. SMITHSC!N 
said that Mr. Verinder's name was a household word m 
Single Tax circles in every country represented at the 
Conference. For 40 years he had been the estee~ed 
secretary of the English League and although durmg 
those 40 years the name of the League had been changed 
from the English Land Restoration Leag.ue to the League 
for the Taxation of Land Values, the policy of the League 
had remained the same throughout-namely-to ~ake the 
full economic rent of the land for the community, and 
as speedily as possible, by means of the Taxation 
of Land Values. For these 40 years Mr. Verinder ha.d 
been the moving spirit of the League. He had devoted hiS 
life to the advancement of our common cause. 
· Next year there would be a great ~onference o~ the 

Christian Churches in this country to discuss the attitude 
of the Churches to social and economic questions. One 
of the questions to be answered was~hould Christians 
regard all forms of property as equally. j~tifi~ble, and if 
not on what principles should they distmguish between 
them 1 The English League had asked their Secretary 
to prepare an answer to that q?estion,. the substance ~f 
which Mr. Verinder would submit to this Conference th1s 
morning. 

During the week they had been discusein,g in l~rge 
measure the economic aspects of Henry George s teachmg, 
and it was a happy thing that in the closing sessions of 
the Conference their attention should be directed more 
partic11.larly to the ethical side of his teaching, because 
here was a platform which would bring them closely 
together in unity of spirit and i~ the bond of pe.ac~ .. ~e 
did not wish, however, to draw a hard and fast distmction 
between the secular and religious side of the movement. 
Things temporal and things spiritual could not be put 
into water-tight compartments, and Henry George had 
clearly demonstrated that " economic law and moral 
law are essentially one." It was this fact which enabled 
them to describe the teaching of Henry George .as a gospel 
of glad tidings. Towards the end of the last chapter of 
PROGRESS AND PovERTY he wrote : " When I first realized 
the squalid misery of a great city, it appalled and tormented 
me and would not let me rest until I had discovered what 
caused it and how it may be cured-bat out of this inq~ry 
has come something I did not seek to find and a Faith 
that was dead revives." 

D2 
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Someone had referred earlier in the Conference to the 
gratitude they all felt to the man or woman who first 
intr?duccd them to the teaching of Henry Gt>orge, a 
gr~t1tude only to be repaid by a life consecrated to the 
miBSion of carrying his message to others. There were 
ten~ of thousands of people in all parts of the world who 
feelmg " the burden and mystery of all this unintelligible 
world " were sunk in the depths of despair because they 
saw no eftectual way out. But those whom Henry George 
carried to _the mountain tops of thought where they 
<:aught a ghmpse of the promised land, had a vision that 
hfted t~em at one st~p from the dark shadows of pessimistic 
doubt I.n~o the glonous sunshine of an optimistic Faith. 
T~at VISion revealed that human misery and vice and 
cnme were not du~ to .nat~ral OO'Jses but could ~e directly 
traced to human mstituhons based upon a VIolation of 
Natural ~aw. The teaching of Henry George revealed 
the. Benefzcence of Natural Law. The law of competition 
which many regarded as harsh and cruel in its operation 
was seen to be perfect in its adaptation to human needs 
when the social structure had its foundation laid in Justice. 

. It was a ~ore perfect instrument than any human ingenuity 
could devise to secure the full reward of services rendered. 
The Law of Rent revealed a potential common fund 
continually increasing by scientific discoveries applied to 
the arts of production, so that when this fund was used 
for common purposes all might share equally in the. 
advantages of an advancing civilization. 

The vision of the beneficence of Natural Law justified 
and frequently restored a Faith in the belief in an over
ruling ~enevolen~e as the .~entral and all pervading power 
governmg the umverse. But we must first seek J•.tstice 
for as Henry George says 'it was not by accident that 
the revelation the Lord Thy God is a Just God preceded 
the sweeter revelation of a God of Love.' Justice provides 
the true environment in which the Law of Love can find 
its fullest expression. This is the message which a stricken 
world is aching to receive ; this is the gospel of glad 
tidings which it is the duty and function of the Churches 
to carry to the people." 

By FREDK. VERJNDER 

Mv NEIGHBOUR's LANDMARK. Short Studies in Bible Land 
Laws. Second Edition. Paper covers, Is., cloth, 2s. 

LAND. INDUSTRY AND TAXATION. Cloth, Ia. 
FRD! TRADE AND LAND vALUES. I d. 
Is THERE A CURE FOR UNEMPLOYMENTil 3d. 
METHoDS or LANo NATIONALJZAnON. A brief, critical 

Examination of some Proposals of the Land Nationaliza
tion Society. 2d. 

By Clwu.£s H. SMITHSON 
LAND IN Rl:uTION TO THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION. ld. 
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CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS; PRJ\' ATE 
PROPERTY AND EQUAL RIGHTS IN LAND 

ADDRESS BY MR. FREDK. YERI~DER 

Mr. FREDK. \'ERI~D~R began by referring to the Con
fere~ce of the Chr1st1an Churches mentioned by the 
Chauman. In one of the " Questionnain·s " is..~ued to the 
social study circles in preparation for that Conft'rence the 
following searching questions were put, which took thrm 
a~ once to the heart of the problem. •' What is the Christian 
view of the _P~pose and justification of private property~ 
Should C~st1~ns regard _all forms of private proprrty 
as equ~~:II:r JUS~Ifiable, and Jf not on what principle should 
they d1stmgwsh between them1" l\Ir. Verindt'r found 
~ co_mplete and c~nvincing answer (such as is aho given 
lD his book l\!y NEIGHBOPR'S J,AND~!ARK a vade-mecum 
to all students of ~he question) by going io the Scripturt's 
themselves. Quotmg references at every stage of his 
argument and interpreting the texts, he revealed how 
~}early _recogn_ized were th_e three primary categories 
mto which this earth and Its contents and inhabitants 
fell-land, labour and capital. It was proclaimt>d that 
man had clear right of property in the results of his own 
labour. But what of the land," the l\Iother of all things " ~ 
The repl_y ~as that the individual had no right of absolute 
ownership m Ian~ and the law clearly recognized that 
the loss of equal r1ghts to the use of land meant reduction 
to servitude and loss of economic liberty. It was then 
shown how equal rights had been lost and restored and 
even th~ method of using taxation as a means of adj~ting 
equal nghts found support in the l\Iosaic Law. The 
question of "capitalism " and the "waae system " was 
discussed, and shown to rest in the mgnopoly of land. 
Supported by repeated Biblical authority, these truths 
were established ; and the student learned from that 
source that the problem of a due proportion between 
work and leisure would soon solve itself under free con
ditions ; abundant opportunity for education for all would 
follow ~n the tr~~:in of a just land law ; in· consequence 
of the J~t. assertiOn of God-given rights the opportunities 
for obtammg huge unearned incomes would disappear. 
J~sus, His Apostles and the Fathers of the Church agreed 
w1th the Hebrew prophets in teaching that this would 
be a good thing for the rich themselves as well as for 
the society whose peace they at present endangered. 

The followin~ are some passages from the address, the 
full text of which we hope may be made available to the 
move~ent at an ~arly _date. Public~tion in pamphlet 
form IS under cons1deratwn. 1\:lr. Vennder said:-

"In the days of St. Paul it was already a Christian 
'tradition' to which he often appealed, that labour was 
the oniy title to property in such ' goods.' The Christian 
w~o, by force. or by '_ov~r-rea,ch!ng,' tries to get his keep 
Without working for 1t IS a disorderly ' person : he is 
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not living in accordance with the Christian social order: 
hi' is taking the bread out of other folks' moutlos, and 
~;hould be l)oycotted by the I<'St of the Christian com
munity. It is the wilfully idle who are the diw1derly 
da><ses; Christian teaching regards quite otherwise the 
willing workers who 'stand idle all the day long ' only 
' because no ma:1 hath hired us.' The man who consumes 
the products of labour \\ithout working to produce some
thing in .return is not living an honest life, for the alterna-
1 ive to labour is theft. The Apostle of the Kations, himself 
a worker in the 'building trade,' was able to appeal to his 
own E'xample in support of the Christia-n economics he was 
preaching to his converts. 'Keither,' said he, 'did we 
eat any man's bread for nought", but worked with labour 
and travail that we might not burden any of you.' So 
strongly did he feel about all this that he wrote to Timothy: 
' If any provide not for his own, and specially for those 
of his own house (hold), he hath denied the faith, and is 
worse than an infidel,' and he summed up the Christian 
law of labour in the drastic sentence: 'If any will not 
work, neither let him eat.' It is impossible to reconcile 
with this Christian teaching the recent statement of a 
great English landlord that 'the Almighty h'ls ordained 
that I should not have to work for my living.' 

"It seems, then,· that in Christian Economics, a man 
has a clear right of property in the results of his own 
labou-.:. What he produces or draws forth from the land, 
or what he fashions out of the raw materials he has derived 
from land, by his own labour, is his. He may use it him
sdf, or give it away, or sell or barter it in exchange for the 
produce of other men's labour, or for services rendered, as 
St. Paul exchanged the tents which he built for the food 
and raiment, travelling facilities, and so on, which he 
needed. What labour produces is rightfully the private 
propPrty of the labourer. 'In the sweat of thy brow thou 
shal~ eat bread.' 'Who planteth a vineyard, and eateth 
not the fruit thereof 1 or feedeth a flock, and eateth not 
of t h<• milk of the flock 1 • . . He that ploweth ought 
to plow in hope, and he that thresheth to thresh in hope 
of partaking,' and the judgment of a just God is denounced 
upon thost who 'keep back by fraud ' the due reward 
of the labourer's industry. But 'he that will nf"'t work, 
neither let him eat.' 

" But what of the land, 'the l\Iother of all things,' the 
prolific source of the 'goods ' (good things) that satisfy 
men's material needs 1 On the face of it, there can be 
no 'labour title ' to property in land, for no man made 
the land. 

" We are entitled, and indeed directed, to turn to the 
t•arlier books of the Bible for guidance on social questions. 
We find in them a great deal abollt the Land Question, 
which rs historically intt>resting and economically 
instructive. 

"The 'Law of l\Iose;' applied general principles in 
detail to the spttcial case of a pastoral and agricultural 

people settling in an Eastern land about 3,000 years ago. 
A census of the people was taken, by tribes and families, 
and the land was divided, first to the tribes and then to 
the families. Josephus tells us that the fertility of the 
land, i.e., its agricultural mlue, was taken into account in 
making the division. Thus, at the outset, was assured 
to every Hebrew family the equal right to the use of thl! 
earth. The equal right of each future generation was 
safeguarded by the institution of the year of Jubilee and 
of the compulsory fallow of every seventh or Sabbath 
year, which prevented the fertility of the land from being 
exhausted to the disadvantage oft hose who should come after. 

" The family plots were divided by ' landmarks,' the 
inviolability of which was protected by a solemn curse 
upon those who removed them, and so encroached upon the 
equal rights of their neighbours. This sin stands almost 
at the head of the terrible list of anti-social sins denounced 
on Mount Ebal, a list which the Church of England still 
brings to the notice of modern Christians on the first day 
of every I.ent. · 

" The landmark did not stand for private ownership of 
land. The Israelite's plot was never called his ' property '; 
it was his ' possession ' or his 'inheritance.' It could 
therefore not be sold outright ; all that the holder could 
sell was the tenure-the possession and use-of it till 
the next year of Jubilee. Josephus records that compensa
tion had to be made for what we should call' unexhausted 
improvements,' when the restoration was made at the 
Jubilee. Houses in cities, being created and maintained 
by labour, could be sold outright, and were not subject 
to the law of Jubilee ; agricultural houses went with the 
land as part of the family inheritance. 

" The Law clearly recognized that the loss of equal 
right to the use of land meant reduction to servitude and 
loss of economic liberty. The man who had lost his 
possession had to become the bond-servant (slave) of 
someone else, just as the Egyptians had become the slaves 
of Pharaoh when Joseph bought up their lands for the 
King. But when the 'loud trumpet' of the Jubilee 
sounded in the fiftieth year to ' proclaim liberty throughout 
all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof,' the restora
tion of equal rights in land brought with it the restoration 
of personal economic freedom. 

" ' The Jews,' wrote Artaxerxes, 'live by most just 
laws.' But they did not keep them. Their Prophets were 
constantly warning them of the consequences which would 
inevitably follow, or had actually followed, the growth of 
land monopoly. Samuel told them that the Monarchy, 
which they wished to set up, would bring with it a landed 
aristocracy, a standing army, and oppressive taxation. 
Ahab robbed Naboth of the 'inheritance of his father~~' 
after the methods of Eastern4espots, and Elijah denounced 
him to his face. The courtly Isaiah and the peasant 
Micah alike denounced bitter woes against the land
grabbers. The Prophets bitterly complain of the economic 
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WLrrtt'fulnt'M of land monopoly and are full of denuncia
tioM of the immense wealth and ostentatious luxury, side 
by !!ide with extreme ponrty, which grew up through the 
failure of the Jews to keep their • most jost laws.' There 
is a chaptt'r in the book of Job (xxiv.) which describes 
how the removing of the landmarks has driven men to 
the lt>ast productive soil, produced poverty and hungt>r 
in the midst of plt>nty, homelessness and mi>'('ry in over
crowded citit>s, and driven men to crime and black despair. 
It might ~~erve as a description of the great cities of 
Chri!<tt'ndom under modem landlordism. 

" Thl" cry of the Prophets was : • Back to the Divine 
Law.' ".'-" have on record at least one atumpt on the 
part of a Hebrew statesman to respond to this demand. 
Aftt'r his return to Jemsalem, Xehemia,h found his people 
groaning under land monopoly and predatory taxation. 
He called a mass meeting of the disinherited against the 
nobles and rulers. • Restore, I pray you, to them, even 
this day, their fields, their vineyards, their oliveyards, and 
their houses, aloo the hundredth part of the money, and 
of the com, the wine, and the oil, that ye exact of them. 
Then said they, We will restore them, and will require 
nothing of them ; so will we do, even as thou sayest.' 

" The details of the :Mosaic legislation, and the method 
of Nehemiah's agrarian revolution, have their lessons for 
us, but are not necessarilv to be imitated. The industrial 
conditions of England "in the twentieth century after 
Christ are very different from those of ancient Palel!tine. 
We are a manufacturing and commercial as well as an 
agricultural p?ople ; our citizens, in their extremely 
various occupations, have extremely different needs for 
the direct use of land ; the land itself has extraordinarily 
different degrees of value. An equal division of the land 
among the millions of English families would be an im
possible method of asserting our equal rights in the common 
heritage ; land varies in value, from place to place and 
from time to time, in a way, and to an extent, of which 
ancient Israel ,could have had no conception. 

" The command, Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour's 
landmark, should have prevented the enclosure of commons 
and wayside stri~, now made mor~ difficult than in former 
times, owing to changes of law, greater means of publicity, 
and a more vigilant public conscience. When the implica
tions of the Biblical ' landmark ' are better understood, 
we shall aloo put a stop to the more subtle invasion of 
equal rights in land, which consists in the private appro
priation of land values, created by the community. 

" We can easily conceive of the land of England as a 
joint-t>tock national heritage in which we all have equal 
shares. • The profit of the earth is for all,' and we can 
<'TJ>reSS this profit, under modem conditions, in terms of 
'land value ' or ' economic rent.' If all land rent were 
paid into a common fund, and USt>d for the common pur
post'S of all the people, equal rights in land would be 
t>ffectively assertt'd, t>ven in the face of an unequal occupa-

tion and use of land. The citiun who was using mort 
than 1M 'fair share ' of land would compensate his fellow
citizens by paying into the common fund the full rental 
value of his holding. -

"We cannot expect to bring this about all at once. 
Nehemiah's Act of Land Restoration was carrit>d out in 
a comparatively small community, which was just Jllaking 
a new beginning. But it is po.~ible, even in a modt>m State, 
to carry this great reform by stages. All that is nt>cessary 
is to complete the national valuation of our land, all'('ady 
largely accomplished; to make a beginning with the 
Taxation of Land Values, for national and local purpost>s; 
and to increase such taxation until the whole rt>ntal valut> 
of land is collected as public rt•venue, other fom1s of 
taxation being concurrently abolished. Thus taxation 
upon industry, and upon the products of labour, which 
are rightfully private property, would progressively be 
abolished, and the equal rights of all in land and its value 
would be effectively as8erted." 

LAND :MONOPOLY. WAR AND PUBLIC 
DEBTS 

ADDRESS BY DR. S. YERE PEARSOX 
The CHAIRM.&..'l', introducing Dr. S. Yere Pt>arson, said 

that he had been fortunate in attending a meeting of 
the Henry George Club in London where the speaker 
had ably dealt with the question he was about to bring 
before them. · 

Dr. 8. YERE PEARSO:S referred the audience to Henry 
George's SOCIAL PROBLEMS, chapter .:ni., where they 
would find the gist of his remarks. He said the public 
purse was poorly filled because, as they all recognizt>d, 
the public revenue, land rent, was not collected. This 
led to theft from the individual and that increased the 
poverty already created. Beyond this, the public monies 
were grossly misspent in bureaucratic efforts at palliating 
the present evil social system. Further, there was the 
great misspending of public money in the nations' central 
coffers upon war. The United Kingdom spent in the six 
years subsequent to July, 1914, as much as had been spent 
in the 2! preceding centuries, making no allowance for 
the alteration in the value of muney; and this was nearly 
all spent on war: Since the days of the Revolution 
Encrland had spent 85 per cent of her national income 

_ u~n wars, thell preparation and results. From .August, 
191!, to March, 1920, eleven thousand millions were spent, 
and of this 36 per cent was raised by taxation and 6-l 
per cent by loans. It had to be remembered that during 
the war huge organizations were set up to popularize the 
idea of putting small amounts into the War Loan ; and 
when one carne to examine into the details, one found 
that even a year or two ago ouly one-twenty-seventh of 
the total debt was held by those who held small amounts 
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in it, and probably the proportion is now smaller still. 
It must be remembered, too, that those holding s~allish 
amounts in the public funds practically always paid out 
annually much more in taxation than they received by 
way of interest. · 

What was the foundation for the" credit "which enabled 
a few to put la1ge sums into the public loan 1 It could 
be shown, he thought, that this was largely the result of 
land monopoly. Those who held the land values enriched 

. themselves further by loan-mongering. Friends from 
America could tell them how interlocked were the interests of 
the Standard Oil Company and the great Pierpoint )forgan 
money lending interests. Even. the great Banking com
bin<>s in England held much of the land value in the 
country. Probably it was correct to say that more than 
one-third of the value of their loans on property was land 
value, and these should include advances on debentures 
of many co.npanies. 

J\1r. Bertrand Russell had stated recently in one of his 
writings: "The Anglo-Japanese Alliance enabled Japan 
to absorb Manchuria and Shantung." This was quite an 
inaccurate statement. It would not even be true to say 
that the Japanese absorbed Manchuria and Shantung, 
because as a fact it. was only a few of the Japanese who 
got hold of the rich natural resources in these countries. 
Again, in an editorial in FOREIGN AFFAms a few months 
ago (November, 1921), one could read the following: 
"Poland obtains German mines and German coal whieh 
French capital will finance." The truth was that the 
ownership of mines and coal had been transferred from 
some German individuals to some Polish individuals 
who had to be financed with loans from some French 
individuals. 

Time did not permit him to do more than make a list 
of one or two other places in the Globe where public borrow
ing was associated with land monopoly. First of all, let 
them look to Ireland. There the British Government had 
created public debts to entrench private land proprietor
ship. Strife would not cease in Ireland under such circum
stances. He recommended his hearers to read an excellent 
book in this connection written by a worker in their mid<st 
who wrote under the pseudonym of "Dalta," called AN 
IRISH COMMONWEALTH. 

Canada had been referred to on the previous day. 
Corrupt practices had led to public borrowing to build 
roads, etc., to boost up land' values, some of the proceeds 
of which went into private poekets. Not long ago he had 
investiirated carefully the finances of the transference of 
some Waterworks at Norwich from private hands to the 
Corporation, by means of issuing a Corporation Stock. 
Landowners of a peculiar sort became disguised as bond
holdt>rs, because undoubtedly much of the value paid for 
was land value. 

The imm~rtal Shakespeare showed how clear was his 
. vision in this as in most other matters, for in his t?;rrat play 

about war," King Henry V.,"in the first few lines he points 
out how the private appropriati?n of land at home _led 
people to stir up wars of aggressiOn abroad. He depicts 
the dignitaries of the Church doing this. They feared th~t 
a Bill to take from the Established Church some of theu 
land rent was about to pass, and the Archbishop of Canter" 
bury says :-~ · 

" If it pass against us, 
We lose the better half of our possession : 
For all the temporal lands, which men devout 
By testament have given to the Church, 
Would they strip from us; " 

It was a first duty of the followers of Henry George in the 
cause of internationalism to recognize that they must 
strive each in his own country to get a recognition of the 
rights of man to life and therefore to the land from which 
sustenance came. He would give an apt quotation as to 
this from THE PROBLEM OF WAR AND ITS SoLUTION, 
written by his friend John E. Grant. . He advised all to 
read this book, in which (p. 381) was to be found the 
following passage : " The basis of Peace is justice, and no 
nation that has not annexed its own country, thus becoming 
a Sovereign People, may hope to find peace. So soon as 
a nation respects its own rights it begins to respect the 
rights of others. Landless nations, oppressed with an 
increasing burden of llls, are filled with envy, hatred, and 
malice. . . . Leagues of such nations inevitably 
become leagues of pickpockets, liars, bandits and cnt
throats. First there must be a reign of Justice which will 
bring about a profusion of Goods." 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. A. H. WELLER (Manchester) said all Single Taxers 
would accept Mr. Verinder's definition of the moral basis 
of private property, but he wondered what would be the 
attitude of the Conference of Christian Churches next year. 
Would the legalised iniquity of pr·ivate property in land 
be challenged 1 One of the representatives of the great 
landowning families, Lord Hugh Cecil, seemed to anticipate 
such a challenge, and had taken the precaution to state 
the landlord's point of view. Speaking at a Conservative 
Summer School at Wilton, Lord Hugh"-who was a 
representative churchman as well as a landlord-said 
he did not agree with the assumption in the Land Song, 
that "God gave the land to the people." . He believed 
that God created the material world and-human nature, 
and endowed human nature with the instincts of acquisition 
and possession. 'fhat constitu~ed the moral ri.ght and 
basis of property. Perhaps that might be described as 
the landlords' theology; it was a very old o~e and had 
many adherents, It was accepted and pract1sed by the 
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slave-dealPr, the landowner, the burglar and the pick
pockf't, all of whom gave frf'e play to their acquisiti¥e . 
and I_)OMeMive iru<tincts in thf'ir various w-ays. But it 
w-as a dangproua lcind of morality for the landow-nf'rs to 
plt'ach, bf'cause if it w-ere gpnf'rally &CC('pt('d, it would 
justify their immediate expropriation hy violen~ or by 
any othl'r method. C('rt.ainly in one lt'spect the land
o...-nl'rs had aet a good example ; when they acquired the 
land no compen.sation waa paid to those who were dis
poeet'MI'd. But there waa no need for them to be alarmed 
beause whf'n the poople had acquired their native land 
thl'y would be able to display to the new proletariat those 
Christian virtues of goodwill and kindness which Lord 
Hugh Cecil said were inwnded to make good the inequalities 
of life. Lord Hugh waa only one of aeveial landow-ners 
who had been making indiscreet !!pt>eehl's I'OOI'ntly. These 
pl'Ople were doing very effectively an important part of 
the land reformers' w-ork; they were exposing to public 
view the true cha~r of landlordism. In the t'peaker's 
opinion they deserved the best thanks of the Conference. 

OBITUARY 

Others having taken part in the discussion, att('ntion 
was drawn to the recent loss the movement had suffered 
in the death of J.Ir. Frank D. Butler, Los Ang..les, and 
on the motion of Mr. Bolton Hall, seconded by Mr. John 
Paul, the Conference resolved to send a letwr of con
dolence to his widow and family. Mr. Butler w-aa widely 
known ana admired for his support of the movement 
in the Uniwd Staw.s. :r.Ir. Paul referred to the sudden 
de11th of J.Ir. John J. Hopper, New York, a member of 
the Conference. The passing of Harry Llewf'lyn Davit's 
was brought before the Conference by J.Ir. A. W. Metcalfe, 
in his opening remarks as chairman of the closing session. 

By HENav GEORGE 
THE LAw OF HUMAN PIIOCRESS. Being Cl.apters I to IV of 

Book X. ol PROGRESS AND PoVEKTY. Cloth, Is. 
Paormv IN ~...AND (The Peer and the Prophet). A Passage

at-Arms with the Dulre ol Argyll. 3d. 
THE ~...AND QuEsnoN. 3d. 
How MoJUN CmuunON MAY l>EcuNE. Being Qapt« 

IV, Book X. al PIIOGJu:ss AND PoVEKTY. ld. 
THE L.uooa QuEsnoN. .Abridgement of the CoNnmoN OF 

I..Aaoua. I d. 
i...AND AND PmPu. An Address. I d. 
THE CaiNE OF PoVEKTY. An Address. I d. 
•THY KJNDOIII ColliE. • An Address. I d. 
"THOU Slw.T NOT STW..- An Address. I d. 
'' Most:S. • An Adc:lress. I d. 
5cxnuND AND SoolsMEN. An Address. I d. 

(See-,.. 10 ..J. 14) 

E("('"i'fi.IJ &-~•itrtt-1C!th .Ju!T''·"' 

• CBAIR)IA:S: )Ir . .1. w. liETCALFE 

THE UNITED CO~l~IITTEE: ITS PLACE A~D 
ACTIVITIES l:'i THE .MOVE~IE:\1 

The CBAIIt)IA:S said he had an ean t~k in intro<lucinl'! 
their good frif'nds the Hon. Plt'sidt>nt, lir. Charlt>s E. 
Crompton, and lir. John Paul, thl' Editor of LA!\'D k 
LmERTY and St'clt'tary of th~ rnit('d Committee, whom 
th~y held in th~ highest J'('gard and df'f'pE>St afft>ction. 
He recalled the formation of th~ l'nited Committee in 
Barton Street, London, how it was compol'ot'd of the lt>adin~t 
men of the two Leagues that then existt>d, the Engli!-h 
League and th~ Scottish League. One of their foundf'rg 
had just pas..o.ed away, and he ..-ished that the Confel'('nce 
might send a lett('r to llrs. Harry Lle..-elyn DaTit'S explt's.••
ing their dl't'p regret that Harry Dnies was no lon~r 
with them. The sentiment was warmly endorsed. 

ADDRESS BY MR. CH.lRLES E. CROm>TO~ 

l!r. CHARLES E. CRo~o:s said he thought th~ Con
ference had been a great SUCC(''>B and they~ had had an 
unexampled banquet of thought, information and inspira
tion. Something ought to be achieved now in the fidd 
of their endeavour. A great J'('sponsibility f..Il upon 

· all the men and women in the movement at this most 
critical time in national and international affairs. The 
sort of general idea that pl'('Yailed was that there ll"elt' 
two clas..o.es of people in the world-those ..-ho had special 
privileges and rights, and the other class that had no 
other privileges or rights. The Tories frankly admitt('d 
it; they recogDized that there was their ow-n class and 
the inferior class, for whom the Tories were wry sorry; 
but do them honour, they did all they could for the inferior 
grade of people. Then they had the great Party -.·hich 
stood for democracy and freedom, the Liberal Party, 
but it too held tacitly the same idea, and so Liberals 
came forward with mock measures of J'('form, palliativt-S, 
to . help people in poverty. Then there was the Labour 
Party elect('d from the poverty side which said: lt>t the 
working people have representatives to control their 
destinies ; but in all the measures put forward by the 
Labour Party there was always the admission that some
thing must be done whereby their leadt-rs would look 

-after and organize the slaves. There had 1--n no sugges
tion that the slaws should be set free. The Labour Party 
took exactly the same view as the other parties; tht'y 
proposed measures of amelioration which they themselves 
were going to adminiswr. 

Thus betwf'f'n the political parties and the Single Taxt>rs 
a great gulf was fixed. The Uniwd Commit.We repl'(>l'ot'ntt-d 
the oonc<"ntrawd thought and effort of people -.·ho stood 
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for the frePc!om of the slaves all over the world by instituting 
tiw nu·thod of the Taxation of Land Values. Yet all the 
political partiPs were alive to the headway 'the T<lxation 
of L2nd Values was making, and the LibPral and Labour 
PartiPs wt·re adjusting their programmes to suit that 
advance. 

The UnitPd Committee was an executive body 
acting in association with all the Leagues for the Taxation 
of Land Values. Its duties included the publication 
of LAND & LIBERTY, campaign leaflets, books and 

-pamphlets, the holding of demonstrations and Conferences 
as funds permitted, and much other important work. 
At the office most valuable information 'had been compiled 
as to what was going on in ct h":r parts of the world. He 
spoke of the work of the Leagues in their own centres 
and what they did through meetings, Press work and 
Pconomic study circles. The United Committee had 
also hm1dreds of Corresponding Secretaries at their service, 
making a band of men and women up and down the 
country in constant touch with the office. In every 
way the Committee was organized and the Leagues were 
organized for a great campaign; but the exchequer was empty, 
and he earnestly appealed for the self-sacrificing financial 
support of all who earnestly wished their work to go on. 

ADDRESS BY MR. JOHN PAUL 
Mr. JoHN PAUL spoke of the beginnings of the movement 

in Glasgow, how the City Council had been won over and 
had taken the lead in a gi'eat municipal agitation which found 
expression in several Bills introduced into Parliament, but 
before 1906 they did not get beyond the Second Reading 
stage. Then came the Liberal victory and the leadership 
of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman as Prime Minister. His 
appeal was for radical land reform, Taxation of Land 
Valurs and the colonization of our own countrysides ; to 
make the land less a pleasure ground for the rich and more 
a. treasure house for the nation. One of the first measures 
presPnted in the new Parliament was the Land Values 
(Sr<>tla.nd) Taxation Bill, promoted by 550 municipalities 
and local rating authorities in the country. The second 
reading of that Bill was carried March, 1906, by a majority 
of 258. At that stage it was found imperative to establish 
an ofl'1ce in London to be the headquarters of the movement, 
to co-ordinate the work of the various Leagues, and to be in 
closer touch with the Parliamentary situation. Shortly 
after, .Joseph Fels came to give them his munificent 
~upport and the encouragement of his zealous spirit. 
The Budget of 1909, with its valuation clauses, turned 
the whole country into a debating society on the 
Taxation of Land Values, while at the same time the 
Lord Advocate (l\Ir. Ure, now Lord Strathclyde) was 
atldrt>ssing his mass meetings held under the auspices of 
tht> Unitt>d C'ommittee in every large centre. In those 
days, in one year alone, the United Committee distributed 
more than 40,000,000 leaflets from_ door to door in many 
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C<>nstituencies. And the effect of all -that .,ducational 
campaign was still abroad in the land: Even the war did 
net <.uspend their activities, although in Parliament no 
progress could be. made. The war had crippled an:i disin
tegrated a number of democratic causes, but it had not 
injured theirs. It was beyond the reach of the devastation. 
Their case for the Taxation of IJand Values and the untaxing 
of industry was now firmly established in the programmes. 
of the Liberal and the Labour parties and there could be 
no going back. RefertLCe had been made to Cobden and 
the sweeping away of the corn laws. But real Free Traders 
did not start fair with the Cobden movement. Before. 
they could begin with Land Values Taxation the valuation 
of the land had to be carried and embodied in law. Given 
land valuation, nothing could stay the progress of the 
movement in Great Britain. This was the essential first 
step and it could only be taken one way and that was 
maintaining the propaganda, by educating the public mind 
on the urgency of the reform. The Conference was an 
epoch-making event in the history of the movement. It 
registered sound and enduring progress ; the reaping of 
a harvest of work well done in many lands. The United 
Committee in convening the Conference had their reward 
in its unqualified success. The acceptance of the Declar
ation of Principle and Policy, no less than the findings of 
the Conference in general, could be taken as a mandate to 
the United Committee to proceed on the well-defined lines 
of their practical proposals for the Taxation of Land Values 
as a means to the liberation of the land from the bondage 
of monopoly. There had been during the eventful weeks 
a manifestation of intellectual strength and moral support, 
inspiringtoadegree. But the machineryof their organiza
tion had to be maintained, direction had to be given to all 
kinds of service. There was a constant demand for 
additional literature relating thetr policy to social problems. 

The liability incurred by the Conference now faced them. 
He therefore made a most earnest appeal for their support . 
and hoped, too, that his voice would reach far beyond the 
meeting to the friends outside, whose interest was equal 
to that of any member present. What they wanted was 
the assistance and the stimulus that would bring a great 
reward. 

The Cost of the Conference 
A number of members of the Conference responded 

at once to the appeal and their contributions have helped 
materially to reduce the financial burden involved through 
the Conference, but a considerable balance remained and 
had to be discharged by a call on the funds of the United 
Committee. 

The Next International 
:Many speakers expressed the greatest satisfaction with 

the Conference. Following the suggestion made by Senor 
Antonio Albendin on the Wednesday evening, consideration 
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was given to the question of the place and date of the next 
International. :Mr. Brink hoped that it would be possible 
to convene such a <A>nference in Copenhagen, and speakers 
from other countries emulated his example in making com
peting suggestions. The general agreement was that the 
next International <A>nference should be held not later 
than three 'yeal'8 hence. 

Greetings to Fellow-\Vorkers 
Hearty vote of thanks were accorded to the Hon. 

President, the United <A>mmittee as conveners of the Con
ference, the secretaries who organized it, and to Mrs. 
Warburton, who so capably took charge of the accommoda
tion arrangements. 

The Conference concluded after passing unanimously 
the Resolution that : . 

" This International <A>nference of the followers of 
Henry George assembled at Oxford sends greetings to 
fellow-workers in all lands." · 

Literature Stall 
A well-stocked literature stall was in charge of 1\Ir. 

William Munn (Assistant Secretary of the English League) 
and included many books and pamphlets, particularly the 
works of Henry George. The stall was well patronized 
both by members of the Conference and by the general 
public who attended the sessions. 

Subsequent Meetings in London 
The Conference did not end with the final meeting at 

Oxford. 1\lany there were who proceeded to London 

for the remainder of their visit. They made their head
quarters at 11, Tothill Street, and for quite t('n days after 
the _evE"nt the ine_et~gs continue~, gi-..;ng the happy oppor
tunity of more mt1mate acquamtance than was possible 
during the strenuous week at Oxford. It was an encourag
ing and enlightening experience. We got nearer to our 
visitors and they got an inside view of the character and 
work of the office. 

Presentation to 1\lrs. \Varburton 
There were many luncheon and tea parties, with inter

change of hospitality, and informing conversations through
out those memorable ten days. The most conspicuous 
happening was a dinner held in a restaurant in Soho on 
Wednesday evening, the 22nd August. It was hastily 
organized and forty-three persons were present, including 
members of the Conference from Spain, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Hungary, Switzerland, Germany and the United 
States. Those present were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul. The dinner was held to do honour to l\IRs. 
WARBURTON who so efficiently took charge of the Con
ference accommodation arrangements. 1\Ir. Paul presided 
at the function, and on behalf of the Conference members 
presented Mrs. Warburton with an attache case as a small 
token of their united respect and esteem. Others joined in 
thanking 1\lrs. Warburton, who in brief and happy remarks 
accepted the gift, saying she would ever remember the 
Oxford week as an occasion which had brought her many 
good friends. This was ber reward, and she was glad 
that she had been able to contribute, even in a small way, 
t:» the success of the Conference. 
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SUPPLEl\IENT ARY PAPERS 
• 

TLe following papers were submitted to the Conference by representative members who were unable to be in 
attendance. l.'nfortunately it was impossible to arrange time for the discussion of these papers and they were not 
read. Xeverthele~s, in view of their interest and the recognized authority of the writers, they are properly to 
be included in the proceedings of the Conference. 

LAND VALUE TAXATION IN NEW 
ZEALAND 

BY l\IR.- G. III. FOWLDS (AucKLll.'])) 

The movement for the reform of the l-and policy of New 
Zealand, in the direction laid down by Henry George, may 
be said to have commenced in real earnest in the year 1891. 
This may be traced to the wave of enthusiasm which spread 
over the Colony (as it then was) as the result of the publi
cation of PRoGRESS AND PovERTY and other works· by the 
same author. New Zealand's Grand Old Man, Sir George 
Grey, twice Governor and once Prime 1\Iinister of the 
Colony, was a convert to the Single Tax doctrine, and it 
was to his influence very largely and also to the failure of 
the taxation policy of the Atkinson (Conservative) Govern
ment that popular opinion became ripe for legislation in 
the right direction. 

The first election under "One Man One Vote" (1890) 
placed in power the Liberals headed by John Ballance, 
the pioneer of land values taxation, and in the following 
year was enacted the first instalment of the present land 
tax, though an Act was passed in 1878, under the premier
ship of Sir George Grey, providing for a land tax of one
halfpenny in the £, but this tax was never collected owing 
to the early defeat of his Government. Since 1891 the 
land policy of John Ballance has persisted, subject to 
alterations in the direction of increasing the tax, especially 
on the large estates. 

New Zealand's greatest premier, Richard John Seddon 
who came into office in 1893, carried the system of land 
values taxation into the realm of local government and 
made possible the levying of rates on unimproved values 
(exempting all improvements), which policy, made optional 
by legislation, has now been applied to the majority of 
rating areas in New Zealand, and the movement is gaining 
ground steadily. 

The Liberal Party, after Seddon, who died in 1906, were 
content to " mark time " and to their failure to carry on 
and perfect the work of Ballance and Seddon may be 
traced their downfall six years later. The Hon. George 
Fowlds, l\Iinister of Education, and leader of the Single 
Tax movement, felt impelled in 1911 to resign his port
folio as a protest against the Party's want of a progressive 
land policy. 

The year 1912 saw the advent of the Reform (Conser
vative) party which is still in office. They, although not 
daring to repeal any of the land values taxation enact
ments, have done what they can to stab the policy in the 

back by failure to keep the valuations up t~ date, and in 
other "side-tracking " ways.. Their reign is, it is believed, 
drawing to a close, and at the present time they are depen
dent upon the votes of three Liberals, apprehensive of the 
growing strength of extreme Labour, to keep them in 
office. The downfall of the "Reform Party" would mean a 
Liberal or a Liberal-Labour administration and, as Labour 
is in favour of a large increase in the land tax, the prospects 
for a further advance towards the Single Tax are brighter 
now than they have been for many years past. 

The principles of Henry George are being kept to the 
fore in New Zealand by energetic and enthusiastic Single 
Taxers who are doing good educative work. While only 
a comparative few are avowed followers of George, evidence 
is not wanting that the great mass of the prople are ripe 
for reform on our lines. It is only timidity or want of 
moral courage that keeps many from active co-operation 
in our movement. Then again, the Labour Party, repre
senting an aggregate vote of over 25 per cent. of the electors 
is pledged to legislation for largely increasing the land tax. 
The work of emancipation will go forward, and those 
who have put their hands to the plough will not look back 
until all barriers between labour and natural opportunities 
are broken down, and the goal-equal rights to land-is 
attained. 
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The statistical history of land values taxation in New 
Zealand may be briefly traced. In 1891 the first land tax 
of one penny in the £, with an exemption of £500, was 
placed on- the statute book. Under this measure improve
ments were exempt from taxation only up to £30,000, a 
defect which was remedied in 1893 by the exemption of 
all improvements. This legislation had the effect of 
lifting the Colony out of the depression into which it had 
sunk, as a result of the Conservative rule of the '80's,- and 
initiated a. long period of growing prosperity lasting until 
1921-22, when, as a consequence of the aftermath of the 
war and Reform Party misrule, it again got into difficulties 
out of which the great natural advantages of the Dominion 
are now gradually raising it. 

The land tax at the present time is one penny in the £ 
up to £1,000 valuation, and this rate increases by the 
1-20,000th part of 1d. for every pound of value in excess 
of £1,000, reaching a maximum of7·7-20d. in the£. During 
the war a super tax was imposed, but this has been largely 
reduced, and it is expected will be abolished shortly. The 
taxis increased by 50 per cent. in the case of absentees, other 
than companies. The graduated principle has been largely 
circumvented by bogus subdivisions, mostly family affa.izs. 
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A recent Commission, appointed to report on Dominion 
~xation, suggests the abolition of the graduated tax, and 
Smgle :r~xers are not altogether averse to this, but they 
are stnvmg for the repeal of the £500 exemption which 
enables a vast amount of land to escape taxation and a 
gradual ~etur1_1 to a flat rate without any exempti~n, but 
su~stantlally mcreased as compared with the average now 
~mg. The £500 exemption applies in full up to a valua
tiOn of £1,500, but then declines on a sliding scale dis
appearing when the va!uat!on reaches £2,500. :Mort~ages 
up to £4,000 are deductible m full where the valuation does 
not exceed £6,000, but the allowance thereafter diminishes 
on a sliding scale, disappearing when the valuation reaches 
£8,000. 

The following shows the land tax revenue and the number 
of taxpayers over a period of years:_:_ 

1912 . 1916 1920 
Land tax revenue . . . £647,015 £1,048,356 £1,557,903 
No. of taxpayers 35,273 , 45,409 53,807 

The total tax due in 1922 amounts to £1,635,808 and is 
9·99 per cent. of the total tax revenue of all kinds for the 
year. Rural lands pay 9-16ths and urban lands 7-16ths 
of the total. 

Land values have grown as below :-

UNIMPROVED VALUE OF LAND 

£ 
1878 62,573,868 
1888 75,497,379 
1904 112,629,412 
1908 161,324,763 
1912 199,184,261 
1918 260,921,812 
1920 290,880,264 
1~2 M~6M~% 

An interesting table comparing actual taxation with 
estimated revenue from a Single Tax over a period of years 
shows:-

1894. 
£ 

Tax Revenue 2,300,350 
Local Rates 551,412 

1904 
£ 

3,754,379 
1,050,935 

1914 
£ 

5,918,034 
2,187,534 

LocAL RATING 

"T~ Rating on Land Values Act" came into force in 
1896 and gav:e the ratep~yers in cities, boroughs, countirs, 
etc., the option of placmg local rates on the land value 
alone. Authorities which have taken advantarre of the 
Act to exempt improvements, to date are:- " 

Boroughs . . 68 out of 118 
Counties .. 47~ out of 125 
Land Drainage Districts 21 
Town Districts 15 (Dependent) } 51 out of 
Town Districts 15 (Independent) 161 
Road Districts 21 
Tramway Districts 1 
River Protective Dist. 14 
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Some of the cities which " rate on the unip:~proved " 
are:-

Population Date of Poll 
Wellington (2nd largest city) . . 88,922 1901 
Christchurch (3rd largest city) 71,499 1902 
Palmerston North 15,649 1897 
Invercargill 15,203 1901 
Napier 14,346 1913 
Timaru . . 14,058 1921 
Hamilton 11,441 1901 
New Plymouth 11,395 1919 
Gisborne 10,931 1911 

The only places of any size which are not rating on 
unimproved values are :-

Auckland 
Dunedin 
Wanganui 
Nelson 

158,000 
72,255 
23,523 
10,632 

Total Taxation .. £2,851,762 £4,805,314 

The lessons to be learned by the experience of New 
Zealand in land values taxation are, that there should be 
no exemption by means of which the majority of the land
owners escape all tax, and many who pay are not assessed 
in full ; that the rate of tax should be periodically and 
frequently increased so that selling values shall not increase 

£8,105,568 in spite of the tax and encourage speculation; that valu
ations should be kept as nearly as possible up to date ; and 

1914 that the graduated system should be avoided as it tends 1894 
£ 

Land Values ... 80,000,000 

5 p.c. on Values 4,000,000 
Land Tax Coll'd 279,000 
Cr'n Rents, etc. 316,167 

Single Tax £4,595,167 

1904 
£ 

112,629,412 

5,631,470 
352,854 
260,021 

£6,244,345 

£ to take attention off the necessity for all-round increases 
228 493 376 -in the flat tax rate. Another lesson is the very great 

' ' importance of rating on unimproved values, a system 
11,424,668 which appeals to most ratepayers who are quick to grasp 

767,451 the justice of exempting improvements. The progress 
318,393 made in this direction has been very substantial, while in 

national taxation the advance has been much more difficult. 
£12,510,512 Our aims now are the doubling of the all-round rate of 

land tax, in which we have the support of the fast-growing 
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Labour Party, and the bringing of all the remaining rating 
ar<'as under the unimproved value system. 

THE LIBERATOR, the organ of the League, is beirfg used 
to good purpose in these efforts, and advantage is being 
taken by the leaders of the movement to use their official 
positions in the business world to interest the business 
community by means of addresses on every appropriate 
occasion. Thus lectures have been given with good effect 
before Chambers of Commerce, Rotary Club Meetings, 
Literary Societies, and such like. Good use is being made 
of the Press and a fair amount of correspondence on Single 
Tax lines finds its way into the daily papers. 

LAND VALUE TAXATION IN NEW SOUTH 
WALES 

BY l\IR. A. G. HUIE (SYDNEY) 

The Free Trade and Land Yal~cs League of New South 
Wales was formed on the 2nd September, 1901. It was 
then known as the Sydney Single Tax League. There 
was at that time another Single Tax L~ague il\ existence, 
known as the Darlington Single Tax League. It continued 
its operations for some years after that time and then 
the members joined ,up with this League. 

At the time of the formation of the League the only 
measure of taxation of land values in existence in New 
South Wales· was a State land values tax of a penny in 
the £, with an exemption of £240. The revenue received 
in 1901 was £288,369. 

About that time the first Federal tariff came into 
operation. It has from time to time been increased until 
it is now extremely oppressive. Great power is given 
to officials, with the result that many business people 
hardly know where they are from one day to another. 
Rates of tax are constantly being altered, imposed, or 
remitted by officials. The power of imposing taxation, 
which rightly belongs to the Parliament of the Common
wealth has, in a large measure, been handed over to officials 
who regard the imposition of duties from the point of view 
of the extreme protectionist. The consumer and the 
primary producer are ignored, the interests of manufacturers 
in cities getting the bulk of the consideration. 

When the League began its work it was generally 
considered that the line of least resistance was to con
centrate on securing taxation of land values for municipal 
purposes, and the passage into law of the Local Government 
Bill. For many years successive Premiers had promised 
to pass a Local Government Act. At that time City 
and municipal eouncils were established in about 190 
cities and towns. The rest of the State was not under 
any form of local government, being unincorporated. 
The See Government, then in power, like its predecessors, 
promised to pass the Locral Government Bill. Mr. Wise, 
Attorney General, was in favour of the taxation of land 
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values. We were very doubtful about the See Government 
and decided to wait upon the Leader of the Opposition 
Mr. (now Sir Joseph) Carruthers. He received us very 
well and assured us that if the Opposition came into 
power they would pass the Local Government Act and 
provide for rating or taxation on land values. Our 
members generally supported Mr. Carruthers and his 
friends, and they were successful at the next election. · 
Shortly after Mr. Carruthers became Premier we arranged 
for a deputation to wait upon him with respect to Local 
Government. It was introduced by the present acting 
Premier, Mr. C. W. Oakes. Mr. Carruthers repeated 
his assurances and declared emphatically that the Bill 
would be passed into law and that if he could not get it 
through some other Government would have to take 
charge of the State. He was as good as his word, and 
the Bill was passed into law. It provided that all the 
new local government areas in rural districts should rate 
on land values. In existing municipalities it was necessary 
to impose not less than a 'penny in the £ on land values, 
while the balance could be raised on improved values, 
that is, the value of the land and improvements taken 
together, subject to a poll of the ratepayers if demanded. 
When the Bill came into force our League took action 
with a view to getting municipal councils elected favourable 
to imposing all their local rates on land values. We 
were very successful. A few councils, however, sought 
to impose dual rates and we took advantage of the pro
visions for a poll in such cases, with the result that we 
won all the polls, and so rating on land values became 
almost universal throughout the State. In some of the 
country municipalities, chiefly small places, a proportion, 
usually a small proportion, of the rates were struck on 
improved values, but the custom is steadily dying out, 
so that at the present time the amount of rates imposed 
on improved values is neglibigle. 

The rating provisions of the. Act became operative 
in the shires or rural districts in 1907 and in the 
municipalities in 1908. · 

The following particulars about valuation and rates 
in New South Wales may be of interest. They are taken 
from the latest Statistical Register, and are for the year 
ending 31st December, 1920 :-

Areas Land Values Rates Amount 
levied 

£ £ 
City of Sydney 33,077,620 5d. 623,766 
Suburban 

municipalities .. 50,415,034 4d. to6d. 1,011,063 
Country 

municipalities .. 25,493,054 vanous 619,563 
Shires 120,872,326 1d. to 2d. 868,809 

----
£229,858,034 3·26 £3,123,201 



The whole of the rates in the City of Sydney and sub- Government to delay putting the Act into force. ThPre 
urban municipalities (exet>pting the rates levied by the was n• justification for delay and t'Xp<>rienct> has pro,·E"d 
autonomous Wat~r and Sewerage Board) are on land values. it. The Act is being put slowly into op<>ration. Attacks 
Of137countrymunicipalities,ll2rateentirelyonlandvalues. are made upon it from time to time, but it is an important 
Of 13! shires, all but three rate entirely on land values. and valuable Act. So far no Government has had sufficient 

As to the extent of the rat~s on improvements in the courage to provide the necessary funds to complPte the 
cases where rates are imposed on " improved values " first valuation. We urgE>d the ('TQvernment in the fil'l't 
it is not possible to do more than give an estimate. instance to pass the Act, and we have had to guard against 
Apparently the amount in the 25 municipalities does attacks since it became law. 
not exceed £27,500, and in the three shires £540, total Having secured local government taxation for the 
£28,040. The councila in question raise approximately State, including the City of Sydney, we set out with a 
£85,328 and £14,356 respectively from land values. view to extending the principle to the Sydney and !\ew-

Of country towns with water supply systems 42 impose castle water areas. Water supply and sewerage is controlled 
their water rates on land values and 19 on improved by Boards in these areas with power to impose rates on 
values. These rates are included in the above figures. the rental value, the same system which prevailed in 

The Local. Government Act appli£d to all suburban municipalities prior to the Carruthers Local ('TQvernment 
and country districts except the far West and the City of Act. We took this matter up in 1916, so that we haw 
Sydney. We set to work with a view to securing rating been working on it for seven years. We nearly succt'eded 
on land values in the City of Sydney. The Wade Govern- shortly after taking it up. H we had had just a little 
ment passed an Amending Bill giving the City C<luncil more support the Bill would have been passed in 1916. 
power to rate upon land values, but it included an It was only blocked in the rpper House at the second 
unfortunate provision which provided for the exemption reading stage thrOugh the opposition of a couple of men 
of Crown properties if the Council adopted the unimproved interested in City hotels and vacant land in the metro
values system. Sir Joseph Carruthers would never have politan area. We are hoping to gE>t this Bill passed at 
been guilty of a blunder like that, but Mr. Wade did not an early dat~, when the rating ~>ystem for water supply 
understand the question. The result was that the City in these areas will be brought into line with the Local 
Council refused to adopt the principle because of the loss Government rating. 
of revenue involved. It was a very convenient excuse Another proposal which we have been working upon 
which was used for all it was worth by our opponents. for a number of years is to alter the method of charging 
Year by year we sought to get the rating system brought interest on State loans for railway purposes. P.ailways 
into line with the rest of the State, but in vain. At last, and tramways in New South Wales are owned by the 
in 1915, when Alderman G. T. Clarke was Lord l\Iayor, State. Fares and freights are imposed for the dual 
and favourable to us, we decided to make a big effort. purpose of paying interest on the capital coot and working 
We formed a League for the purpose and Clarke became expenses. C<lnstructing a railway or tramway enormously 
President of it. We set out to raise £100 for expenses. enhances the value. of land, Therefore we say that the 
We carried on a very thorough campaign. Towards interest upon the outlay should be charged to the land 
the date of the election of the new City Council in December, instead of to the traffic. That would mean a big extension 
1915, Clarke got frightened; the financial interests of the principle of taxation of land values. We are 
apparently scared him. But we had the movement going particularly anxious to gE>t the Water and Sewersge 
with such a swing that his defection did no harm. I Rating Bill out of the way so as to be able to conc~ntrate 
pushed on with the work for all I was worth. When the most of our efforts upon this railway question. 
new Council was elected, Alderman R. D. Meagher became At all times the Customs tariff has our uncompromising 
Lord l\Iayor. He went to the Government of the day opposition. As this is an Australian question, affecting 
and induced it to make Crown property rateable in the the whole of the States, it is pot so easy for a local State 
same way as other property. Rating on land values organization to handle, particularly. as our rt"SSurces a~ 
in the City of Sydney was then adopted. very limited. There are signs, however, t~at the p~bl~c 

When Parliament decided to tax land values in . 1896 _ is changing its attitude towards protectiOn. Th1s Is 
a valuation of land was made by the State. The Local particularly notiet>able among the farm~rs and producers. 
Government Act enabled the councils to make their own The Free Trade Party of the future Will be the Country 
valuation, and they were given the State valuations, which Party. The City interest will fight to retain the tariff, 
they could use at first, or take as a basis and make their their chief political support coming from the man~acturers, 
own. Some councils did this work fairly well, others the Labour Party and a number of trades unions. It 
did not. In 1916 an Act was passed to re-ertablish the is an anomalous state of affairs and may hardly be under
State valuation. It had become a necessity. As the war stood in other parts of the world where Labour Partits 
was on at the time financia1-interests appealed to the stand for Free Trade principles. 
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In the Federal sphere the graduated land tax with a 
1:5,000 exemption was passed by the Fisher Government 
in 1910. We have never supported or agitated•for a 
land value tax with a £.5,000 exemption. We have 
'constantly urged that the exemption should be cut out 
and the rate of tax made uniform. Ostensibly {he Federal 
land tax was for the purpose of breaking up big estates 
in country districts so as to facilitate settlement upon 
the land. It applied, however, to all holdings of £5,000 
whether fully and effectively used or not. Its incidence 
is unjust and efforts have been made by ourselves and 
others to secure the necessary amendments of the Act, 
so as to make it equitable, but so far without success. 
The revc>nue received throughout the Commonwealth 
from the graduated land tax is about £2,000,000 per year. 
l\Iore than three-quartl'rs of the land values of the Common
wt>alth are covered by the exemption, which is enjoyed 
even by the largest landowners. . There is no exemption 
for absPntee landowners, but. the amount of land so held 
is small. 

The possibilities for the successful prosecution of the 
movement are boundless in Australia, particularly in 
New South Wales. We should have much more support 
to take advantage of it. We should all the time have a 
man pushing the railway interest question, and another 
man concentrating on the tariff. It is necessary in propa
ganda work to make big efforts and take broad views. 
Of course that does not mean that local effort should be 
neglected. It is at times necessary to concentrate upon 
some particular area for the attainment of a particular 
object. 

Not very long after the League was formed l suggested 
the advisability of having a local Single Tax paper. Most 
of the members were rather afraid ·of the idea because 
previous efforts of that character had always failed. But 
I was anxious to get it, and so it was laid down that I 
would have to raise £100 as capital before we could make 
a start. It was in those days a very formidable under
taking and it took me, mainly with the help of three 
friends, about a year to do it. When we had £88 in hand 
and promises to make it up, it was decided that we should 
start the paper, which we called THE STANDARD, after 
Henry George's paper in New York. It is now in its 
eighteenth year. It has done a vast amount of good. 
It_ 1s essent1al to have a propaganda journal in connection 
w1th the movement. 'Ve should, however, have a man 
to look after the business side of it and· its circulation 
would be greatly increased. 

We sincer~ly hope that the Conference- will be a great 
success. It 1s a matter for regret that it is out of the 
question f~r New South Wales to send a delegate. At 
the same tune we trust that what we have accomplished 
and our methods of work will be of some interest to our 
friends at the Conference, and in that way assist in advancing 
the cause which we all have at heart. 
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THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES IN 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA· 
BY MR. E. J. CRAIGIE (ADELAIDE) 

South Australia enjoys the distinction of being the first 
State to adopt the system of taxing unimproved land 
values. A land value tax was first collected in 1885, under · 
the Taxation Act of 1884. This Land Tax Bill was intro
duced by the Hon. W. B. Rounsevell, who was Treasurer 
in the Colton Ministry. The Act provides that a tax of 
one-halfpenny in the £ shall be levied upon the unim
proved value of all land, excepting (1) park lands, public 
roads, public eemeteries and other public reserve·s ; (2) land 
used solely for religious or charitable purposes, or used by 
an Institute. Under the original Act it was compulsory 
to make a fresh assessment every three years, but by an 
amending Act in 1902, fresh assessments are now necessary 
only once every five years. So .soon as an assessment is 
made, the books must be deposited in the office of the 
Commissioner and the same is open, free of charge, for 
public inspection. If the land tax remains unpaid for a 
period of two years, notice of the amount due is published 
in three consecutive issues of the Government GAZETTE, 
and if the said taxes are not paid within one year from the 
first publication of the notice, the Commissioner has power 
to let the land from year to year, or apply to the Supreme 
Court for a sale thereof. Appeals against assessments are 
allowed within two months after the making of the assess
ments and must be made to the Commissioner ; his 
decision rna y be appealed against to as pecial Court of Appeal. 

From 1884 to 1895 there was a uniform all-rourid tax of 
one-halfpenny in the £. In 1895, under the Taxation 
Act Amendment Act of 1894, an additional halfpenny in 
the £ on values above £5,000, and 20 per cent. on and 
added to the taxes payable by absentees was also collected. 
These rates continued until 1903, .when the all-round tax 
was increased to £d. in the £ ; the additional on values 
above £5,000 remaining at !d., with the absentee tax 
charged on the !d. in the £ values, each tax reverting 
again in 1904 to rates in force. prior to 1903. In 1905 the 
rates were an all-round !d. in the £, £d. in the £ on values 
above £5,000, with 20 per cent. on total of both taxes for 
absentees. For 1906 and on to the present, the rates 
prior to 1903 are in force. Under the Act of 1894, 
"absenteeism " consists of absence from the State for the 
period of two years prior to the date on which the tax 
became due. But the duration of absence was reduced to 
twelve months by the amending Act of 1904. The follow
ing statistics show the aggregate land value of South 
Australia, apart from improvements:-· 

1905 Assessment 
1910 
1915 
1920 

" 

" 

£33,527,099 
55,010,000 . 
61,003,772 
70,108,067 



It will be intemrting to note that the total amount 
J't'Ct'ived by the Government for the site of the 
C'itv of Adelaide at the land sale in 1837 was 
£3,590 88., whereas the unimpro¥ed a&<~eMed nine of same 
land under the 19:!0 nluation was £8.531,05!. Two acres 
at the comers of Rundle and King William Stret>ts, our 
main b118inl'88 centres, which were selected in 1837 with 
13t acres of country land at 128. per acre, are &88e88ed 
to-day at £155,558 and £179,888 respectively. 

LocAL TAXATION 

In 1890 the first attempt to introduce land values rating 
for local government purposes was made. A clause to give 
eftect to the principle was inserted in the Municipal C'~r
porations Bill of 1890. It passed the House of Assembly, 
but was rejected by the propertied Chamber, the Legisla
tive Council. In 1891 a separate Bill, providing for land 
values asaessment was passed in the Assembly, and rejected 
by the Council. The Bill was again introduced in 1892, 
and met a similar fate. In 1893 it was passed, but was 80 

mutilated and amended by the landlords in the c~uncil 
as to make it almost unworkable. The original Act of 
1893 has been amended four times-in 1900, 1910, 19U 
and 1922. There is still room for great improvement. 

At present, rating on land values is optional for munici
palities, but District Councils are debarred from assessing 
on land values. We have endeavoured to get the Act 
amended 80 that District Councils shall also have the 
power to raise revenue from unimproved land values, but 
the Tory Party have been too strong. · 

Under the Land Values Assessment Act of 1893, it is 
provided that before a poll of the ratepayers in any munici
pality can be taken, one month's notice of such intention 
m118t be given by advertisements inserted in the Govern
ment GAZETTE, and in two papers circulating in the 
municipality, and a printed placard must be posted outside 
the Town Clerk's office. Furthermore, a tentative assess
ment must be prepared showing the amount of rates paid 
by each citizen at the time of taking the poll, and also 
the amount each would be called upon to pay if land values 
assessment were in operation. This assessment must be 
open for public inspection for at least twenty-one days 
before the taking of the poll. At the poll, owners and 
tenants are entitled to vote, and before the poll can be 
eftective, at least 25 per cent of the actual number of 
ratepayers on the roll must record their votes in the 
affirmative. Should the citizens decide to adopt the -
principle of land value rating, the Council must then 
petition the Governor-in-Council asking that the Town be 
proclaimed under the Land Y a lues Assessment Act. 

The Act of 1893 made it compulsory for local bodies to 
adopt the valuation of land made by the State Government 
as the basis for local rating, and this was the cause of a 
great number of appeals, owing to the anomalies which 
existed in that valuation. By the amending Acts of 1910 

and19U, Councils ha¥e power to make their own a.-ss
ments, such assessmPnt to be altt>nd and add<>d to as 
required each year, b}lt once ("wry l'l'Wn years it is com· 
pulsory to mak(" a complt>t(" new &-"S<'&<ment. 

The Act of 1893 also limit("d th(" amount of rewnut
which c~uld be raiS("d under the land nlue principlt> to the 
amount ra~d during thl' last year that the rating was on 
the rental value basis. This was a S("rious ddect as it 
did not make any provision for the l'xtra ll'wnut- ll'quired 
as the town progressed. Aml."ndments to the Act, made in 
1910 and 19U, now grant powl'r to raise :!0 Pl'r cent more 
re¥enne than could be obtained, supposing the old rental 
value basis was still in oPI."ration. This giws power to 
raise all the re¥1."nue required, and remows one of the most 
serio118 objections to the Act. 

But the Act is still far from being Pl'rfect. As it is at 
present a hostile Town Council can block the will of the 
people by refusing to grant a poll. The Act requires 
amendml'nt in the direction of making it compuL"<>ry for 
the poll to be takl'n, on receipt by the Council, of a Pl'tition 
signed by five per cent of the ratepayers. Furth("rmore, 
a simple majority of the rat~payers who go to the poll 
should be entitled to decide the qul'Stion, instead of 
as at present 25 per cent of the total number on the 
roll to vote in the affirmati¥e before the poll becoml's 
eftective. 

Despite the fact that grave obstacl("s ha¥e been placed 
in the way to block the successful working of the principle, 
we have U municipalitil's in South Australia collecting 
revenue from the unimpro¥ed value of the land as 
follows:-

Name of Municipality Rate in Land \" alue 
the £. Rating adopt("d in 

d. 
*Thebart~n 51 1907 
*Hindmarsh 7 1910 
*St. Peters 4l 1910 
*Glenelg.. 4! 1911 
*Port Adelaide.. 3! 1910 

, , (street wat~ring rate) 3 1910 
Moonta 9 1908 
Mount Gambier 5 1910 
Port Pirie 81 1911 

, (centre ward) 9 1911 
_ Gawler . . 10 1912 

Peterborough 1/1 1912 
Quom . . 10 10 1912 
Yorketown 4 1913 
Port .Agusta 3 1916 
Port Lincoln 61 1922 

The municipalities marked *are in t-he mt-tropolitan area, 
and the balance in the country di»--tricts. 

The Land Values Assessment Act prondes that after 
the system has been in operation f?r two yea~ in any 
municipality, the citizens ha¥e the right of takmg a poll 
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with a view to returning to the old system of taxing im
provements, if they so desire. Only in two tow~ have 
such requests been made. The first was at Thebarton 
in 1913, six years a.fter land value rating had been adopted. 
When the poll was taken, the principle was reaffirmed by 
a bigger majority than was received when the system was 
adopted in 1907. The majority in favour of retaining 
land values was 335 in 1913, as against 268 in 1907. The 
next reve.rsion poll was at Gawler in 1918, and here the 

_majority in favour of retaining land values was 98 as 
compared with 6 when the principle was first adopted. 
A special point of interest in connection with these polls 
is the fact that the Act provides that at a reversion poll 
the voting is confined solely to LAND OwNERS, whereas, 
at the adoption poll owners and tenants are both allowed 
to vote. Yet after six years' practical operation of the 
Act we find the owners deciding to retain the land values 
system, by bigger majorities than were cast for the principle 
when the tenants were also' allowed the right to vote. 
What is the reason for this favourable expression of 
opinion ? It is due to this fact : Prior to the adoption of 
land value rating, land was held out of use for high prices 
in each town ; and people found it difficult to get a site for 
a home on reasonable terms. When the rate was placed 
on the unimproved ·value of the land it was no longer 
profitable to hold it for speculative purposes. People were 
then able to· get the site cheap, and as there was no tax 
imposed upon their improvements they could build a nice 
house without fear of being penalized. Naturally, when 
they had the chance to vote for or against the system 
which made their home possible, they did not hesitate to 
declare for land values rating. 

Thebarton possesses a very striking example of the 
efficacy of land values rating as a means of making monopoly 
of land unprofitable. Right in the centre of the town 
then~ was a large vacant block of land, containing 134 
acres. 'rhis section was originally secured at 12s. per 
acre, and the owners were absentees residing in Great 
Britain. The Thebarton Corporation were anxious to 

secure a few acres of the land as a recreation park for 
the citizens, and approached the agent of the owners, 
asked the price and were informed that it was £150 per 
acre. Up to that time the only use to which the land had 
been put from the time it was purchased for 12s. per acre 
was growing a few crops of hay and being used as a training 
track for racehorses. The Corporation refused to give· 
the price asked, and the town had to wait for its recreation 
park. Under the old system of taxing improvements, 
this land paid £31 7s. per year in rates. In 1907, when 
Thebarton adopted rating on land values, the owners had 
to pay £255 lOs. per year, with the result that it no longer 
paid to keep the land idle, and in a very short time there 
were over 200 houses and three factories erected on the 
land. This block of land bears eloquent testimony to the 
power of land values rating as a means of f~_·rcing land to 
be put to its best use. 

It is frequently stated by opponents of the land values 
principle that the effect of taxing unimproved land values 
is to force a big number of houses on to small pieces of 
land. That has not been our experience in South Australia. 
Any one who cares to visit the municipalities where land 
values rating has been adopted will see that in the newer 
portions of the town the houses are bigger and better 
and have larger pieces of land than will be found around 
the houses in the older part of the town. This is only 
what might be expected. When the taxes were lifted 
from improvements, the citizens built better houses, and, 
naturally, they were not going to spoil the effect by putting 
the house on a small piece of land. 

Ascertaining the unimproved value of the land is also 
more simple than trying to arrive at the rental value of 
the house and land combined. There has been less appeals 
under the new system than the old. 

Generally speaking, wherever the system has been tried 
it has given satisfaction. The people have the right to go 
back to the old method, and the fact that they will not 
do so is convincing proof that thev are satisfied with the 
rating on unimproved land values.- · 
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Land Value Policy 
by 

JAMES DUNDAS WHITE, LL.D., 
Barrisfer~at~Law, Ex-M.P. 

A New Treatise and Handbook expounding the 
policy of Taxing Land Values and U ntaxing 
Houses and Improvements, and of applying that· 
Policy to both National and Local Taxation 
Prefaced by an Introduction on the master problem of 
economics-how to determine the proper relation of the 
people to the ·land-the chapters in Dr. White's book 
deal with the following subjects :-

Public Rentcharge on Lands 
Land-value Taxation 
Untaxing of Improvements 
The Housing Problem 
Reform of Land Tenure 
The Rent of Land 
The Wages of Labour 
Capital (strictly so-called) 

Inventive Progress 
Evolution of Land-value Principles 
Growth of Land-value Legislation 
Definitions and Valuations 
Method of Collection 
Proportional Contribution 
Application of Policy 
Towards Internationalism 

There are valuable Notes on various subjects and an 
Appendix of Memorable Sayings on the Land Question 

Cloth Bound, 2s., . or 2s. 6d. Post Free 
From the Publishers: 

THE UNITED COMMITTEE for the TAXATION OF LAND VALUES -
11 ToTHILL STREET, LoNDON, S.W.1 


